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(iv) 

Sur·TI:Jl.RY 

The Zero Divisor Problem is the ~ollowing:-.lf G is 

a torsion-free group end R is a corrJnutative domain, is RG 

a domain? This thesis is concerned with three espects of 

this problem. 

After stating various bacl::eround results in 

Chapter 1, we prove in Chapter 2 that RG is a domain if R 

is a c.ommutative domain of characteristic zero, and G is 

a torsion-free group which is in one of various classes 

of groups, of \oThich the most important is the class of 

abelian-by-finite groups. 

If R is a commutative rinc. and G is a soluble group 

such that RG is a domain, then RG is an Ore domain, 2.nd so 

has e division ring of quotients. He are thus led in 

Chapter 3 to investi(:2.te under 'i·rhat circumstances eroup 

rings of generalised soluble croups h2.ve Artinian quotient 

rings. i'le obtr in re~ul ts for a class of [':Toups vThich 

includes meny (but not all) torEion-free soluble groups, 

£',nd we E'hOH that, with appropriate a.ssumptions on the 

coefficient rings, the quotient rings in question are 

QF-rings. Chapter 3 also includes E'evere.l applications 

and examples. 

In Chapter 4 we study the zero divisors of group 

rings by investigating the structure of the singular 

ideals. Ue explicitly describe the singular ideals of the 

group algebras of various clf.'sses of groups, (including 

soluble group~. The results obtained are ~eminiscent of 

results of Passman, Zalesokii et al on the structure of 

the Jacobson radical. I'le include various examples fmd 

applications. 

Each ch~pter begins with a deteiled introduction. 
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NOTATION 

The following notation will be used throughout. 

will denote prime numbers ,. 

the rational field. 

the ring of integers. 

the field of p e~ements. 

the natural numbers. 

the centre of a ring R. 

the infinite cyclic group. 

the Prufer p-eroup. 

the cyclic group of order p. 

the FC-sub~roup of G, (see Defn.1.1.S). 

the torsion subf,roup of 6,( G) • 

the group c,enerated by the p-elements 

of ~(G). 

the Z~lesskii subgroup of a soluble 

eroup G, (see Defn.4.3.8). 

the torsion suberoup of ,(G). 

Results and definitions within a chapter are 

denoted by tvlO natural numbers, separated by a decimal 

point. The first refers to the section of the chapter in 

which the resuJ. t or defil'l.i tion is 10cB.ted, and the second 

refers to the numbering ,'li thin that section. References to 

results and definitions in e2rlier (or, exceptionally, 

later) chapters incorporate three numbers, the first of 

vlhich is the chapter number. 

Equations, identities, and so on, are numbered 

consecutively within each chapter. 



CHAPT:SR I 

PREIJn~INA~IBS 

O. INTRODUCTION 

In this chapter we give an account of some basic 

results which we shall need. For the most part, proofs are 

omitted. 

1. ,9-ROUP THEORY 

Our r.ain reference for group theoretic results will 

be [40J, and most of the material in this section can be 

found there. 

DEFINITION' 1.1 A e;roup theoretical class X is a class of 

groups satisfying 

.(a) if G is isocorphic to II, and HEX, then G E X; 
(b) )( contrins a unit group_ 

We ~hall use a fixed plphabet to denote certain 

group classes which feature prominent~y in this thesis; 

for exerr_ple "le 't'lri te 

:f for the class of finite groups: 

~ for the class of. cyclic groups; 

G for the class of abelian groups; 

(1,0 for the class of torsion-free abelian groups; 

.f; , 
for the class of finitely generated groups; 

;0 :for the class of unit groups. 

Every group theoretical class is contained in the 

class of all groups, and the group theoretical classes are 

partially ordered by inclusion. ~'le use the notation 

X~lI 
to denote the fact that ;r is a croup theoretical subclass 
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of the group theoretical class JI. 
DEFINITIon 1.2 By :?n operation on the class of all group 

theoretical classes we ~ean a function A assigning to 

each clan~ of groups X a class of groups AX such that 

A9 = ~ 
~nd X" ~ AX ~ A 'Y ( 1 ) 

whenever X ~ y. If X = A~, the class :t is said to 

be A -closed. 

We define a parttal ordering on operations as follows: 

A ~ B means that 

for every class of groups Jr. 

DEFINITION 1.3 An operation A is called a closure oneration 

if A = A2. 

It. follovTs from (1) that if A is a closure operation 

the class AJr is the uniquely determined snallest 

A -closed class of groups that contains }r. Clearly one 

may define a closure operation A by specifying the 

classes of eroups which are A -closed. 

The product of t"lO operations A and "B is fOIT!ed 

e.ccording to the rule 

(A~)X = 

Notice that the product of t1-l0 closure opere.tions 

need not be a closure operation. Thi.s leads to the 

following definition. 

DEFINITICN 1. A. Let {A A : ~ E 1\ j be a. Eet of operations. 

\,re define 

c = < A'). : "'A € /\ ">, 
~he closure operation generated by the A", to be that 
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closure operF-.tion ,,;hose closed classes are the classes 

of groups which are A).. -closed for every A EA. 
One I:lz.y easily check that for e class of groups X, 

C X is simply the uniquely determined :;mallest class of 

groups Y such that X ~ Y and Y = A).'}j for all A e 1\. 

The follOl'ling are some exm:ples of closure operations. 

DEFINITION 1.5 If)( is a class of groups, the class of 

all groups G containing a finite chain 

1 = Ho C H1 C • • • C Hn = G, 

where Hi is a subgroup of G, Hi <l Hi + 1 and Hi + 1/Hi E X', 
o ~ i < n, is called the class of RQ1il-X.groups, and 

is denoted by P Y. 

Thus P a is the class of soluble groups. Notice 

thzt if G is a soluble group, the derived series of G 

te~inates in 11 " so G has a' finite chain of characteristic 

SUb€TOUPS with successive fectors ebelian. Since the 

torsion subgroup of an abelirn group 11: characteristic, 

we deduce 

LEMr,:A 1. 6 Let G E r @. Then there exists a chain 

1 = Ho C H1 C • • • C Hn = G 

of characteristic subgroups Hi of G such that for each 

1, 0 ~ i < n, Hi + 1/Hi E ao or Hi + 1/Hi is periodic abelian. 

DEFINITICn 1.7 For a giV~n class of eroups "X, ~ X l.,ill 
denote the class of all groups G i!or l'Thich there exists 

an ordinal y and a series 

1 = HO C II1 C • • • C He<., C He{ + 1 C • • • C Hy = G ( 2) 

such that I~ <l Ho( + l' IIco{ + 1/Ho( E ):' for all 0(, 0 ~ 01.. < y, 
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". and H). = U H~ if A is a limit ordinal, 0 <). E;; f · 
o«}. ,-

Note that P E;; P. A series of the fOrI:1 (2). is 

called an ascendinp; 'X -se,...ies for G. 

D.EFnTITION 1. P, If X is a class. of eroups, L)', the class 

of locally)(-erouns, consists of all groups G such that 

every finite subset of G is contained in an )(-subgroup of G. 

For example, L~ denotes the class of locall~ 

finite groups. 

DEFINI'l'II'N 1.9. If X is e cle ss of groups, 'R X, the class 

of residu:?lly -X -r;roups, is the class of all groups G such 

that for some. index set A, there exists a set t H '). : ). E. I\} 

of norn:al subgroups of G such that G/ .N). E Y for all A e. /\, 

and (\ n). = 1. 
).~I\ 

. For example, 'R:J denotes the class of residua~1x 
finit~ groups. 

DEFINITIon 1.10. Let H be a subgroup of a group G, and 

let 12. be a linearly ordered set. A series bet'\oleen Hand 

G with ord€r type.1l is a set of pairs of subgroups of G, 

such that (i) 

(ii) 

{iii) 

,g = lAd" V~ : <rEnf, 

H ~ VO" <J 1\0" for all c- E: 0; 

G, H = U (1\ -.. 'L): .,...n a- C' 

A--r. c. VO'" if '"'(. -<. (). 

If X is a class of groups, a series "1i th 

-x. -factors between H end G is a series as defined above 

such that Ar:r / V (f" E X for ell O""E. D. 

The concepts '\<le hr'.ve EO far introduced are discussed 

in detr.it in LAO, Chapter 1J, end we have for the most part 

used the notation eiven there. 
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We now state sone basic results on p~rticular 

clas~es of groups. It ~h01Ud be noted th~t we make no 

atte~pt here to present a unified picture of any aspect 

of infinite group theory: rnther we shall include only 

those results vlhich are fundeJllental to en understanding 

of subsequent chapters. 

gI'l.'lA 1 .11 • (0. J .Schmidt; [40, Thm.1. 45J ) The class of 

locally finite groups is closed with respect to forming 

extensions; that is, 'PL J ~ L~ 

An important consequence of the above result is 

that the join of all the normal, locally finite subgroups 

of a group G is·normal and locally finite. We shall 

denote this suberoup, the loc~.ll;V fj ni te radical of G, 

by L(G). Note thnt L(G/L(G)) = 1. 

TIEOR.::l/! 1.12. Let G be a soluble group. Then the 

following are equivalent: 

(i) G has the ~scending chain condition on suberoups; 

(ii) G and ~ll its subgrouns are finitely generated; 

(iii) G E pt. 
PROOF: 

• 

(i) ~ (ii): See [40, Letu:la 1.471. 

(ii) ~ (iii): This follows by en induction on the 

derived length of G, using the structure theorem for . 

finitely generated abelian groups. 

(iii) ~ (i): Clearly cyclic groups satisfy the 

ascending chain condition on subgroups, and so therefore 

do polycyclic groups, by [40, cor.1.48j. 

We denote the class of groups satisfying the 
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ascending chein condition on subgroups by r.1ax.- At present 

all known groups in Max lie in the class P (.l u 3'). 
Conversely, every group in P (~ u :1') is contained in l-1ax, 

since by [40, Cor.1. 48J, ~ 1'1e.x = Max. ~'Urther inforr::ation 

about this class of groups is provided by the follo"\'Ting 

result, in which (toO) denotes the class of infinite 

cyclic groups. 

THEOR~:N 1.13. Let G e P (L U d). Then 

(i) there exists a characteristic subgroup H of G 

such that I G : II I <00 and H E pa..o); 

(ii) periodic subgroups of G are finite. 

PROOF: 

(i) See L40, Vol.I, p.65~. 

(ii) Since subgroups of G are in P (1, u ~), this 

is' clear. 

~RKS: (i) In view of (i) ~bove, the class ~ (~u~) 

is frequently referred to es the class of polycyclic

by-finite groups. 

(ii) Using the Schn;ier Refiner.:ent Theorem, one 

may easily show that if G Eo p( ~ u -:1'), the number of 

infinite cyclic factors occurring in a series for G 

with finite or cyclic -factors is an invariant, uhich is 

called the Hirsch lTUI:ber of G, and is denoted by h(G). ,-

~le shall make frequent use of the fact that the 

class (~ A G.J) of finitely generated abelian-by-finite 

groups is polycyclic-by-finite. This follmTs from the 

structure theorem for finitely generated abelian groups, 

together with 
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LEr·YLA 1.14. (Schreier [40, Thm.1. 411) If H is a subgroup of 

finite index in the finitely generated group G, then H is 

finitely generated. 

THEOR~~ 1.15. Let G be a nilpotent group. Then 

(i) the set of periodic elements of G forms a 

characteristic subgroup T, which is locally finite. 

Further, G/T is torsion-free nilpotent; 

(ii) if G is finitely generated, it is polycyclic; if 

G is finitely generated end torsion-free, G e P(toe ); 

(iii) if G is finite, it is the direct product of its 

Sylow subgroups. 

PROOF: 

For the second p~rt of (ii), see [40, Th~.2~251. For 

the remaining assertions, see [40, Vol.I, P.55}. 

We shall use the symbOl,1( to denote the class of 

nilpotent groups. Between the classes (7 ('\}t) and 'P.t 
lies the class of supersoluble groups. 

DEFINITION 1.16.(i) A group G is said to be supersoluble 

if it has a finite series 

1 = HO C • • • C, Hi C Hi + 1 C • • • C Hn = G, 

where Hi <l G and Hi + 1/ffi E .R.:" 0 ~ i < n. 

(ii) The group G is said to be an j.nfini te dihedral 

e;roupifG = <a,b:b!.l ab =a-1,b2 =1'». 

Note that the infinite dihedrel group is supersoluble, 

being an extension of an infinite cyclic group by an ele~ent 

of order ti'lO. 

1.Ul!QR:'H 1.17. (i) Let G be supersoluble. There exist 

characteristic subgroups L ~ H c:;. G such that L is finite 
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" of odd order, H/L is finitely generated torsion-free 

nilpotent, end I GIll I 0( 
= 2 , where 0 E; 01. < 00. 

(ii) Let G be an infinite Euper~oluble group. Then 

G has a normp~l subgroup N with GIN either infinite cyclic 

or infinite dihedral. 

PROOF: 

(i) See [40, Vol.I, p.671 •. 

(ii) See [37, Lemma 13.3.8]. 

NOTATION: If H is a subgroup of a group G, and x,y E. G, 

we shall write xY for y-1xy, and define HY = I hY : h E HJ. 

DEFINITION 1.18.(1) If G 1s a group and x e G, the set 

CG(x) = lYE. G : xY = x } 

is called the centralizer of x in G; C~(x) is clearly a 

subgroup of G. 

(ii) If G is a group, the set 

~(G) = I x E: G: IG: CG(X)I <00) 

is e chE.recteri~tic subgroup of G, called the Fe-subgroup. 

(iii) A eroup G is called an FC-groupi! G = ~(G). 

(iv) :t'or a group G and e. prime p, we define 

!::t( G) = t x E ~(G) • x ha.s finite order} , • 

e.nd t:!(G) = <x E 8(G) • Ixl = pO<, 0 ~ 0( < aD/. · 
LEI,:J(A 1. 19. Let G be a group. 

(i) t1 (G) is a characte ristic loce.lly finite 

subgroup of G, and 6.(G)/ ~+(G) is torsion-free abelian. 

(ii) If S is a finite subset of ~(G), there 

exists a finite norr.:al subgroup II of G, such that S :!:i H. 

Conversely, if H is a finite normal suberoup of G, 'R ~ tt(G). 

(iii) For any prime p, ~p(G) is a characteristic 
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subgroup of G, and ~+(G)/ ~p(G) has no elenents of 

order p. 

(iv) If H is a finite nor.cal subgroup o~ G, then 

~+(G/H) = K(G)/H and ~P(G/H) = 6 P(G)H/Ir. 

(v) If W c: H(G) 't-Tit'h I bl(G) : WI < 00, then 

l'tl : ~p( v1) I < 00. 

(vi) If H is a finitely generated FC-group, then 

~(H), the centre of H, has finite index in H. 

PROOF: 

(i) - (v): See [36, Lenrna 19.31. 

(vi): Let n=<a 1, • • • , an">. Since the 

intersection of finitely m~ny subgroups of finite index 

has finite index, 
't\ 

IH : .r'\ CH(a.) I < 00, 
,,~=1 ). 

e.nd clearly ~ (H) : (\ CH(ai ). 
i. =1 . 

LEnr:.A 1.20. Let G be a finitely eenerated group, and 

suppose I G I I < 00. Then I G : ~ (G) I < 00, 't~here ~ ( G) 

denotes the centre of G. 

PROOF: 

It is easy to show that since IG'I <~, G is an 

FC-group, so that Lemma 1.19 (vi) applies. 

DEFINITIon 1.21. If G is a periodic group and p is a prime, 

we shall say that G is (1) a p'-croun if G has no 

non-trivi~l elements of order a power of p, or (ii) a 

p-group' i~ every element of G has order a po",er of p. vIe 

shall sometir:eE wri te :J~ for the class of finite p-groups, 

and ~, for the clr.ss of finite pi_groupS. 

We nmT outline tvlO eroup-theoretic constructions 
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which we shall need. 

TH~OR~ 1.22. Let {~ : ~ e If be a f~mily of groups. 

Then there exists a group G "" 11" Ao< l-Thich is uniquely 
~ 

deterzr.ined by the following property. For each 0< E I, G 

conte.ins an iso~orphic copy of Ac( and each element g of 

G is uniquely expressible 8~ e finite product of the 

form e = R1 a2 • • • an for some n end some a i (:- Ao( , 
i 

e. i i: 1, 1 ~ i ~ Jl, such that 0( i i: ~ i + l' 1 .;; i < n. 

PROOF: 

See [37, Thm.9.2.9]. 

DEFINITION 1.23. In the notation of the above theorem, 

G is called the free product of the A~'s. If III = t < ~, 

we write G = A1*. · . *Ato 

IJTl·TA 1.2.1. Let G be an il".f'inite dihedraJ. group. Then 

G = C2 * C2, where 02 denotes the group of tl'TO elerr.ents. 

PROOF: 

See [37, I,er'J'lla 13.3.21. 

D?FINITION 1.2~. Let G and H be groups. The wreath product 

G ~ Hof G by H is defined as follows. For each x E H, let 

Gx be the set of ordered,pairs 

Gx = t Le, x1 g E G I, 

with multiplication defined by 

le1' x] [g2~ ~ = 191 g2' x1· 
Thus Gx is a group, and Gx is isomorphic to G, for all 

g E G. If Y E: H, then y induces an isomorphism Gx ~ Gxy' 

mapping the element [g, xl to the element 19, xy1. In this 

way y induces an automorphism of 

A = n Gx • 
)(~H . 
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.. This yields an t..ction of H on A, and we may form the 

# semidirect product A~ H, which we call the wreath 

product G 1 H of G by H. The normal subgroup A is called 

the base group of G 1 H. 

We note the following useful fact. 

LEf.1NA 1.26. Let A and B be non-trivial groups, and 

suppose that B is infinite. Then ~{A l B) = 1. 

2. RING TH-';;ORY 

Throughout this thesis, ",e shall use the term 

noetheri~n [respectively Artinia~ to mean right and left 

Noethericn~esp. riGht ~nd left Artinian1. The term 

, 'ideal' I will always r:ean ,t tl'lo-sided ideal' t. All rings 

will be assumed to contain sn identity element, and all 

modules will be unital~ we shall norm~lly consider right. 

modules, and write hor::or::orphisr:s on the left. If R is a 

ring, J(R) will denote the Jacobson radical of R, and N{R) 

the nilpotent redical of R; that is, N(R) is the sue of 

the nilpotent ideals of R. 

We shall need the following well-known criterion for 

a ring to be right Artinian. 

THEOR~E 2 • .1. The ring R ~s right Artinian if and only if 

R/N(R) is Artinian, N(R) is finitely generated as a right 

ideal, and N(R) is nilpotent. 

DEFINITICN ?2.(i) If S is a subset of a ring R, we shall 

c~.ll the.right ideal Ix e R : Sx = OJ the right~hilato! 

of S in R, f'nd denote it by rR(S) , or Simply by r(S) where 

no confusion i~ likely. The set {y E R : yS = OJ is called 
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the left annihilator of S, and will be denoted by IR(S). 

(ii) An element x of a ring R is said to be right 

regulnr if rR{x) = 0; left regular elements are defined 

analogously, and an element is said to be regular if it is 

right and left regular. The set of regular elements of R 

will be denoted by ~R(O), or by ~(O) when no confusion is 

likely. 

(iii) An ele~ent x of e ring R is said to be a unit 

if there exists en element x-1 such that 
-1 -1 x x = x x = 1. 

The element x-1 is clearly unique if it exists. 

LE}rr1A 2.4. If x is a right regular element of the right 

Artinian ring R, then x is a unit. Thus, in parti.cular, 

x is regular. 

PROOF: 

There exists n? 1 such that xnR = xn + 1 R, and so 
n n+1 

x = x d for some d E R. Hence 1 = xd and d is right 

regular, so there exists a ~ R such that 1 = da. Thus 

x = a, as required. 

'''e sh~tll have occasion to consider the follO't'1ing 

Eubcl~sf: of the cl~ss of·Artinian rings. 

DEFINITION ~.4. An Artinian ring R will be called a gu~si

Frobenius ring (QF-rin/?) if 
, 

r(l(I» = I, 

for ~ll right ideals I End left ideals T of R. 

DEFINITION ~ .Ij. (i) An R-module l-! is said to be inj ecti ve 

if every diagrE'm 
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of R-modules and R-homornor:phisms C8.n be embedded in a 

diagram 

O-~)A Jb~B 

11~ 
M 

such that t J' = ·t· 
(ii) A ring R is said to be right self-injective if 

RRfu an injective module. 

THEOR-::1-! 2.6. (Eilenberg and lTakay~rna; [51, Prop.;. 4, p. 277} ) 

A ring R is a QF-ring if and only if R is a right or left 

Noetherian ring &nd R is right or left self-injective. A 

QF-ring is right end left self-injective. 

PROI'OSITION 2.7. If I is f'. nil ideal of a ring R, (i.e. for 

ell x e I there exists n ~ 1 Euch that xn = 0), then any 

countable set of orthogonal idempotents of R/I can be 

lifted to a set of orthogonal idempotents of R. 

PROOF: 

This fol101-TS from [51, Propositions 4.1 and 4.2, P.186J. 

DEFINITION 2.8. A ring R is said to be (von Heunann) regular 

if for each a E R there existE x € R such that 

a = axa. 

Note· that serr:isimple Artinian rings are regular, and , 
it is easy to see that a ring R is regular if and only if 

every finitely generated right ideal of R is idempotently 

generated, [51, Prop.12.1, P.;9J. It follows that regul.ar 

rings are se~isimple. Concerning the relationship between 

regular end Artinian rings, 'toTe have 

THEOR:r.l,1 2. 9. (K~plansky, [27 , Thrn. 2.1}) A regular ring R is 
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either Artinian or contains an infinite set of 

orthogonal idempotents. 

In the study of rines it is frequently useful to 

embed a given ring in a simpler ring in such a way that we 

may hope to deduce properties of the original ring from the 

structure of the over-ring. vIe now consider vaorious vrays of 

adopting this approach. 

n::-;:PINITIOn ::!.10.' Let R be a ring, T a multiplicatively 

closed set of regular elements of R. A partial righ~ 

quotient ring of R with respect to T is a ring Q containing 

R such that elements of T aroe units in Q and every element 

of Q can be "Tri tten in the form ac -1, where a E: R, c E. T. 

Left quotient rings are defined analogously. 

It may easily be shown that any two right quotient 

rings of R with respect to Tare isomorphic. 

It T = ~ (0), the corresponding right quotient ring 

Q is called the classical 1 right 2 guotient ring of R • (Note . 
that Q need not exist.) VIe shall denote the classical right 

quotient ring of a ring R by Q(R), or so~etimes by Qcl(R). 

"/hen Q(R) exists, we SE.y that R is a right order in Q{R). 

DEFINITION 2.11. A ring R is said to satisfy the right Ore 

condition l:ith respect to the multiplicatively closed set T 

of regular ele~ents of R,if ~nd only if for all a E R, c c T, 

there exist a 1 E R, c1 E: T, such that 

aC 1 0 = ca1• 

The left Ore condition is defined ~na1ogously. 

THEORilll 2. 12. (Ore) Let R be a ring containing a 

multiplicatively closed set of regular elements T. Then R 
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has e partial right quotient ring with respect to T if 

and only if R satisfies the right Ore condition with 

respect to T. 

For a proof of the above re~ult, see ~O, Prop.1, 

p. 109J, or for a proof '\-,hich avoids the use of the maximal 

ring of quotients, see [37, Thm.4.4.1]. \>lhen .. re take 

T = 1S(0), Theorem 2.12 and its left-handed version 

provide conditions for the existence of classical right 

and left quotient rings of R. "lhen both these rings exist. 

we have, by an elementary ar~ent 

PROPOSITION 2.13. Let R be a ring with right and left 

classical quotient rings Q1 and Q2. Then, as rings, 

Q1 ~ Q2· 

DEFIrrrTION 2.1A. In the circunstrnces of.Prop.2.13, we 

shall refer to Q1 the (clasf.'ic~.l) quottent rin!,; of R, 

end we shall s£y that R is en order in Q1 = QlRJ. 

In 1958 Goldie obtained neces~ary end sufficient 

conditions for a ring to h~ve a semisirnple Artinie.n 

right quotient ring. To state these conditions, we need 

some more definitions. In 2.15-2.20, R denotes an 

arbitrary ring. 

DEFINITIOn 2.1 t) .(i) An R-module I-! is said to be an 

essential extension of a submodule N if, for all 

R-submodules X of N, X f\ N = 0 implies X = o. 
Alternatively, we say that N is essential in H. 

(il) An R-module U is said to be uniform if U ~ 0 
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and every non-zero submoduleof U is essential in U. 

(iii) A module M has finite (unifo~ or Goldie) 

dimension if 1t contains no infinite direct sum of 

non-zero submodules. 

THEORI1·T 2.16. [14, ThIn.1. 0.7] Let M be a finite dimensional 

R-module. There exists an integer n 9 ° such that 

(i) a direct sum of uniform submodules which is 

essential in N has n terms; 

(11) a direct sum of non-zero sub~odules in M always 

has at most n terms; 

(1i1) a submodule is essential 1n }1 1f and only 1f 1 t 

contains a direct sum of n uniform sub~odules. 

DEFINITION 2. 17. (i) The Goldie dit:ension of an R-module 1-1, 

written dimRM, is the integer n of the above theorem, if n 

exists, and otherwise dirnRN ~ 00. 

(1i) The right Goldie di~ension of R is dimR(RR). 

Clearly if N c;; Here R-modules, dit'lRN ~ dimIt'I, ",ith 

equality if and only if N 1s eSEential in M. If dimRM = 0, 

M =0, while if dimRJ.i = 1, r·r is uniform. 

lllinNITION 2.18. A ring R 1s s~dd to have the maxinu.m 

condition on rie~t annihilators, ivritten max-ra, if every 

chain 

r(S1) C r(S2) c ... C r(Si) C r(Si+ 1) C ••• 

where S1 is a su.bset of R, 1 ~ 1 < c(J, terminates after 

finitely many terms. 

Ue define similarly the properties max-Ia, min-ra 

and min-Ia. 
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-. DEFINITION 2.19. (i) A right ideal I of R is said to be 

essential if IR is an essential submodule of RR" 

(ii) The right sinGtuar ideal Z(R) of R Is defined as 

fo1.1.ov1s: 

Z(R) = {x E R : xE = 0, for some essential. right 

ideal E of R J. 

(111) A rlng R Is said to be right non-singular if 

Z(R) = o. 
There are, of course, analogous definitions on the 

left; the left singular ideal will be denoted by Z'(R). The 

singular ideals were introduced by Johnson; as '\ole shall see, 

they have proved useful in various aspects of ring theory. 

LENl·rA: 2.20. Z(R) and Z'(R) are ti'lo-sided idea.ls of R. 

PROOF: 

It is clear that Z(R) is a left ideal, since if E1 

and E2 are essential right ideals of R, then E1A E2 is 

essential. Furthermore, if E Is a.n essential. right ideal, 

a-1E = t r E R : ar e E J 

Is easily seen to be an es~ential right ideal, for all 

a E R. It follows that Z(R) is an ideal of R 

Similar remarks apply to Z'(R). 

LEf.'i1-TA 2.21. (i) Let R be a ring ",ith reax-ra. Then Z(R) is 

nllpotent. 

PROOF: 

(1i) If R is a co~~utative ring, N(R) ~ Zen). 

(i) See [51, Lemma 2.5, P.56]. 

(ii) See 04, p.2?51. 

It should be noted that both parts of the obove lemma 
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are felse if we drop the appropriate hypothes~s on R. For 

(ii), consider the ring S of ell n x n lO''1er triangular 

matrices with integer coefficients, for n> 1: Z(S) = 0, 

but N(S) # O. For (i), see EX.4.4.3. 

It is convenient at this point to note the following 

basic properties of quotient rings. 

L:E1,':r.tA 2.22. Let R be a ring with a partial right quotient 

ring Q with respect to a multiplicatively closed set T~,g(O). 

(i) Let c 1 ' ••• , ck ~ T; then there exist elements c E T, 

d 1, • • • , dk of R such that 
-1 -1 i = 1 , ci = dic , • • • 

(1i) Let I <3 R. r Then IQ is a right ideal of Q, and 

IQ = { ac-1 • a E I, c E T } • • 

(iii) If Pi? Q, P : (P f'\ R)Q. 

(iv) A right ideal E of R is essential in R if and 

only if EQ is essential in Q. 

= = 

PROOP: 

(1) - (iv): See [14, Lemma 1.36J. 

(v) This follows easily from (1), (il) and (iii). 

, 

TREORE!.! 2.23. (Goldie) Let R be a ring. Then the following 

are equivalent: 

(a) R has a sem1sicple Artinian classical right 

quotient ring Q(R). 

(b) (1) R is semiprime; 

(ii) R has finite right Goldie di~ension; 

(iii) R has max-rae 

(c) (i) R is semiprime; 

k. 
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lii) R has finite right Goldie dimension; 

liii) ZlR) = O. 

PROO~': 

la) ~ l b): This is 04, Thm.1. 37] • 
(b) > (c): This follows from Lemma 2.21li). 

(c) ~ lb): See (9, coz:·1.41· . 

DEFIITITION 2. ?4.' A ring R s8tisfying properties (b) (ii) 

Bnd (b) (iii) above is called a right Goldje ring. 

REr.t~RK: The proofs of (a) =9 (b) and (a) ~ (c) in the 

above result are of course trivial applications of the 

previous lemma. It should be noted in particular that i~ 

R is any subring of a rinG Q satisfying max-ra or min-ra, 

then R oust also satisfy max-ra or min-ra, respectively, 

since if S is Bny subset of R, 

= 

Secondly, it is apparent from Lemma 2.22lii) that 

if Q is a partial right quotient ring of the semiprioe 

ring R, then Q is also seciprime. 

If we remove the restriction to semisimple quotient 

rings Q from Theorem 2.23, the situation is described by 

the next result, orig~na1ly obtained by Small, (441, and 

due in the form we state it to Hajernevis, [19]. 

D3FINITIOH 2.25. If R i::: e ring £'.nd I is an ideal. of R, 

we denote by ~ (I) the Eet of elements c of R such that 

(c + I) is a regular element of R/I. 

THEOREM 2.26.[19J A ring R has a right Artinian right 

quotient rinG if and only if R s~tisfies the following 
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conditions. 

{i) Rand R/N(R) are right Goldie rings. 

{ii) The ring R/IR(N(R)k) has finite right Goldie 

dimension for k = 1, ••• , t - 1, where t is an 

integer such that N(R)t = 0, but N{R){t - 1) # o. 
{iii) ~ (N(R~ c:: g (o). 

It "'ill be noted from the above result that a 

necessary condition for a ring R to have a right Artinian 

quotient ring is that N{R) is.nilpotent. This is always 

the case if R is right Goldie, as may be seen from 

PROPOSITION 2~. (Lanski) If S is a nil subring of the 

right Goldie ring R, then S is nilpotent. 

A proof of the above result ~ay be found in [9J. 
"[hen in Chapter 3 we wish to show that certain 

rings have Artininn quotient rings, we shall not in fact 

make use of Theorem 2.26, except to deduce inforeation 

about the rings in question once we knmT that they have 

Artinian quotient rings. Insteed, we shall use the 

following result. We denote the group of ring automorphisms 

of a ring R by Aut{R). 

THEOREH 2. 28. (~£-tegaonkar, [24, T~.3.11) Let R be a 

ring 'vi th a right Artinian right quotient ring, and let , , 
ere Aut(R). Let RLx;~J denote the ring of polynomials 

with coefficients in R, 
l'\ 

R [x; 0"1 = t f (X) = .~ r i xi : n ~ 0, r i E: R I , 
1-0 

where addition and multiplication are defined in the 

obvious manner, subject to 

rX = X .cr-(r), 
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for all r ~ R~ Then R[X~O"'] 

quotient ring. 

has a right Artinian right 

RE!1ARK: Since X is a regular element of the ring R[X; a] ~ 

the ring 

RLX' x-1
; 0--1 = 

'1\ 

li£.:i Xi : m~n ~ 0; r i E. R}, 

with multiplication defined as above, is an order in 

Q(R[x;a]) ~ if this latter ring exists. Thus the above 

resul t may be applied equally well to the ring R[X, x-1; oJ. 
DEFINITION 2.29. The rings R[x:O"'l and R[1:~X-1; a] 

introduced above will be referred to as twisted polynomial 

rings over R. 
'\ 

We need one more result on classical quotient rings. 

LE~~ 2.30. Let R be a ring with a right Artinian right 

quotient ring 

(ii) NCQ) = 

integeI's k, 

PROOF: 

Q. Then (i) N(R) 

N(R)Q = QN(R)Q; 

N(Q)k = N(R)kQ 

= N(Q) ("\ R; 

(iii) for all positive 

= Q(N(R»)~. 

This follows from Lemma 2.1 of [Talintyre, J.London Math. 

Soc. 41 (1966), 141-144], noting that the assumption there that 

R is right Noetherian may be replaced by the assumption .. that 

N(R) is nilpotent, which is the case, by Lemma 2.27. 

We now turn to a related technique, that of 

"localization!' We shall only need to consider localization 

in circumstances v~ry similar to the classical, comcutative 

case; for a reore detailed treatment, the reader is advised 

to consult [141, for exC'mple. 

D"2FINITIClT 2.31. Let R be a right Noetherian ring, I an 
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ideal of R. We say that I has the rieht AR pronerty if, 
4', 

given a finitely generated right R-module l-l and a 

submodule N of 1-1, there exists a positive integer n such 

that 

PROPOSITION 2.E. (Hartley) An ideal I of a right Noetherian 

ring R h~s the right AR prope~ty if and only if, given 

any right ideel E of R, there exists an integer n ~ 1 such 

that 

PROOF: 

Clearly, if I has the right AR property and E is a 

right ideal of R, there exiE'ts n ~ 1 such that 

E f\ In s: EI. 

For the converse, let J.r be a finitely generated right 

R-module with submodule N, and suppose I satisfies the 

right AR property on right ideals. If 1-1 is cyclic, it is 

easy to show that there exists n ~ 1 such that 

I,Hn A N c::; :NI. 

If M is not cyclic, choose a submodule Q of l-l: maxitlal such 

that Q "N = NI, 

and put $I = H/Q, Ii = (N + Q)/Q, so that N is essential in 

M, and NI = O. It is enough to prove that there exists 

n ~ 1 such that MIn = O. 
t 

Now M = .~ Mi, S8Y, 't'lhere Ni is cyclic, for 
'L=1 

i = 1 , • • • , t, and if (\ 11i is essential in l-1i , for 

i = 1, . . . , t • HO,\,Tever, 

(N A r-1i )I ~ NI = 0, 

and the result follows since I has the right AR property 

on cyclic modules. 

DEFINITION 2.33. Let P be a prime ideal of the Noetherian 
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ring R. "Ie s~y th£.t P is loc~.liznble if, given c E l, (p), 

r E R, there exist c 1 E ~(P), r 1 E R such that 

= 

The next lemme. is clear from the definition. 

Lill'1}!A 2. d,.1.. Let P be a localizable ideal of a ring R, and 

I an ideal of R such that I ~ p. Then 1'/1 is a localizable 

ideal of R/I. 

LElI':1-'i.A 2. ;)5. [15, Chapter 5] If P is a localizable prime 

ideal of a Noetherian ring R, and 

K = l r ~ R : rc = 0, for sooe c E ~ (1') J , 

then K is an ideal of R, and there exists c ~ ~(P) such 

that Kc = O. If "Ie put Ii = R/I:, then the set 

Q,(p) = t(c + K): c E'. ~(p)J 

consists of regular elements of R. Thus if R is prime, 

K = 0 and J6(P) consists of regular elements of R. 

It follo,,'s froe Lemma 2.35 that if P is e. localizable 

prime ideEl of a Ncetheri~m ring R, ",e may form a partial 

right quotient ring of R = R/K, by inverting the elements 

of .e,(P). 

DEFINITION 2.36. If P is'a localizable prime ideal of the 

Noetherian ring R, "Ie shall denote the partial quotient 

ring of R described above by Rp, and call it the , , 
localization of R at P. 

note that if R ·is prime, R is a subring of Rp ' 't.,hich 

is in turn a subring of Qcl(R). 

D~FIHI~ION 2.37. A ring R ~s said to be local if 

(i) R has a unique maximal ideal 1'1, which is the 
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" Jacobson redical of R; 

\11) R/M 1s Artin1en. 

If RIM is actually a div1sion ring, R is seid to be scalar" 

local. 

PROPOSITIl'N 2.38. If P is a localizable ideal of the 

Noetherian ring R, then Rp is a right Noetherian local 

-- -1 ring, whose elem~nts can be written in the form a c , 

where a e R, c E .R:,(P) , and i denotes the !mege 1n R/K of 

x E R. If RIp is a domn1n, Rp is scalar local. 

PROOF: 

Rete1ning the not2t10n of Lemma 2.35, R is"a r1ght 

Noetheri~n ring, end so by Lenrna 2.22(1ii) Rp 1s right 
-~oethericn, since it is e partial quoti~nt ring of R. 

NOvT, "Tri ting M = PRp<J Rp ' RplM - Qcl (R/P), which 

is "simple Artinian by Theorem 2.23 and Lemea 2.22(iii), so 

that N is a maxiIll.al ide~, and Rl'/M is a division ring if 

R/P is a domain. Finally, elements of Rp can clee.rly be 

written in the prescribed fore, since ~(P) satisfies the 

right Ore condition in R/K, and M = J(Rp)' since 1f 

pc-1 
E 11, where peP, C E: t,(P), then 

(1 - P ~ -1 ) = (c _ p)c -1, 

which is a unit in Rp. 

The next result reveals so~e of the connections , 
betueen localization and the AR property. 

PROPOSITION 2.'39. [48, I'rop.2.1} Let P be a prime ideal. of 

the Noetherian ring R. If P has the right AR property, then 

p is localiz~ble if and only if F/pn is n loc~lizable 1deal 

of R/pn for all positive integers n. 

LEI·21ft. 2.40. If l! is a mexinal ideal of the Noetherian ring 
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R, then ~(H) = l (I'In) for all positive integers n. 

PROOF: 

By [14, ThIn. 2.51, ,~(Mn) ~ k (M). For the converse, 

we argue by induction on n. The result is trivial for n = 1; 

suppose that n is greater than 1, and that we h~ve proved 

the result for (n - 1). We may suppose that Mn = 0, without 

loss of generC'.li ty. ~'le define 

S = . { X E R : xc = 0, some c E ~{r.O}. 

Since ...e (rJI) = .e, (Hn -1) by induction, Theoren 2.26 

shows that e, (ll) is 0. right divisor set modulo Mn -1. Since 

S ~ n, it follow's that S is an ideal of R. NO,\-T S is finitely 

generated as a left ideal of R, and so there exists t ~ .e (N) 

such that St = 0, again usine our induction assunption and an 

adaptation of Lemma 2.22(i). If'S F 0, ntR ~ R, and so, 

noting that H is the unique maximal ideal of R, '\'Ie must have 

t E H, a contradiction. Thus S = 0, as required. 

Finally, we obtain the result for which we have been 

aiming. 

PROPOSITIOn 2.41. If 1<1 is a maximal ideal of the Noetherian 

ring R, F,nd III has the right AR property, then M is 

localizable. 

PROOF: 

Lemma 2.40 and Theorem 2.26 sho"T that M/IvIn is a 

localizable idenl of R/1,In, for all n ~ 1. The resuJ. t follOi-ls 

from Proposition 2.39. 

In view of the above re~u1t, it is neces~ary to have 

some informe.tion on when ideals of a Noetherian ring R have 

the AR property. If R is commut~tive, then every ideal has 

the AR property - this is the content of the Artin-Rees 
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Lemoa, [2, cor.10.10J. In a non-comnutative Noetheri~n ring, 

however, this is not the case. By analogy llith the 

conmutative case, we make the following definition. 

DEFINITION 2.42. An ideal I of a ring R is said to have the 

stronr right AR property if and only if the ring 
~ i 

R*(I) = If(X) = ifoaixi : aO ~ R, a1 E: I , 1 ~ i ~ n} 

is right Noetherian. (In the above, X denotes. a commuting 

indeterminate.) 

The following result, 1-,hich justifies the teroinology 

introduced ebove, is proved exactly as in the commutative 

case; see, for example, [2, §10]. 

LrJ.l-1A 2. A3. If "the iderl I of the right Noetherian ring R 

has the strong right AR property, then I has the right AR 

property. 

As we have seen in Theorem 2.12, the classical right 

quot:i.ent ring of a non-commutative ring R does not in 

general exist. In an effort to surcount this problem, al~ 

extensive theory of maximal quotient rings' has been 

developed over the past twenty years, the maxical quotient 

ring of a ring having the advantage (or perhaps the 

disa.dvantage) that it always exists. Our main reference for 

this material is [30]; see also L5~ for a more categorical 

treatment, 8.nd note that' a very detailed discussion of the 

representation of Theorem 2.48 is given in ~71. 

DEFINI~ION 2.44. Let R be a ring, and let IR denote the 

injective hull of RR~ see [30, p.921. Let H = HomRlIR' I R), 

a.nd finally put 
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The ring ~ax(R) is called the mr'xiIn~.l right quotient riM 

~. There is of course an analogous definition of the 

maximal left quotient ring of R. 

We assemble some elementary properties of the maxical 

right quotient ring. 

LEfYJ..[\'jA 2 • .15. Let R be a ring. 

(i) The map J> :R~ ~ax(R): r ~ (7rr:i~ir) is a 

ring ~onomorphism. 

(ii) The map "I :~ax(R)R ~ IR:q ~ 1q is a module 

monomorphism. 

(iii) If S is a subring of ~ax(R), e.nd R ~ S, then 

. ~ax(R) = ~ax{S). 

liv) If ZlR) = 0, then Z(~ax(R}) = 0, ~a:x:(R) is 

self-injective, and ~ax(R)R ; I R• 

(v) Z(R) = ° if and only if ~ax(R) is regular. 

lvi) ~he following conditions are equivalent: 

la) ~he map 1 of (ii) is an epimorphism; 

(b) ~ax(R)R is injective; 

lC)'~ax(R) is self-injective; 

(d) H ~ ~ax(R) canonically, as rings. 

PROOF: 

( i) and t ii): [30, ~ ti. 3, Lemma 11. 
(iii): Ad~.pt \)0, §4.3, Corollary to ProP.2J. 

(i v): [30, ~4. 5, a~d § 4. 3, Prop. 31. 
l v) : [30, ~ 4.5, Prop. 3}. 
(vi): ~o, §4.3, PrOP.4.3}. 

It is frequently useful to have a more concrete 

description of the maximal quotient ring, which we now 

outline. .Full details may be found in [30, § 4.31 or L37, ~4. ?1. 
,,--._ ... 
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" D15.li'INITION 2 • .i6. A right idepl I of a ring R is said to be 

dense if, for all x E R, llI:x) = 0, where 

(I:x) = {r E R : xr Elf. 

Thus a dense right ideal is essential, and if I is a 

two-sided ideal, I is dense as a right ideal if and only if 

l(I) = O. 

LBF}\1A 2.47. [37, Lemma 4.5. 21 ~i) If D, and D2 are dense 

right ideals of a ring R, and f £ HocR(D1, R), then lD1AD2) 

and f-1D2 are also dense right ideals. 

THROREH 2.48. [30, ~4.3, proP.6J Let D range over the set ~ 
of all dense right ideals of a ring R, and consider the set 

lJ RocRlD, R)£e ' 
])(:~ /t 

where e is the equivalence relation betl-Teen t,:'o 

homomorphisms which agree on a dense right ideal contained 

in the intersection of their domains. This set may be made 

into a ring, isonorphic to ~ax(R), with operations 

defined as follows. Let fi £ HomRlDl' R), 1 = 1,2, and let 

) ) . -1 ) 
. lf1 + f2 E HOI!lRlD1 f\ D2, R , f1f2 E: HomRlf2 D1, R 

be defined by 

lf1 + f 2)d = (f1d + f 2d), 

then we define 

}{RJ.VlJ.~RK: Notice that the ring R is represented in the above 

manner by r .... , -..,,) ~tr)' where 1r:RH.~RR:x t---=»rx. 

Using the above representation, we easily deduce 

PROPOSITION 2.l9.(i) Let R be a ring satisfying the right 

Ore condition. Then R S QcllR) 50 ~axlR). 

~ii) An element x of the maxinal right quotient ring 
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of a ring .H. is in the centre of ~a:x:(R) if and only if 

xr = rx 

for al~ r E R. 

PHOUF: 

ti) See [30, §4.6, ProP.1]. 

(ii) Suppose x is represented by f E HOmR(D, R), and 

xr =rx for all r E R. Then clearly D may be assumed to 

be a two-sided ideal, and f a bimodule honomorphism of D; 

see [13J. If now y is an element of Qmax(R) represented by 

g ~ HomR(E, R), then ED is easily seen to be a dense right 

ideal on which fg, gf are not only defined but equal. 

We now introduce some fundamental concepts from 

homological algebra. 

DEFINITIOn 2 ~O. Let R be a ring. 

(i) An R-module P is said to be projective if P 1s a 

direct summand of a free module. 

(11) Let M be an R-module. A projective resolution 

of M £f length n is an exact sequence of non-zero R-modules 

. O~Pn~Pn_1--7 • • • ~ P1~PO~M~O, 

where Pi is projective, for 0 ~ i ~ n. 

(iii) The projec~~ve dimension of M is 

in! {n : l-r has a projective resolution of length nl, 

and is denoted by proj. dim. M. 

(iv) lie call 

suplproj. dim. M : M a right R-modulel 

the right,Blpbal dimenSion of R, and denote it by 

rt.gl.dim.R. 

Thus for any ring R, the right global dimension of R 

is either infinity or a non-negative integer, and we may 

e ___ •. _ 
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easily deduce 

LEI''lI1A 2.51. A ring R has right global dimension 0 if and 

only if R is semisimple Artinian. 

IJE.t'·JHA 2.52. [28, Thm.2.1, P.19~ If the ringR is not 

semisimple Artinian, 

rt.gl.dim.R.= 1 + sup{proj.dim.I : I ~ RI. 
I 

DEF~NITIPN 2.53. A ring R is said to be rieht hereditar~ 

if every right ideal of R is projective; that is, if R has 

right global dimension one. 

I,El~·IA 2.54. If Q is a partial right quotient riIl6 of the 

ring R, 

rt.g1.dim.Q ~ rt.e1.d1m.R. 

PROOF: 

See '[37, ·LeIrnla 10.3.1~ or [28, Thm.l1, P.18~; the 

assumption in the latter reference that R is commutative 

is clearly unnecessary. 

We shall also need the follot-ring someuhat less 

elementary result, '\'rhich lore shall only in fact use in the 

special situation where the ring R is the union of an 

ascending chain of subrings 

R1 C R2 C • • • C R = V Ri • 
~ 

PROPOSITION 2.5-2.lBerste~n; [3]) Let the ring R be the 

direct limit of the rings I Rl : 1 ~ i < 0() 1. Then 

rt.gl.dim.R ~ 1 + sup (rt.gl.dim.Ri ). 
i ~ 1 

''Ie hc.ve alrecdy introduced the concept of a rine of 

twisted polynomials over a ring R, (Def.2.29). l'le shall 

require some information about the elobal dimension of 
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such rings. 

PROPOSITION 2.56. Let R[X;~] be a twisted polynomial ring 

over the ring R. Then 

rt.gl.dim.R ~ rt.gl.dim.RLX; cr1 ~ 1 + rt.gl.dim.R. 

PROOF: 

The :first inequality follo'\'ls from ~2~, Thm.5~ P.1731, 

and the second may be proved by adaptinB the proof of [28, 

Thm.6, P.174]. This latter result may be vie,\,led as the case 

~ = identity of our present proposition, and it is 

straightforward to check that the introduction of a non

trivial automorphism presents no obstacle to the proof that 

rt.gl.dim.RLX;~J ~ 1 + rt.gl.dim.R. 

(Note, however, .that it is not in general true that 

rt.gl.dim.R [x; o-J = 1 + rt.gl.d1m.R, 

when c:r is not the identity map on R). 

Finally,we note that by Lemea 2.54 and L28, Thm.5, 

P.173J, the above result may also be applied to polynomial 

rings of the form R [x,x-1 ; O"'J • 

3. GROUP RINGS 

Almost all the results in this section can be found 

in [36J or [37J. As before, we make no attempt to be 

comprehensive. 

DEFINITIO~-h1. Let R be a ring and G a group. The {',TOU!! 

rine RG is the set of all formal sums £r ~ with l'g -# 0 
geG g-

for only finitely many g E G. RG is given a ring structure 

in the obvious way; thus if 0<. = .£rg g and ~ = .:£.fh h 
~t~ h~~ 

are elements of RG, ,\-le define 
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~f/x~'X 'Y) g • 
. )Cy a 3 

0( + ~ = 

DEFINITION 3.2.li) The ring R is called the coefficient 

!:1M of RG. 

tii) If ~ = .:£r g ERG, we call the set 
~~G g 

tg E G : zg i= oj the support of eX , and denote it· by supp~ • 

Throughout this section, RG will denote a fixed group 

ring. lJet H be a subgroup of G, and let {g).. : A E 1\ } be a 

left transversal to Ii in G, where 1\ is a suitable index 

set. We may clearly view RH as a subring of RG. If x E G, 

the conjugation action of x on G defines a ring isomorphism 

from RH to R(Hx ). If Ii <l G, then x affords an automorphism 

of RH, fixing R. \'Ie note in addition 

LEr\lil~ 3.3.li) With the above notation, RG is a free risht 

!ill-module , with basis I g"). : A E I\} • 

lii) The map 7TH: RG ~RH : !2 ~ g "> ..£.r~ g is a 
"l~G g ~"Hb 

left and rieht RH-homomorphism, called the .££!loni~ 

Erojection of RG £n RH. 

tiii) If IcpRH,· then the left ideal of RG generated 

by I is simply 

l").~g). C<A: ~).. E I, and~). = 0 for all but finitely many A E A}. 

PROOl": 

(i) and lii): See (37, Lemmas 1.1.2 and 1.1.3~. 
liii) This is clear from (1). 

LErvlHA 3.4.li) Let II be a subgroup of G, and J.et c be a 
- . 

regular element of RH. Then c is a regular element of RG. 

lii) If RH is a domain for every finitely generated 

subgroup H of G, then RG is a domain. 

PROOl" : 
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(1) This is a simple application of Lemma 3.3(1). 

(11) Since every finite set of elements of RG 1s 

contained in'RH for some finitely generated subgroup H of G, 

this follows from (1). 

Not only are regular elements of RH regular in RG, 

when ff is a subgroup of G, but we s~so have 

LEf.l1·:A 3.5. {SI!li th, [47, Lerr.ma 2. 6J} Let If be a normal 

subgroup of G, and suppose RH has a classical right 

quotient ring. Then RG satisfies the rieht Ore condition 

with respect to the multiplicatively closed set ~RHtO). 

PROO~': 

:E'irst note that if g E. G and d E: kbRH ( 0), then 
g -1 /) , 

d = g dg E. -OR1i(O). For certainly dg 
E. RH, since H <l G, 

and if 0< E RH is such that dgo( = 0, we have 

(g-1dg)~ = 0 =9 dgo<. = 0 ~ gc:< = 0 ~ 0( = O. 
n 

Now suppose c € .gRH(O), and r = £:n gi E.. RG. l!'or 
'lcl l. 

i = 1, ••• , n, we deduce, since ~ ERe RH, that 

there exists b i E. .e:, RH (0), ti E. RH, such that 

11 hi = cti· 

Putting b~ = bi
gi , we have b~ E ~RH{O) by the remark 

above, Elnd 

(~gi)b~ = (l1 bi)gi = C(tigi )· 

Now by Lemma 2.22(1), there exist elements bE bRH(o), 

e 1, • • • • , en E RG, 

such that , 
b, bl el = 

for i = 1 , . • • , n. Thus 
n '" rb = ( £1i g .}b = .i£rigi b~ ei i=l l. 'l=l l. 

'" = ~ct·gie1 
. ~ l. 
~'" 

= c'(, 

where ~ E ltG, and the lemma is proved. 
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vie state one further coro11a.ry to Lemma 3.4. 

LllTI-1A :;. 6. Let the group G ha,ve a set of subgroups 

lH ').: A € A} for some index set 1\, such that every finite 

set of elements of G lies in some H~, and suppose that for 

each'). E 1\, RH'}.. satisfies the right Ore condition. Then 

RG satisfies the right Ore condition. 

PROOF: 

If c:< € RG, ~ E ~RG(O), there exists some'). E A such 

that ~ and ~ are members of RnA. Since RHA satisfies the 

right Ore condition, there exist ~ ~ RH , b E ~ (0) 

such that = ~~. 
Since ~ e ~G(O) by Lemma 3.4, the proof is complete. 

LEr;:}~A 3.7. Let G = < g.,.. : A E A"":/, where 1\ is an index set. 

The map 

1 : RG ~ R: ~rg g t---7 ~rg 
5~"" ~E.(7 

is an epimorphism of rings, whose kernel is generated as a 

right (or left) R-module by the set l(g - 1) : 1 ~ g E GI, 
and as a right (or left) RG-rnodule by I (g.,. - 1) : A E/\ J. 
PROOF: 

It is straightforward to check that jP is a ring 

epimorphisI:l. Since cI.. E RG may be wr1 tten in the form 

eX = r-f- .£ rg (g-1), 
1/~~c;.. 

where r, rg e R, and rg = 0 for all but finitely many g E G, 

it is clear thnt kertp is as described. For the last part, 

note that the right ideal 

I = Z. (gA - 1)RG 
AE:./\ 

is certainly contained in leer "I' while if l'Te put 

X = Ix E G • (x - 1) E I I, . 
then since, if x, y E. G, 

..... ---
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( ) () ) d ( -1 ) '( 1)-1 xy - 1 = x - 1 Y + (y - 1 , an x - 1 = - x - x , 

X is a subgroup of G containing g')., for all '). E:. A. Thus 

X = G, and I = ker;o, as required. 

DEFINITIon 3.8. In the above situation, ker't is c~led the 

augmentation ideal of RG, and will be denoted by ~, or 

simply by ~ if no confusion seems likely. We shall 

occasionally write uu(H) for hG when H is a normal subgroup -
of G. 

DEFlrITTION 3.9. If H is a normal subgroup of G, an ideal I 

of RH is said to be G-invaripnt if Ig = I for all g E G. 

(Here Ie = {g-1o(' g : 0( E I I.) 

Note that 'h, the ~m~entation ide2.1 of RH, is 
I:; 

G-inv~riant. 

LEl':;HA 3.10. Let H be a normal suberoup of G, and suppose 

that I is a G-inv2ri~nt ideal of RH. Then 

IG = { ~ cX..ge : ~g E I, eXg 1= 0 for only finitely many g e G I 
~ 10: c;-

is a two-sided ideal of RG, and for all n ~ 1, (IG)n = InG. 

PROOF: 

The first part is a straightforward check, and 

(IG)n = InG is then proved by induction on n. 

LEr·~,7.A 3. 11 • (i) If H is a normoJ. subgroup of G, the map 

(b : RG --)- R(G/H) : £ r g \ > .;£r g, r ~ecc,. g ~e.G g 
where ~ is the image of g E G under the canonical map 

G ~ G/H, is a ring epimorphisr.l with kernel gG. 11he 

augmentation ideal of RG is mapped by JP onto the 

augmentation ideal ,of R(G/H). 

(ii) If I is an iderl of R, 80 that by LeEma 3.10 
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", IG is an ideal of RG, then 

RG/IG - (R/I)G 

as rings. 

PROOF: 

(i) Again, this is a simple check, or see [37, Ch.~. 
(ii) It is clear that the kernel of the epimorphism 

'C: RG ---"> (R/I)G : :2~ e ~ :£(15 + I)g 
~E-. Go g 'l~!;. 

is IG. 

We shall now obtain snfficient conditions for the 

intersection or the powers of the augmentation ideal of 

a group ring to be zero. 

LELi"lA 3. 12. If G is a finite group and K is a field, the 

augmentation ideal of KG is nilpotent if and only if K has 

characteristic p > 0, and G is a finite p-group. 

PROOF: 

If 1 # g E G has ord;r t, where charx1rt, then 

(1 - 1 Itt ~ gi) £ g 
is an idempotent. ,r'or the converse, see [36, Lemma 10. 1 (ii)1 

or, ~ore easily, argue by induction on n, where IGI = pn. 

~}J'.J.IA 3. 13. t Wallace; [53, Le!I1I!lD. 2.1}) Let ,g = {H A :'A E I\} 

be a set of no~al subgroups of a group G, such that 

( a) for all f ,v E 1\, Hr A H v E ~; 

and ( b) (\ H). = 1 : 
AEA 

Then if R is any ring, r-\(h},RG) = 0. 
').£A -

LEr,])\1A 3.14. Let K be a field of charrcteristic P > 0, and 
00 

G E 1\~p. Then in KG, f\ gn = O. 
n"'1= 

. 
Since if Hand L are noronl subgrou~s of G such that 
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G/H and GIL are finite ~groups, then G/lH (\ L) E :Jp, we 

can find a set,g = l H ~: A E /\ J of normal suberoups of G 

satisfying (a) and (b) of Lemma 3.13, and in addition 

such that G/H). ~ Jr
p 

for all ). E: A. The result now follows 

froD the previous three lemmas. 

LEMf'1A 3.15. Let g be the augmentation ideal of the group 

ring RG. Then r(~) ~ ° if and only if G is finite, and in 

this case, 

r(E) 
1\ 

= l(g) = GR, 
1\ 

~g, 
I!; 

where G = so that GR is an ideal of RG. Further, 
~EC; 

" " reG) - leG) = E· 
PROOF: 

See [37, 'Lemma 3.1. 2j, where the assumption that R 

is a field is unnec~ssary. 

PROPOSI~ION 3.16. (Connell; [36, Thoe2.6] or [6, Thm.~) 
The eroup ring RG is Artinian if and only if R is Artinian 

and G is finite. 

The question of "rhen the group ring RG is Noetherian 

does not admit of as straightforw~rd an answer as that 

provided by the previous reEult. 

THEOlJr,:r.r 3. 17. (i) If' RG is noetherian, R is Noetherian and 

G satisfies the ascendine chain condition on subgroups. 

(11) Let S be a ring, let R be a right Noetherian 

subring of S, with the same 1, and let G be a polycyclic

by-finite group of units in S. If' g-1 Rg = R f'or all g E G 

and S = ~R, G», then S is right Noetherian. 

(1i1) (Hall) If R is a !~oetherian ring and G E 1> (~ u 3', 
RG is Noetherian. 

PROOF: 
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(i) See [30, Prop. 1 , P.153}. 

(ii) See [37, Thm.10.2.7d • 

(iii) This is of course i~mediate from (ii). 

Recall that the only kno~~ groups satisfying the 

ascending chain condition on subgroups are those in the 

class "P(~ u :J'), so the question of whether the converse 

of Theorem 3.17(i) is true is at least partly a group 

theoretic problem. 

PROPOSITION 3.18. (Connell; [36, Thm.2.5] or [6, Thm.S}) 
The group ring RG is prime if and only if R is prime and G 

has no finite normal subgroups. 

PROroSITION 3.19. (Connell, Renault: [37, ThI:l.3.2.81) The 

group ring RG is self-injective if and only if R is self

injective and G is finite. 

Since ~(G) is the join of the finite normal 

subgroups of the group G, Prop.3.18 gives one indication 
. 

of the importance of FC-subgroups in the study of group 

rings. This can also be seen from 

TImOR:::!:! 3.20. (Passman, Connell) Let K be a field and G a 

group. If (i) K has characteristic zero, KG is seoiprime. 

If (ii) K has characteristic p > 0, then 

N(KG) = NCK~(G~KG, = JQ~A(G~KG = J(K 6.l'(G») KG, 

r.~oreover, 

JQ< &( G V KG = U J(K11 )KG, 
W 

as ''I ranees over all finite normal subgroups of G, of 

order divisible by p. 

1:RQOF: 

(i) ~6, Thm.3.3]. 
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(ii) [36, Lerna 19.6 and Thm.20.~. 

We give one further example ,,~hich illustrates the 

importance of FC-subgroups in the study of group rings. 

LEniTA 3.21. If RG is a group ring, the centre C(RG) of RG 

is a subrine of Rb.(G). 

PROOF: 

Let 0< = .£:rg g E C (RG), choose x E supp 0<, and 
~~G 

take y E G. Then 

o{y = :rx xY + ~r i' = ~, 
~~)C g 

so that xY E suppo(, a finite set. Thus x has only 

finitely many conjugates in G; that is, x E ~(G). 

Theoreo 3.17(iii) is essentially a non-co~mutative 

version of the Hilbert Basis Theorem, [2, T~.7.51, 
because of the follovring observation, which explains our 

interest in twisted polynomial rings in §2. 
Lm·I1IA 3.22. Let RG be e. group ring, and H a normal subgroup of' 

G such that G/H ~ CoO. Then RG is isomorphic to the tvristed 

polynoraial ring RII[X,X- 1; O"'J, uhere cr is the automorphism of 

RH' induced by conjugation by x, where G = < H, x'). 

PROOF: 

Elements of RG can be uniquely written in the form 
l'\ 

01 = i&O<i xi, 

where m, n ~ 0 and a( 1 E:, RH, -m , 1 ~ n, by Lemma 3.3(1). 

It is straightforward to check that the map 
n n 

RG~ RH[x, x-1; o-} : i~~ixi ~ ~ 1Xi 

is a ring isomorphism. 

COROLI~RY 3.23. Suppose that the group ring RH is a domain, 

e.nd th~t H is a normel subgroup of a group G, such that 
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G/H E LP( R.oa ). Then RG is a domain. 

PROOF: 

Suppose the result is felse, and choose non-zero 

elements c:I. and (3 of RG such that ~(3 = O. Put 

T = < H, suppo<, supp~/, 

so that T/H E l' (~oO). By Lemma 3.21 and a standard 

ar~ent on polynomial rings, (adapted to deal with 

twisted rings), RT is a domain, contradicting the 

existence of 0( and tJ. 
The proof is thus complete. 

We finally consider briefly the problem which has 

excited most interest and research activity in the study 

of group rings over the past ten years - namely, that of 

determining the structure of JlKG), the Jacobson radical 

of the group algebra KG. "Ie begin with the long-standing 

CONJECTu~E 3.2~. If G is any group and K is a field of 

characteristic zero, J(KG) = O. 

The above conjecture is known to be true for large 

classes of groups, see for example [38, §' 5, .§ 6), and it 

is also true for any gr~up G if K is not algebraic over 

the rationel field (l. This result is due to Amitsur; see 

[36, §18]. 

Note that if G is' finite, KG is Artinian, and . 

J(KG) = n(KG). Passman, [37, 38], has conjectured that 

this generalises as follows: 

CONJ~CTURE 3.25.(i) If G is finitely generated, 

J(KG) = N{KG). 

(ii) For any group G, 
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" J(KG) = I ~ c:: KG : 0( E Nom) for all finitely generated 

groups H such that supp~ ~ H ~ GJ. 

Notice that Conjecture 3.25 is stronger than 

Conjecture 3.24, by Theorem 3.20(i). As regards (ii) of 

the above conjecture, clearly the right hand side of the 

conjectured equality is contained in J(KG), and if (i) is 

true, we in fact have equality, by 

LEM}~ 3.26. Let H be a subgroup of the group G, and let K 

be a field. Then 

J(KG) A KH ~ JlIGI). 

PROOF: 

Take 0<. E' J(KG) f\ Irn, and (3 Eo ElI. Now (1 - 0( ~) is 

a unit in KG, and Lemma 3.3(i) may be applied to shm., that 

(~ - 0( (3) is in fact a unit in KH, so that 0<: E J(KH), as 

required. 

Since Conjecture 3.2A and Conjecture 3.25(i) are 

certainly true if G is finite, we deduce, using the above 

lemma, the following result. 

PROPOSITJO}~2. Conjecture 3.25(ii) is true for all 

locally finite groups G. 

COROLLARY 3.28.{i) If K is a field of characteristic zero 

and GE. Ld, then J(KG)'= O. 

(ii) If K is a field of characteristic p > 0, and 

GEL cf'p.' then JlKG) = O. 

1EI'l'lA 3.29. Let K be a field of characteristic p > 0, and 

suppose G ~ L~p. Then J(KG) = g. 

-- ---
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PROOF: 

By Lemma 3.12, ~ is a nil ideal of KG. Since 

KG/~ ~ K, by Lemma 3.7, g is maximal, and the result 

follows. 

The set defined in Conjecture 3.25(1i), which 

Passman has labelled N*(KG), forms a nil ideal of KG. 

Using Theorem 3.20, one can prove 

TIIEORP.M 3.30. (Passman; [37, Thm.8.2.~) If K is a field 

and G is a group, 

N*O:G) :::: J(.KA+(G~KG, 

"There R(G) = {x € G : Ixl <' 00, E'nd /H : CH(x) I < o.Q for 

all H c£: G, H e !J J • 

Finally, as an example of the type of result which 

has been obtained in recent ye~rs, we have 

TIEOR-:M 3.31 .. (Zelesskii) Let G be a soluble group, and 

let K be a field. Then N*(KG) = J(RG). 

¥or further results along these lines, see [38]. 
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CHAPTER 2 

THE ZERO DIVISOR PROBLEM 

1. IUTRODUCTIO:H 

The Zero Divisor Problem is one of the oldest and 

most difficult problems in the field of Infinite Group 

Rings. If G is a group and R is a ring, then clearly if RG 

is a domain, R must be a domain. Furthermore, if G contains 

a non-trivial element x of finite order n, say, then 

(1 - x) (1 + x + • • • + xn -1) = 0, 

so if RG is a domain,' G must be torsion-free. The question 

at issue is whether these conditions on Rand G are 

sufficient to ensure that RG is a donain; that is, if R is 

a domain and G is a torsion-free group, is RG a domain? 

Usually we re~trict attention to commutative coefficient 

rings R. 

There is very little evidence, other than the 

absence of countere7emples, to support this conjecture. 

The usu~l approach has been to try to prove the conjecture 

for sui table claSf'es of groups G, :ond this has been 

successful only for fairly restricted classes. The question 

was first raised in the literature in a paper by G. Higman 

published in 1940, in which he proved that KG is a domain 

if K is a field and G i~ a group such that every fini·tely 

generated subgroup of G has an infinite cyclic image -

free groups, for example, have this property. We remark in 

passing that one may easily deduce Higman's result from 

Corollary 1.2.23. 

The question next appeared in Kaplansl~'s "Problems 
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in the Theory of Rings' " in 1957, but except for sooe 

work on ordered and right ordered groups, no real progress 

was made until 1972, when Lewin, making use of some work 

of Cohn on free ideal rings, proved 

TFmORF.N 1. 1. [33J Let K be afield and let G be a group. 

Suppose that G has subgroups A, B, and 11, with N <l G, 

N ~ A, N ~ B, and with GIN ~ (All! * BIN). If KA and KB 

have no zero divisors a.nd if KN is e.n Ore domain, then KG 

is a domain. 

Ic'inally, Ic'ormr>nek [11], used Theorem 1.1, Theorem 

1.1.17(ii), Lemma 1.1. 24 and Cor.1.3.23 to show that if G 

is supersoluble and torsion-free, and K is a field, then 

KG is a domain. In fact, we shall make use of Formanek's 

argument in extending one of our results, and l'le shall 

provide another proof of Formanek's re~ult for coeffioient 

fields of characteristic zero, {see Prop.4.7). 

In this chapter, \'1e shall prove the Zero Div~sor 

Conjecture for coefficient fields of characteristic zero 

when G is a torsion-free group which is (i) locally 

nilpotent-by-Iocally finite-p for some prime p,(Prop.4.7), 

or (ii) (abelian-by-Iocally finite)-by-Iocally supersoluble, 

(Theoreo 4.11). 

It will become ap~arent that, by making use of 

Thm.1.1.15(ii) and Lemma1.1.14, we nay limit our attention 

for the ~ost part to polycyclic-by-finite eroups and their 

group rings. ConseQuently, by Theorem 1.1.17(iii), ''Ie have 

~vailable the results obtrined in the study of 

non-co~~utative Noetherian rings over the past twenty years. 
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In particular, we shall use crucially a result of 

Walker i'lhich states that a prime Noetherian scalar local 

ring of finite global dicension is a domain. We shall 

apply \'Talker' s theorem by embedding suitably chosen group 

rings in the scalar local rings obtained by localizing at 

their augmentation ide~ls. 

The results of this chapter are arranged as follows, 

In § 2, we ShOll how it is possible to pass to coefficient 

fields of positive characteristic, in v:hich situation the 

augmentation ideal is more often localiza.ble. This latter 

fact we establish in §3. Our approach here is via the AR 

property, and "1e shall give in this section some results 

which are not, strictly speaking, necessary for our 

immediate purpose. In particular, we shell generalise a 

result of Jategaonkar which shows that group rines of 

polycyclic-by-finite groups have "many" ideals with the 

strong AR property, (Theorem 3.5). Some of the results of 

§? have been obtained independently by Roseblade, ,[41J, 
using somewhat different arguments. In §4, we obtain our 

results on the Zero Divisor Problem, and finally we add a 

short discussion in §5 on the progress made towards a 

solution to the Zero Divisor Problem since this research 

was cElrried out. 

We remark that thli results Of § 4 C2.n be e2.s11y 

extended using Cor.1.3.23; v:e shall not point this out on 

stating each particular theorem. Since a polycyclic-by

finite group G has, by Theorem 1.1.13, a normal 

poly-(infinite cycli~ subgroup li of finite index, and, for 

any field K, Eli is a domain by Cor.1.3.23, we see that to 

prove the Zero Divisor Conjecture for this class of groups, 
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all lye must do is ,. deel. l-li th I' the finite factor G/H, 

~rhen G is torsion-free. It is perhaps f'urprising hon 

difficult this ~tep is, and indeed how little our methods 

appear to depend on the existence of the subgroup H. 

2. THE COEFFICIEUT RING 

Suppose that G is a torsion-free group, R is a 

commutative domain, and K is the quotient field of R. 

Since RG £. KG, if KG is a domain then so is RG. Conversely, 

suppose there exist non-zero elements ~ and ~ of KG such 

that 0( ~ = O. Clearly there exists r E: R such that 

O~rot,r~ ERG, 

for we may take r to be a common multiple of the 

denoI!linators of the coefficients of the supports of eX and 

~, where these coefficients ~re expressed as fractions 

whose numerators ~nd denominators are elements of R. Then 

o = ~~ 

and 6inc~ by Lemma 1.3.4, 

KG~ we must have 

o = (rol)lr(3). 

We have thus proved 

is regular in 

IJm.::rlA. 2.1. Let G be a group, and R a commutative domain 

with quotient field K. Xhen KG is a domain if and only if 

RG is a domain. 

DEFIlTITIOn 2.2. Let K be a field, and ·let K* denote the 

set of non-zero elements of K. 

(i) A discrete vnluation on K is a stlrjective map 

v: K*~ ~ satisfying la) v(xy) = v(x) + vlY); 
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( b) v (x + y ) ~ min { v (x), v ( y) } , 

for all x, Y E K*, where :) denotes the usual ordering on ::2. 

We make in addition the convention v(O) = ~. 
lii) Let v: K*~~ be a discrete valuation on the 

field K. Then 

R = tx E K : v(x) ~ 0 J 

is a subring of K, containine 1, called the discrete 

valuation ring of v, abbrieviated to d.v.r. 

For example, if we t~.ke K = 0, the rationa1 field, 

and let p be any prime, then we may define the p-adic 

valu~tion -
vp: Q* ~ LZ: pi(a/b) ~ i, 

where a, b E LZ end pta, P{b. 'l'he corresponding d.v.r. is 

simply the ring obtained by localizing the inteeers at the 

prime p. 

l!'or a discussion of valuation rings, see for example 

(2}. We shall need the following well-known facts, which 

we group into a lemma. 

LEMl',rLA 2 • .2. Let R be a d.v.r., corresponding to a valuation 

v of a field K. Then K is the quotient field of R, and R 

is a principal ideal docain with unique maximal ideal M, 

where 

M = Ix E R : v(x) > OJ. 
Moreover J.1 is the set of non-units of H; in fact, any 

non-zero element x of R can be written as 

x 

where M = 11R, i ~ 0, and u is a unit of R. Thus M. is the 

Jacobeon radical of R, and RIM is a field. 
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DEl<'INITION 2. A. The field R/H is called the residue field 

of R (and of v). 

We shall need one other result on valuation rings, 

whose proof is a straightforward adaptation of the proof 

of [35J. 
THEORET"! 2. c:;. Let K be a field 01' characteristic zero, v a 

discrete valuation of K with corresponding d.v.r. R. Let M 

be the maximal ideal of R, and suppose that the residue 

field R/11 has characteristic P > O. Let K('C) be an 

extension field of K. Then there exists a valuation Vi of 

K( -c) such th.at v'IK = v. 

Now let p be any prime. Since, as we have noted, 

there exists a valuation of Q with residue field of 

characteristic p, the above result shous that if 

K = <D(a1, ••• , an) is E.'.ny finitely generated 

extension field of ~, there exists a valuation v of K 

with corresponding residue field of cheracteristic p. 

We now return to consideration of the Zero Divisor 

Problem. Let G be a torsion-free group, K a field of 

characteristic zero, and p e prime. Suppose that KG is 

not a domain, so that there exist elements 
'" 

O:fi 0< = ~A.g" 0 l' ~ = 
1'"'1 1. ,1. '"' 

lrI 

z:.~jh , 3= 1,1 J 
of KG, where ei' h j E: G and Ai' ~j E K, 1 E; i ~ n, 

1 ~ j ~ m, such that ~ (l = O. Hence LG is not a domain, 

where L = Q(A i , f"j : 1 ~ i E;; n, 1 ~ j E;; m). 

AS remarked above, there exists a discrete valuation 

v of L with corresponding d.v.r. Rv, whose maximal ideal 

we denote by I·Tv ' such that Rv/l':v is a field of 

" ... - -
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characteristic p. Since Rv is en order in L, it follows 

from Lemma 2.1 that RvG is not a domain. Let ~ , S be 

non-zero elements of ~G such ,that 

t O~ = 0; ~ 
suppose that 't = £ri gl." b = £Sj h j , where 

~=1 J=l 
r i' S j ~ Rv' gi' h j E: G, 1 ~ i ~ t, 1 ~ j ~ ft. Pu t r-~ = TT Rv ' 

and note that by Lemma 2.3 we may write 

r
i 

= na(i)u
i

, Sj = nb(j)w
j

, 

where a(i), b(j) are non-negative integers, and ui,w j 

are units of Rv ' 1 ~ i < t, 1 ~ j fI;. f'. 
Let a = min I a (i) : 1 '~ i ~ t}, b = min I b ( j) : 1 ~ j ~ r f , 

so that C 
o = 'ls'~ = n S + b } -rta(i) - e)u g \ (£n(P( j) - bJw h~. 

i~ i i) J=t j j 
s+ b " Since,., E: X,RvG (0), by IJemma 1.3.4, "Ie oust have 

where)( :: 
o 

t ~o ~o = 0, r:. 
,.:£Tt~,(i) - a)u g, l = ~n(b( j) - b)w h, 
1.=1 i i b o oj:\. j J 

are non-zero elements of ~G. NOi'T, by choice 'of the 

non-negative inteeers a and b, 

so 'that under the canonical ho~omomorphism 'C of 

Lemma 1.3.11(ii) from RvG onto (~!Mv)G, we have 

o -; Yo = "'t: ( 'to) , 0 -; <bo = "! ( bo )' 

but ~o h = --r: ( ~o £'0) = o. 
o 

We have thus shown that (~/y.rv)G is not a domain, 

thus proving the main result of this section: 

L?JtJ·1A 2.6. Let G be a torsion-free group, and let p be S 

prime. If' 1<'G is a donain for all fields F of characteristic 

p, then KG is a domain for all fields K of characteristic 

zero. 

- .... ---
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3. THE AR PROPERTY IN GROUP RINGS 

As explained in S 1, our approa.ch ,\,Till be to ecbed 

certain group rines in Noetherian local rings, by 

localizing at their augmentation ideals. Accordingly, in 

this section we consider the problem of ascertain~ng when 

the augmentation ideal of a group ring is localizable. In 

view of Frop.1. 2. 41, this leeds us to investigate "Then the 

augmentation ideal has the AR property. 

D.K~·INITION ).1. Let p be a prime. 

(i) A finite group G is seid to be p-nilpotent if it 

has a normal p'-suberoup H such that G/H is a p-group. 

(ii) A polycyclic-~y-finite group G is said to be 

p-n1lpot~ if every finite imrge or G io p-nilpotent. 

~ote that since polycyclic-by-fi~ite groups are 

residually rinite, the above derinition is reasonably 

restrictive. Indeed, since a polycyclic-by-finite eroup 

is nilpotent if and only if all of its finite inages are 

nilpotent, we deduce easily that a polycyclic-by-finite 

group is nilpotent if and only if it is p-nilpotent for 

all primes p. Nevertheless, Roseblade has shm'ln that if G 

is a polycyclic-by-finite group, G has a normal p-nilpotent 

subgroup of finite index, for all primes p; see l?7, 
Lemma 11. 2. 1 6J. This last result 1'Till appear as an ee.sy , 
consequence of so~e of the results of this section, 

although the group theoretic proof is of course much 

simpler. 

\~en G ic finite and K is a field of characteristic 

zero, every 1derl of KG has the AR property by MDschke's 

Theorem, ~O, p.156}. If K has' c~aracteristic p> 0, we 

have the 
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following result, due to S~ith. 

L:81i!l"I!I. 3.2. Let G be a finite group, K a field of 

characteristic p > O. The following are equivalent: 

PROOF: 

ti) G is p-nilpotent; 

tii) ~.~ KG has the right AR property; 

tiii) g<lKG is localizable. 
= 

By Proposition 1.3.16, KG is Artinian, so the result 

follow's from [48, Theorem 3.4) and (49, Theorem 2.41. 
In order to prove a similar result when G is 

polycyclic-by-finite, vIe sh8.ll need a streIlo~hened version 

of a theore~ dueto Jategaonkar. To prove this, we require 

a lemma rThich is in fact a corollary of a non-commutative 

form of the Hilbert Basis Theorem obtained by McConnell. 

LEMH . .a_ 3.3. (25, Ler:'l!la 6j Let R be· a ring, and I an ideal 

of R with the strong right AR property. If c is an element 

of R such that (c + r2) lies in the centre of R/I2, then 

the idea.l (Rc + I) has the strong right AR property. 

LruY~_ 3.~. Let R be e right Noetherien ring, G a polycyclic 

-by-finite group with a noroaJ. subgroup If, and suppose I is 

a G-invariant ideal of RH vii th the strong right AR 

property. Then the ideal IG of RG has the strong right AR 

property' • 

PROOF: 

In the notation of Defn.1.2.42, we must show that 

RG~(IG) is a right Noetherian ring. For all s~ 1, (lG)s = lSG, .., 
by Lemma 1.3.10, so that if ~ = ~O(.Xi E RG¥tIG), then 

1.::'0 ~ 
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o(i ~ riG for 0 ~ i ~ n. Thus if {gA:~ ~ A} is a transversa). 

to H in G, it follows that 
h 

'~c(l..xi 
1.=0 

= = 

where "'A(j) e 1\ and clij E Ii, for 0 ~ i ~ n, 1 ~ j ~ m(i). 

Thus, putting t = max[mtiJ : 0 ~ i ~ n1, we hav~. 

~ = £(£0( i .xi
) g).t .) , 

J: 1. 1.=0 J \ J 
'1"\ 

where, for j = 1, ••• , t, (.~o( .. xi ) E. RH*(I), a right 
1.":.0 l.J 

Noetherian ring. Since gx ~ G, for all A E I\, and I 1s a 

G-invariant ideal of' RH, we deduce that 

RG*(IG) = < RH*(I), G), 

where g-1 RH *(I)g = RH*(I), for all g ~ G, so that the 

result follows by Theorem 1.3.17(1i). 

In the next result, the term "strong AR property" 1vill 

mean "strong right ~.nd left AR property'. It should be 

compared 'tii th [25, Theorem 21. 
THEOP~ 3.5. Let K be a field of characteristic p > 0, and 

let G be a polycyclic-by-finite group. If II is a normal 

subgroup of finite index in G, there exists Q -<:l G, Q s;. H, 

such that IH : QI <~ and ~G has the strong AR property. 

PROOF: 

Since all subgroups of G are finitely generated, it 

follows from Lemma 1.1.6 that G has a series of normal 

subgroups 

1 = GO C G1 C • • • C Gi C Gi + 1 C • • • C Gd = G ( 1 ) 

such that Gi + 1/Gi is either finite or finitely generated 

torsion-free abelicn, for 0 ~ i < d. We shall prove the 
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theorem by induction on d, the length of the series l1); 

specifically, we shall show that, for 0 ~ k ~ d, it H~ G, 

H ~ Gk, and IGk : HI < «J, then there exists a normal 

subgroup Q of G, contained in H, such that IH : Q/ < ~ 

and gGk has the strong AR property in KGk -

For k = 0, this is trivial, while the case k = d is 

the required re~'ul t. We shell 8.ssume therefore that we have 

shOi'ln the above stetement to be true for some k < d, and aim 

to prove it for lk+ 1)_ 

Case ill: Suppose Gk + 1/Gk is finite. Let H be a normal 

subgroup of G, such that H ~ Gk + 1 and IGk + 1 : HI < 00-

Then (II f\ Gk ) <l G end I G
k 

: (H r\ G
k

) I < 00, so by our 

induction hypothesis there exists a normal subgroup Q of G 

contained in (H A Gk ), such that (H A Gk)/Q is finite and 

~~k has the strong LR property in KGk - Thus by LeIr.I!la ::5.4, 

~Gk + 1 has the strong AR property in KGk + 1. Since 

I Gk : Q / < 00, I Gk + 1 : CJ I < 00, and the induction step is 

complete in this case. 

Cese (ii): Suppose nOi'l that Gk + 1/Gk is finitely generated 

torsion-free abelian. Given a subgroup II as in Case (i), we 

can find a normal subgroup Q exactly as above, such that 

~Gk + 1 has the strong AR property in KGk + 1. Let M = QP, the 

subgroup of Gk generated by the p th powers of the elements 

of Q. Note that since Q is normal in G, so is M, and QIl-I, , 
being periodic and polycyclic-by-finite, is finite by 

Theorem 1.1.13(i1). If mE. r.r 1s a generator of M, so that 

m = xP, sey, for some x e Q, 

(m - 1) = (x - 1)P E. (~G)p S (~G)2. 

Thus rnG C;; (~G) 2, by Lemma 1.".7. 

Put T = HIM, so that since HI (Gk 1'\ H) is abelian e.nd 
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I (Gk r\ H) : M I < <0, IT' I 1s 

finite. Since T is finitely 

generated, IT: Z~T)I <cI:)b~". 

Lemma 1. 1 • 20. Let N s; H be 

such that N/N = Z(T), so that 

since Z(T) is characteristic 

in T, IT is normal in G. 

Consider now the ideal 

~Gk + 1 of KGk + 1 ; if HIM is 

generated by the set 

{fiM : :fi E: 11, 1 " i E; sj, 

then ~Gk + 1 I~Gk + 1 is generated as a right KGk + 1 ~module by 

{ ( f i - 1) + ~Gk + 1 : 1 ~ i ~ s J, by Lemtlas ,1 .3. 11 (i) and 

1. 'j. 7. Hence (~Gk + 1 + gGk + 1 )/~Gk + 1 is generated as a 

right KGk + 1-module by 

I (f i - 1) + ~ Gk + 1 : 1 ~ 1 E; s J , 

since ~Gk+ 1 ~ ~Gk+ l' 

Furthermore, for 1 = 1, • • • , sand g e Gk + 1 ' 

Thus since [g-; fi1 J E 1-1 and ~Gk + 1 ~ (£Gk + 1 ) 
2 

, 

2 (f i - 1) + (~Gk + 1 ) 1s a central element of 

KGk + 1 I (s Gk + 1 ) 2, for i = 1, • • • , s. 

By applying Lerr~a'3.3 s times we may now deduce 

that the ideal (~Gk + 1 + ~Gk+ 1) of KGk + 1 has the strong 

AR property. However this last ideal is simply the ideal of 

KGk + 1 generated by the aU£Ilentation ideal of the group lJ(,l, 

and since I Gk + 1: N I < cD, we have completed the proof of 

the induction step in this case also • 

..... _-- . 
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Note that the asst~ption that K is a field of 

positive characteristic is used in the above proof only to 

ensure that if P is a polycyclic-by-finite group, then the 

ideal ~2 of KP contains the augmentation ideal of a 

characteristic subgroup of finite index in P. Nml"if I is 

a finitely eenerated ideal of a ring S, then IS/II < on 
implies IS/In, < 00 for all integers n? 1, so, substituting 

this observation at the appropria.te point in the argur.:ent, 

we can obtain the following variant of the ebove theorem. 

THEOREl1 3.6. Let R be a cOInIIlutative Noetherian ring, I an 

ideal of R such th?t IR : II <~, and suppose G is a 

polycyclic-by-~inite group with a normal suberoup H of 

finite index. Then there exists a normal suberoup N of 

finite index in G such that N ~ H pnd 

IG + nG 

ha~ the strong AR property. 

~le now apply Theorem 3.5 to obtain the result we 

eha1l need in the remainder of this chapter. 

THEORzn :;.7. Let K be a field of characteristic p > 0, and 

let G be a polycyclic-by-finite croup. Then the followine 

are equivalent: 

(i) G is p-nilpotent; 

(i1) The augmentation ideal e of KG hes the right AR 

property; 

(iii) g is localizable. 

PROOF: 

Note first that ICG is certainly Noetheritln, by 

Theorem 1.3.17(iii). 

(i) ~ (ii): "Ie beein by shoi'Tine that it is enough 
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" to prove that if a finitely generated KG-module 11 is an 

essential extension of a module N, end N~ = 0, then there 

exists an integer n ~ 1 such that Hgn = O. For if U is any 

finitely generated KG-~odule with a submodule V, choose a 

subrr:odule Q of U m?ximcl ",i th respect to 

(Q " V) = Vg • 
Put M = U/Q, N = (V + Q)/Q, so thrt N is essential in lol, 

and Ug = O. Suppose we have shown that Ngn = 0 for SOIDe 

n ? 1. Then Ugn ~ Q, so 

(Ugn 
1'\ V) c;. Vg , 

as required. 

Suppose therefore that Nand N ara as above. There 

exists a normal subgroup H of finite index in G such that 

hG has the strong AR property, by Theorem 3.5. Since 

hG ~ ~, it follows that H(hG) = 0, and so there exists 

m ~ 1 such that 

= 0. 

By Lemma 1.3.10, (gG)m = ~mG = Ggm• Therefore, since ~m is 

a G-invariant ideal of Irn, K(gG)m = M~m is a KG-submodule 

of· N, a.nd so since n is es~entir.l in H, we deduce that 

M(hG)m = O. 

By an rrgument similar to that used in the proof of 

Theorem 3.5, there exists a nornal subgroup L of finite 

index in a, such that ~Q- c. (~a)m. Now by Lemma 3.2 and 

the isomorphism of Lemma 1.3.11, the ide~l (g/~G) of 

KG/~G has the right AR property, noting that since G is 

p-nilpotent, so is G/L. Since }1 is a finitely generated 

Ka/~G-module , it follm'ls that there exists s ~ 1 such that 

1I (gS + 1G) 1'\ N c. Ng = 0 , 
= -

and so a priori HgS = 0, as required. 
= 
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(ii)==> (iii): This is ~ consequence of Prop.1.2.41. 

(iii)~ (i): Let H be a nom-al subgroup of finite 

index in G. By Lemme 1.2.3A, g/hG is a localizable ideal 
= -= 

of KG/~G, so by Lemma 1.3.11 (i) "and Lemma 3.2, G/H is 

p-nilpotent. By definition, therefore, G is p-nilpotent. 

REHARKS:(i) Using a somewhat different approach, Roseblade 

has obtained (i) ( >(ii) of the above theorem, l41, cor.A~. 

(ii) It follm'ls froe the above result that in Thm.3.5, 

the subgroup of finite index in G is p-nilpotent. It is 

thus natural to ask whether Theorem 3.7 can be strengthened 

" to show that if K is a field of characteristic p > 0 and 

G is a polycyclic-by-finite group, G is p-nilpotent if and 

only if the aUDTIentation ideal of KG ha.s the strong AR 

property. This see~s to be an open question. 

(iii) For coefficient fields of chsracteristic zero, 

we are unable to obtain c complete ~nalogue of Theorem 3.7. 

Roseblcde and Smith have shown that if K is a field of 

characteristic zero ~nd G is a polycyclic-by-finite group, 

the augcentation ider,l of KG has the right AR property if 

r.nd only if G is finite-by-nilpotent; see [37, Thm.11.2.14]. 

It is not clear, ho,~·eve~ "\-lhether the ~ue;nentation ideal of 

KG is localizeble only if G·is finite-by-nilpotent, 

although it seeos probable that this is the case. 

4 • THE r·1A IU R:-:S tIT, TS 

As explained in S1, we shall use crucially the 

followine result. 

THEOR::;r~ /r. 1. (~olalker) Let R be a right Noetherian, scalar 
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" local ring of finite right global dimension. If R is 

semiprime, then it 1s a domain. 

PROOF: 

This is [52, Thm. 2.9), noting that if R is semiprime, 

then by Lemma 1.2.21(1), Z(R) = O. 

In order to apply the above result, '\Ve must first 

determine when the (right) global dimension of a group 

ring of a polycyclic-by-finite group is finite. This is 

accomplished by meen~ of the following deep theorem. 

THEOREt·! .1. 2. (Serre~ [37, Thm.10.3.2j) Let R be a 

commutative ring, ~nd N a nor.oal subgroup of finite index 

in a group G. Suppose that if g E G r:nd g is periodic, Igl 
is a unit in R. Then 

rt.gl.din.RG = rt. gl. dim. RN • 

COROLLARY 4.3. Let K be a field of characteristic p ~ 0, 

and let G be a polycyclic-by-finite group. Suppose in 

addition that if p > 0, G contains no elements of order p. 

Then rt.g1.diD.KG ~ h(G) < 00. 

PROOF: 

By Theorem 1.1.13, G hes a norr:r>.l poly-( infinite 

cyclic) suberoup N of finite index. By Prop.1.2.56, 

Cor.1.3.23, ~nd a simple induction on h(lT), it follows 

t~at the rieht e10bal dimension of XlI is at Dont h{N), so , 

that the rerult is an ir-~ediate conte~uence of Theorem 4.2. 

R3!·:J\;tK: In the situation of the above corol) £.ry, we in frct 

hrve rt.el.dim.KG = h(G); see (17, Chapter 8, Lemma ~. 

i'le fJre no '"1 in a position to prove the main result 

of this chcpter. 
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THEORID1 .1.4. Let p be a prime,. let K be a field of 

char£cteristic zero, and let F be a field of characteristic 

p. If G is a torsion-free p-ni1potent group, KG and FG are 

domains. 

PROOF: 

By Lemma 2.6, it is enough to prove that FG is a 

domain for all fields F of characteristic p. Now FG is 

Noetherian, by Theorem 1.3.17(iii), and by Theorem 3.7, ~, 

the augmentation ideal of FG, is localizable. Since G has 

no periodic e1en-.ents , Proposition 1.3.8 implies that FG is 

prime, so that by Lemma 1.2.35 elements of ~(~) are 

regular in FG. Renee we can embed FG in the partial right 

quotient ring R of FG obtained by inverting the elements 

of .R:,(g). 

've shall show that FG is a domain by demonstrating 

that R satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 4.1. As in 

Proposition 1.2.38, R is a right Noetherian sc~lar local 

ring, noting that FG/~ is isomorphic to F, so that FG/§ is a 

domain. Since FG is prime, R is prime, by Lemma 1.2.23{iii). 

NOlT G is torsion-free, Dnd E:O by Theorem 4.3, FG has finite 

(right) global dimension. Hence by Lemma 1.2.54, R has 

finite right global dimension. 

We have thus shorln that R is a prime, right 

Noetherian, scalar local ring of finite right global 

dimension. It follows from Theorem 4.1 that R is a domain. 

Therefore FG is a domain, and the proof is complete. 

It is perhaps worth noting how we used the assucption 

that G is torsion-free in the above proof. We used firstly 

the fact that G has no finite norcal subgroups, in order to 
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.. deduce that FG is prime; secondly, in epplyine Theorem 4.3 

we used the fact that G has no elements of order p. The 

following easily proved lemma confirms that any p-nilpotent 

group with these properties must be torsion-free. 

LE1:1·TA 4.5. If G is a p-nilpotent group, G is torsion-free 

if and only if G has no non-trivial finite normal subgroups 

and no elements of order p. 

Exrmples of p-nilpotent groups are provided by 

LEl'·WA 4.6. Let p be a prime, and suppose the finitely 

genereted group G has a normf'l nilpotent subgroup H such 

that GIn i~ e finite p-group. Then G is p-nilpotent. 

PROOF: 

Note first that by Lemma 1.1.14, H is finitely 

genereted, so th~t by Theorem 1.1.15(ii), G is polycyclic. 

Let 11 be a normal suberoup of finite index in G. Since 

HN/u, being isomorphic to HI (H 1\ N), is a finite nilpotent 

group, it follows from Theorem 1.1.15(iii) that HNIN has a 

characteristic p'-subgroup TIN such that HN/T is a p-group. 

Now T is normal in G, and since HN"2. H, G/T is a p-group, 

so that GIN is p-nilpotent, as claimed. 

We can now deduce 

PROPOSITION 4.7. Let p be a prime, K a field of 
, 

characteristic zero, ~nd F a field of characteristic .p. If 

G is a torsion-free group with a normal locally nilpotent 

subgroup H such thrt G/H is 2 locally finite p-group, then 

KG and FG are domains. 

PROOF: 

By Lemme 2.6, it is enough to prove that FG is a 
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-, domain. If T 1s any finitely generated subgroup of G, then 

since T/(Tn H) is isomorphic to TH/H, T/(T A H) is a 

finite p-group. By Lemma 1.1.14, (TA H) is finitely 

generated, and so nilpotent, so it follo\',s from Theorem 4.4 

that FT is a domain. Hence, by Lemr.a 1.3.4(ii), FG is a 

domain. 

RIDIA~: Since, by Theorem 1.1.17 (i), a torsion-free 

supersoluble group G is an extension of a finitely 

generated nilpotent group by a finite 2-eroup, Proposition 

4.7 provides another proof that KG is a domain if K is a 

field of characteristic zero and is torsion-free 

supersoluble. Of course, Formanek's original proof D~ 

applies equally well to coefficient fields of positive 

characteristic. 

To obtain further corollaries to Theore~ 4.4, we 

need the following result, due to Farkas. 

THEOR~·r 4.8. [7] Let K be a field, and let G be a torsion-free 

group with e normal abelian subgroup A of finite index. 

Let H1, •••. , Hn be the finitely many subgroups of G, 

conte ining A, whose images under the map G ~ G/ A are the 

Sylow subgroups of G/A. 'Then KG is a domain if and only if 

KHi is a domain for i = 1, ••• , n. 

We can nm., deduce' 

THEORB!·Y A. 9. Let K be a field of characteristic zero, and 

let G be a torsion-free abelian-by-finite group. Then KG 

is a domcdn. 

PROOF: 

This follows ~ediately from Proposition 4.7 and 

Theorem 4.8. 
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It is not difficult to extend Theoreo 4.9 to cover 

torsion-free abelipn-by-Ioc~lly fini te-by- locD.lly 

nilpotent groups, using Corollery 1.3.23. However, by 

using an idea. of Formanek, [11J, we can do someuhat 

better. Pirst, we must show that when the group rings with 

which we are concerned are domains, they are in fact Ore 

domains. 

LEMl':A 4.10. Let R be a commutative domain, and suppose Gis 

a torsion-free group with a finite series 

1 = GO C G1 C • • .• C Gn = G (1) 

such that for i = 0, • • • , n - 1, Gi is normal in Gi + 1 

and Gi + 1/Gi is either locally finite or torsion-free 

abelian. If RG ·is a demain, then it is an Ore domain. 

PROOF: 

We r.rgue by induction on n, the result being ve.cuov..s 

for n ~ O. Suprose therefo~e thet we have proved the lemma 

for all groups H having a serie~ of the form (1) of length 

at most (n - 1 ), such that RH is e dorrain. In particular, 

therefore, RGn _ 1 is an Ore domain, so Q(RGn _ 1) exists 

and is a division ring. Furtherwore, in proving that RG 

satisfies the right Ore condition, it is clearly sufficient, 

by Lemma 1.3.6, to consider the group algebras of finitely 

generated subgroups of G, and since all subgroups of G have 

a series of the form (11 of length at most n, we may without 

loss of generality assume that G is finitely generated. Thus 

G/Gn _ 1 is either finitely generated torsion-free abelian 

or finite. In the former case, there is a finite series 

from Gn _ 1 to G with infinite cyclic factors, and the result 

follOiiS from Lemma 1.3.22 and Theorem 1.2.28, by an induction 

on the length of this series. 
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Suppose finally that G/Gn _ 1 is finite. By Lemma 

1 .3.5, the non-zero elements of RGn _ 1 form a rieht 

divisor set of regular elements in RG, so we can obtain a 

partial right quotient ring Q of RG by inverting these 

elements. NO"T if {g1' • • • , E;n} is a transversal to Gn _ 1 

in G, then since RG is generatedes a right RGn _ 1-module 

by {g1' •• • , gn}' by Lemma 1.3.3(i), it follows that Q 

is generated as a right module over the quotient division 

. ring of RGn _ 1 by {g1' ••• , en}. Since this division 

ring is a subring of Q, Q is right Artinian, so that 

regular elements of Q are units, by Lecma 1.2.3. Hence Q 

is the classical right quotient ring of RG, and we 

conclude thatRG is an Ore domain. 

The above lemma is essentially l33, ProPoSitionj. It 

is not hard to see that it can be considerably generalised, 

and we shall pursue this in Chapter 3. However, Leoma 4.10 

is sufficient for our present needs. 

THEOR~l 4.11. Let K be a field of characteristic zero, and 

let G be a torsion-free group with subgroups 

1 C A~T<JG (2) 

such that A is abeli~n, T/A i~ locally finite, and G/T is 

locally supersoluble. Then KG is a domain. 

PROOF: 

Since finitely generated subgroups of G are easily 

seen to possess a series of the form (2), we shall 

without loss of generality assume that G is finitely 

generated, so that G/T is supersoluble. \Ve argue by 

induction on the Hirsch nUI:1be·r, h(G/T), of G/T. 
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If h(G/T) = 0, G/T is finite, end T is thus 

finitely generated, by Lemma 1.1.14. Hence IT/AI·~~, so 

that IG : AI <~. There therefore exists a normal subgroup 

B of G.such that /G/BI < 00 nnd B C A, so that in this case 

G is abelien-by-finite and KG is a domain by Theorem 4.9. 

NOl'1 suppose that the result is kno\'m for all 

finitely generated torsion-free groups II with a series of 

the form (2) such that HIT is supersoluble with h(H/T) ~ n, 

for some integer n ~ 0, where T is an abelian-by-locally 

finite normal subgroup of H, and suppose that G satisfies 

h(G/T) = n+ 1. By Theorem 1.1.17(ii), there exists a. 

normal subgroup N of G such that T C IT and Gin is infinite 

cyclic or infinite dihedral. By Le~a 4.10 and our 

induction as~,UInption, KU is E'n Ore domain. 

If GIN is infinite cyclic, KG is a domain by 

Corollary 1.3.23. On the other hand, if GIN is infinite 

dihedral, by Theoreo 1.1.24 we have' 

GIN ~ (XIN 'lE- YIN), 

where X rmd Yare subgroups of G end I x/u I ,= I yIN I =, 2. 

Hence h(x/T) = h(Y/T) = h(U/T) = n, and so KX and lIT are 

domains, by induction. \'le may thus apply Theorem 1.1 to 

deduce that KG is a domain. 

5. FUTURE PROSPECTS 

~le end this chapter ,,,ith a short discussion of the 

current position of the Zero Divisor Conjecture for group 

rings of torsion-free soluble groups. Building on our use 

of Wnlker ' s result (Thm. 4.1 ), Farkas and Snider [81 have 

extended the re~ul ts of ~ 4 by ShOiving that if K is a field 

of characteristic zero and G is any torsion-free 
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polycyclic~by-finite group, KG is a domain. If on the 

other hand G is torsion-free polycyclic-by-finite and K 

is a field of positive characteristic, it is still not 

known in general whether KG is a
O 

domain. 

Note that Theorem 4.11 shows that if K is a field of 

characteristic zero end G is n torsion-free metabelian 

group, (i.e. G is soluble of derived length 2), KG is a 

domain. However \-le c~nnot at present e:dend this result to 

groups of derived length 3 - perhrps the simplest example 

of a finitely generated torsion-free soluble group for 

which the Zero Divisor Conjecture in characteristic zero 

has not been solved is 

G = (CoOl H), 

where CoO denotes an infinite cyclic group and IT is any 

finitely generated torsion-free soluble group satisfying 

the fo11m-ling conditions: 

(i) II hns a normal abeli£'.n subgroup A such that B/A 

is finite and abelian of type (p, p), for an odd priffie p; 

(ii) H ls not supersoluble; 

(ili) H is not right orderable. 

Groups s[otisfying all of the above condl tions are fairly 

easy to construct, but ,·re shall not consider the details 

here - see L37, Chcpter 13, Exercises 15-181. ° 
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CHAPTER 3 

ARTIlITAlT QUOTIBNT RI1:'GS 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Since a soluble group H ha~' ~. finite series of normal 

subgroups Hith successive fe'ctors either torsion-free 

abelian or locally finite, by Lemm~ 1.1.6, it follolvs that 

H satisfies the hypothesis of Le~E~ 2.4.10, so t~at if KIT 

is a domain for some field K, then KIf is an Ore domain. Thus, 

if the Zero Divisor Conjecture is true for group rings of 

. soluble groups, one might hope to at least be able to prove 

that if G is a torsion-free soluble Gl'oup and Ie is a field, 

KG has a simple Artinian quotient rine. Such a result would, 

from the point of view of the Zero Divisor Conjecture, be 

importnnt for t"10 reasons. First, for Ie and G as above, KG 

would have the max~un and oini~urn conditions on right 

annihilators, by Theoren 1.2.23 and the remark following 

it, thus 1mposin~ at le~st SOEe finiteness conditions on 

the zero divisors in the rine; and second, we "Tould then 

hf~ve£'vailr:.ble the extensive theory of prime Goldie rines 

in subsequent attempts to prove the Zero Divisor Conjecture 

for this class of group rines. 

We are thus led to pose the following question:-
, 

\ihich group rings of soluble eroups possess right Artininn 

right quotient riT'g:::::? "le sh~ll in ff ct prove our results 

for a cl£.ss of groups 11 uhich includes many insoluble 

groups, but does not include nIl torsion-free soluble 

groups, so the question raised in the previous sentence 

remains open. In ~ 4, 'tve discuss to ,\-That extent it can be 
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answered by th0 methods of this chapter~ 

The main theorem of this c~~pter will inco~porate a 

result of Hue;hes, ~)3J, 1-rho, ext'endinG "lork of Soith, 'C,.471, 
has shown that if G is a eroup with an a,scending series 

1 = GO C G1 C • • • C Goo{ C G.,.'t1. C • • • C Gj' = G, 

where J is an ordincl, Go( is normal in Go('t1 ' Ga{+~ IGd.. is eithel 

finite or infinite cyclic, and G"(-+1/Gc<. is finite for only 

finitely many ordinals O{, 0 ~ 0/.. < J' and if R is a rine 

with a right Artinian right quotient rine, then RG has a 

right Artininn right quotient rine. 

To state our results, we need sooe notation, uhich 

"viII remain fixed throuChout t:1is chapter. In the notation 

of Chapter 1, §1, we ,·;rite ~ = < p, L>; that is, :B 

denotes the closure operation on group clasres eenerated by 

~ and L. It should be noted that the B -closed clnsses of 
", 

groups are pr~cisely those clas~es ""hich are P - and 

L -closed, BO, Chapter 1, P.5). tve shall denote the cl£:.ss 

of torsion-free abelian grour::: by 00 , ~d "le define a new 

group class, 11: as follmls. A croup G is' a member of the 

class if if and only if G hE-s an ascendinG series 

G 

"'lhere J is an ordinal, Ho{ is nomal in Hal +1 , H~+i/H~ is , 
either finite or in the class 'B aO ' and HcI..+~/lIo£ is finite 

for only finitely many ordinals eX., 0 ~ ot. < J. 
If G E: V, we shell vTTi te tlG for the J.east integer 

occurring as the product of the orders of the finitely 

many finite fectors appearing in a series of type (1) for 

G. 

(1 ) 
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Given a ring R which is a right order·in a right 

Art1nian ring of right Goldie dimension n, we shall '\vri te, 

for each inteeer r ~ n, ~ (~) for the class of groups N r 
such that RN has a rieht Artinian right quotient ring of 

right Goldie dimension at most r. 

''1e can now state 

T1mo~m·1 2. 12. Let R be a ring 1'1i th a right Artinian right 

quotient ring of rig::..t Goldie dimension n, let r ~ n, and 

let H be ~. nOITlf-ll subgronp o~ 

H e O'r(R) end G/n E: V. Then 

a group G such that 

G E 6?r.m (R). 
. G/H 

Of course, there is a left-h~nded version of Theorem 

2.12, and so by Proposition 1.2.13, if, in the above 

note.tion, RH is a (t~;o-sided) order in en Artinie.n ring, then 

R~ has a (tT~lo-sided) Artinir.n quotient ring. Hote also that 

it follows from LeI!'.oa 1.2.22(iii) tha.t if RG is semipriIne, 

then its quotient ring Q (RG) is seoislllple Artinic.n, 1-1hile 

if RG 1s prime, it follows si~ilcrly that Q(RG) is prime, 

and so simple. 

Horn (21} ShOi-led that if n is a Noetherian order in 

a QF-ring, and G is a polycyclic-b:.'-finite group, then RG 

is an order in a QF-ring. Here ",e extend this result to 

T~~BORm·i 2.8. TJet R, H, and G be as in Theorem 2.12, ~nd 

sUPF'ose that RH is an order in a QF-ring. Then RG is .an 

order in a QF-ring. 

In p2.rticular, therefore, if R is a commutative 

domain, H= {1}, ([~C: so G~'\J'), thenQ(RG) exists end. 

is a QF-ring. 
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Note that by Lemma 1.2.45(iii) and (vi), if a ring 

Shes a quasi-Frobenius claesic~l quotient Q(S), then 

Q(S)ls is the injective hull of ~S' and Q(S) is the 

mexime.l right E'nd left quotient ring of S. We shall discuss 

this in more det~il in 33. 

The contents of this ch~pter e~e arranged as follows. 

We prove Theorem 2.12 in §2, end Theorem 3.8 in ~3. In §4, 

we discuss how our results apply to group rines of soluble 

groups, (Theorem 4.2), and provide t\'lO exs.mples which 

illustrate the limitations of our methods. We use one of 

these examples, (Ex.4.6),to answer a question of Lazard, 

[32] on infinitely genera:ted projective modules. In §5, we 

include several applications of Theorems 2.12 and 3.8. For 

example, we show in Theorem 5.2 that if G c:: tr and R is a 

commutative do~ain, RG is a subring of a simple Artinian 

ring; it follm1s from this that every group in if is 

lineer over a division ring of arbitre..ry characteristic. \'Ie 

also examine two applications to the study of group rings:

We extend so~e results of Jordan [261 on the Jacobson 

radical of the group rings of certain free products with 

amalgation, (Theorem 5.3), and we apply Theorem 3.8 to the 

study, initirted by Formpnek, (131, of the centre of the 

maximal quotient ring of a group ring. 

Finally, we remark that it has recently been br~ught 

to our notice that A.Horn has independently extended Hughes' 

result [23) to obtein special cases of Theorems 2.12 and 

3.8; full det[,ils of Horn's work may be found in L,22j. 
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2. PROOF OF THEOR~! 2. 1 2 

In COffimon with the refult of Hughes mentioned in §1, 

Theorem 2.12 depends on a re~ult of Jategaonkar, namely 

Theorem 1.2.28, which enables us to deduce immediately 

LE!>1NA 2.1. Let R be a ring, H a normal suberoup of a group 

G, such that G/H E (~f\ Go) •. If RH is a right order in a 

right Artinian ~ing, then so is RG. 

PROOF: 

Since G/H Eo ?(.l,..o), we may, areuine .by induction on 

the number of generators of G/H, suppose that G/H is 

infini te cyclic. The result is nOvl an immediate consequence 

of Lemrea 1.3.22 and Theorem 1.2.28. 

Our main tesk in provin~ Theorem· 2.12 is to replace 

the cl~ss (~f\ @o) in the above letlIn8 by the class ~ CPo. 
When lTe htve done this, TheoreI:'! 2.12 becomes an elementary 

deduction. '~Te begin with a lerona which may seem self

evident, but nevertheless we st"te it explicitly ~.s it 

illustrates the type of argunent ioTe shall use severr.l times 

in this section. 

LEl'·;r·~ 2.2. Let <Y and 3E' be group clesses which satisfy the 

following conditions: 

Then 

(i) (5)X = (j). 
(ii) For all gr01~.p clesses 11 contained in l) X, 

(5)11 = C? ~ (?(L.;;) = (l. 
(iii) For allgroup classes 11 contained in"B;r, 

= (? =? O'(Py) = c? 
= ~ \J"". 
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PROOF: 

Let ~ be the class of all' groups G such that 

6' {G} = (?, so that X c ..s. Put ;; = (~" lL:i') , 

so that ~ is P- and L-closed by conditions (ii) and 

(iii). Since a)( is by definition the smallest p- and 

L-closed cle-ss containing X, lie must have 1> X C ~, 

as required. 

Recall that N(S) denotes the nilpotent radical of'a 

ring S. 

IEr'':J,~ ? 3. Let R be a ring, and suppose 11 is a class of 

groups satisfying the hypothesis that if L is a noroal 

subgroup of a group !II such thpt r-I/L E 1/, and N(RL) is 

nilpotent, then H(RIr) = N(RL)ru·t. 

Then (i) if H is a subgroup of a group G such that (a) 

there exists an ascending series 

H = HO C H1 C • • • C Ho(. C HatH. C • • • C HJ = G, 

where J is an ordinal, Ho(. <J He(, +1. and Hal+ 1,/H.( E- ;;, 

o -- 01... < J, and (b) N(mI)n = 0, for some integer n ?- 1, it 

follows that 

N(RG) = N(RH)RG and N(RG)n = 0; 

(ii) if H is a no~.al subgroup of a group G,such 

that G/H E L~~ and H(RR) is nilpotent, 

N(RG) = N(RH)RG. 

PROOF: 

(i) ~Te prove the result by induction on J. Suppose 

that N(RG) :/: N(RH)RG, or N(RG)n -! 0, and· let 01.. be minimal, 

o ~ 0{ ~ J' fJuch that either N(RHol ) 1= N(RH)RHG( or 

N(RH~)n t o. Clearly~ must be a limit ordinal; but in 

this case, if ~ i E N(RHol ), i = 1., • • • , n, then there 



some ordin~l '( <,x such that for 1 = 1, • , • , n, . 
'" f i ~ N (RH ~ ), sot ha t (:l ~ i = 0, and 

~ i E N(RH)RH~ S N{RH)PJ~. 

Thus N{RH.,()n = 0, E'.nd N{RRe.{) = N(RR)RlI..{. From this 

contradiction, the result follows. 

(ii) Since N(RG) = :£{I<lRG: 1 nilpotent}, we 
I 

deduce thl:t if T ~ G, 

N(RG) 1\ RT S N(RT). 

The result is nm'T clear. 

Next, we need an easy result on the Goldie dimension 

of group rings. 

LE111:A 2.4. Let R be a ring , and H a subgroup of a group G. 

Then (i) right Goldie dimension of RG = sup{right Goldie 
T 

dimension of RTJ, as T ranges over all subgroups of G such 

that T = <II, Xc' ••• , xn), where n ~ 0 and xi E: G, 

o .; i __ n; 

(ii) if there exists a series 

n = HO C H1 C ••• C Ho{C Hol.+1.C ••• C Hy= G, 

",here f is an ordinal, and for all ordinals d..., 0 Iiii; 01.. < J' 
rt. Goldie dinens:i.on ~ = rt. Goldie dirr.ension RHo(~\., it 

follows th~t rt. Goldie di~en~ion RG = rt. Goldie 

dimension RH. 

Note that (i) incorpor~tes 

(iii) rt. Goldie ~~ension of RH ~ rt. Goldie 

dimension of RG. 

PROOF: 

Note first that (iii) follows from the fact that if 

1 1, ••• 1m are right idecls of R..'I \'lhose sum is direct, 
"" 

then LeI!lIIla 1.3.3 (iii) shows that .~ IiG is n direct sum of 
.1.-1. 

right ideals of RG. This observation, together ''lith a 

.... ", .. 
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straightfor~ard local argument, also proves (i) and 

finally, (ii) follows by transfinite induction, using (i) 

to deal with limit ordinals. 

The next lemma will be crucial in our application of 

Lemma 2.2 to extend Lemma 2.1. 

L~·TA 2.5. Let R be a ring ui th a right Artinian right 

quotient ring of right Goldie dimension n. Let m be an 

integer, m ~ n. Let 11 be ~ class of groups satisfying 

(a) (Pm (R) 11 = <J; (R) ; 

and (b) if V is a normal subgroup of a group U, u/v ~ 1/, 
and N(RV) is nilpotent, then N(RU) = N(RV)RU. 

and 

PRoeF: 

Then (i) ~(R) (LY) = 

( ii ) ~ (R) (p 'Y ) --

(i) Let H be e nor~~l subgroup of a group G such 

that H E. ~ (R) and G/I{ € L 1j. 11e must ShOH that G ~ (S)o (R). 

By (a), if T is any subgroup of G such that T~ Hand T/H is 

finitely-generated, there exists a subgroup T' ~ T such that 

T'/H is finitely generated and RT' satisfies the right Ore 

condition, so by Lemma 1.3.6 RG has a right quotient ring. In 

fact lfe can view Q (RG) as U Q (RT'), where the union is 
T' 

taken over all such subgroups T~ By Lemma 2.4(i), the 

right Goldie dicension of RG (a~d hence by Lemma 1.2.22(v) 

of Q(RG» is at most m. Hence to prove (i) it suffices to 

prove that Q(RG) is right Artini~~. 

Since p~ has a right Artinian right quotient ring, 

N(RH) is nilpotent, by Proposition 1.2.27. Thus by 

hypothesis (b), applying LeI!lI!:E. 2.3(ii), H(RG) = H(RH)RG. 

By ler.-.oa 1. 2.30, not ing th2.t Q (HE) is 2. subring of Q (RG) , 
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I1(Q(RG~ = n(RG)Q(RG) = N(PJI)Q(RG) = N(Q(RR~ Q(RG), 

so that in particular N(Q(RGD is nilpotent, and finitely 

generated as a rjght ideal, since Q(RH) is right Artinian. 

It thus follmiS from Theoretl 1.2.1 that to prove Q(RG) is 

right Artinian, it is enough to sho,,; that Q(RG)/n(Q(RG~ is 

Artinian. . . 

'iTe claim ~ir:;:t that Q(RG)/N(Q(RGV is von Neumann 

reguler. Let o(:f~c-1 c; Q(RG)'n(Q(RG~, where a, c E RG and. 

c E tRG(O), and put T = <H, .suppa, suppc). Thus, by 

hypothesis, Q(RT) exists and is ridlt Artinian, ac-1~ Q(RT), 

and N(Q(RG») = N(Q(RT»)Q(RG).Therefore, in particular, 

ac-19 U(Q(RTV. How Q(RT)/N(Q(RTV is semisimple Artinian 

and thus von Neumann regular, so that there exists 

(3 (;; Q(RT) such that (0{ - o{~o(,) E: N(Q(RT~, llhich is 

contained in N(Q(RG»). Since ~ E Q(RG), our claim follows. 

By Theorem 1.2.9, a regular rine is either Artinian 

or han an infinite set of orthogonal idempotents. Suppose 

the latter is true in this case; then in particular 

Q(Ra)/n(Q(RG~ hac a set 91, e2, ••• , em+1 of pairwise 

orthoeonal ide~potents. Since N(Q(RGV is nil, these may be 

lifted to a set e1, ••.• , em+ 1 of pa.irvlise orthogonal 

ide~potents of Q(RG), by Proposition 1.2.7. It follows that 

the rieht Goldie d~ension of Q(~G), ~nd hence by 

Lemrra 1.2.22(v) of RG, is grefter th~n m, contrcdictine our 

ec.rlier observation thet the rieht Goldie dimension of RG 

is at most m. Hence Q(RG)/N(Q(RGD mur:t be Artinian, and 

so (i) is rroved. 

(ii) Let H be a normal subcroup of a group G such 

that H E CPm(R) and there exists an ascending series 

....... "'- ' 
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H = HO C H1 C • • • C Ho<. C Ho(+1. C • • • C H Y = G, 

such that Ho( <l Ho(+1' end H,,(T1/Ho(. E: 11, 0 ~ 01... < f. 
Suppose G I <Pm (R), and let (( be minimal, 0 < 'r ~ f'· 
such that H'g I (5)m (R). Since ~m (R)J! = <Pm (R), '6 
must be a. limit ordinal. Hm'Tever if T/ll is any finitely 

generated subgroup of H~/H, T ~ Hp for some ordinal ~ < ~ 

and so RT has a. right Artininn right quotient ring. By 

Lemma 2.4(ii), RH'g has right Goldie dimension at most m, 

and by Lemma 2.3(i), N(RHl ) = N(RH)RH~. By an argument 

exactly similar to that used in the first part of this 

proof, we deduce that H~ £ ~m(R), a contradiction. Hence 

G ~ ~(R), and the proof is complete. 

We nOyT apply the generz.l lemm2s ~lhich we have 

obtained to a particular situation - that is, given a 

ring R, ,.,e shall shm'l that the class (ft f\ Go) sr,tisfies 

conditions (a.) and (b) of the previous 1err.ma, and that 

13 (Qo satisfies (b). It is then a simple matter to apply 

LenuraE 2.2 and 2.5 to ShO"T that 

6'm (R) (s 0 0 ) = <S; (R), 

for all eppropri2te pairs of rings of rines R end integers 

m, (Theorem 2.11). 

Our first task is thus to show that (~I'\ Go) 

satisfies (a). ' 

LEEl':A 2. 6. Le t R be a ring, and H a normal subgroup of a 

group G. Then if E is an essential right ideal of RH, EG 

is an essential right ideal of RG. 

PROOF: 

Let {g>. :AEA} be a transversal to H in G. By 

LerrJIn8 1. 3 • 3 , 
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e ~ 

EGIH = ~ (EgA) IH c: ~(RHg~) IH - RGIRH ., 
AE./\ A~ 

and it is thus clear thc.t EGIE is an essential submodule 

of RGln. A fortiori, EG is ~n essential right" ideal of RG. 

The above le~a, which is due to Burgess, [5, 
Lemma 2.51, will be considerably generalised in the next 

Chapter. The proof of the nex~ result. is an adaptation of 

the proof of [4~, Prop.2.51, uhere Shock proves a similar 

result for polynomial rings. 

LEr~r-1A 2..J. Let R be a ring, and let G be a group with a 

normal subgroup H such the t G/H E. Go. Then 

rt. Goldie dimension of RH = rt. Goldie dimension RG. 

PROOF: 

By Lemma 2.4(iii), we may aS8uce- that n, the rieht 

Goldie dimension of RH, is finite, and by Lemma 2.4(i), we 

may assume thc.t G/H is finitely generated, so that by induction 

on the number of generators of G/H, it suffices to prove 

the re~:u1t "Then G/H is infinite cyclic. In this crose, by 

Lexnma 1.3.22, RG is isomorphic to RH[X, x-1; 0""1 ' where 

cr ~ Aut(RH) is as usual induced by conjugation on H, and 

rX = X~(r) for all r ~ R. 

By Theorem 1.2.16; there exist uniform right ideals 
. )\ 

U1' • • • , Un" of RH,. such that I = .~ Ui is a direct sum, 
'1.:= 1 'n 

and I is essential in &~. By Lerna 1.3.3(iii), 1G = ~ UiG 
• 1.='1. 

is a direct sum of right ideals of RG, and by the previous 

lemma, IG is eSfential in RG. To complete the proof, it is 

thus enough to Shovl th8.t for i = 1, • • • , n, Ui G is a 

uniform right ideel. 

Put s = rurl,x ; 0-1 ~ RH(X, r1 J ~ , Elnd fixing i, 
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", 1~· i E; n, put U = Ui • It is efsy to see that· UG is 

uniform in RG if and only if US is uniform in S, so we 

may suppose for a contradiction that US is not uniform, 
. \< 

and choose 0 I- p (X) , q (X) Eo US, p (X) = £, xlal~ 
m ~~o 

q(X) = ~XjbJ" (noting that al ~ crl(U) ), such that 
J=o 

p(X)S f'\ q(X)S = O. (2) 

Note firstly that we can ensure, by right 

multiplication by a suitable non-zero element of RH if 

necessary, that the right annihilators of the coefficients 

al of p(X) are equal. Similarly, "le may assume that 

r s (b1) = • • • = rS(bm)· 

Furthermore, we can choose p(X) and q(X) so that 

(degree p(X) + degree q(X) ) 

is as small as possible such that (2) and the above 

condition on the coefficients hold. Suppose without loss 

of generality that 

degree q(X) ~ degree p(X). 

Since, for all s ? 1, o-s (U) is E'. uniform right ideal 

of RU, there exist of, '6 E: RH such that 

o I: xka~ - ko<. = Xmb
m 
~ • 

Put 

heX) = p(Jt)r - ko(. + q (X)(- 0), 

so that degree heX) <- degree q(X) , and heX) f. 0 by (2). 

Ue shall prove that 
• 

h(X)S f\ p(X)S I- o. 
There exists Ol=v E- RR such that 

heX)}) = ( ~xt ~t)V I- 0, 
t:o 

and rS ( ~tv) = rS ( ~''1lJ) llhenever ~t ).) I: 0 I- @w»' 
o ~ t,w ~--C. nO~l 

o ~ degree heX»)) ~ degree heX) < degree q(X) , 
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and so (3) follows by the minimality hypothesis on 

(degree p (X) + degree q (X») , so that 

o f h(X)f(X) = p(X)g(X), say. 

Now the right annihil~tors of the coefficients of 

q (X) (- 't) are all equal to 

't -1rs(bm) = {~E S : r~ E: rS(bm)}. 

Hence if q(X) (- '6 )f(X) = 0, where 
J. 

f(X) == ~wuXU, 
\A. .. I) 

then 

w o' · · · , wd ~ rRH(bm't) = rRH(akxm 
- ko( ) 

where 

Also 

and so 

.. -- -... 

= 

= r RH ( O"m - k(ak) o() 

= r illr (c:m 
- k(ak~») , 

putting ~m - k(;Z) = 0{ , 

= 

= 

= m - k( -1 ( ~ 
CJ ~ r RH al~' 

o ... I ~ k, 

== ()m - k(rRH(e1 0( ~ 

= rRH (o-m- k(al)o() 

= rRH(a1Xm - k o() • 

p(X)Xm- ~f(X) = 0, 
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o :J h(X)f(X) = p(X)XID - ko{ f(X) +. q(X) (- ~ )f(X) 

= 0, 

a contradiction. 

Therefore q(X) (- '6 )f(X) :j 0, and indeed 

o :J q(X)(-'6)f(X) = [p(X)g(X) - p(X)Xm-ko<'f(X>], 

contradicting (2). Hence US is uniform, and the proof is 

complete. 

We irrmediately deduce 

LEr-'J.TA 2.8. Let R be e. right order in a right Artinian ring 

of right Goldie dirrension r, let m be an integer, m ~ r, 

and let H be a normal subGroup of ~ group G. If G/R E (It" Go) 

and H ~ 6'm (R), then G E 6'm (R) • 

PROOF: 

By Lemma 2.1, RG has a right Artinian rir,ht quotient 

ring, and by Lemmas 2.7 and 1.2.22(v), this quotient ring 

must have right Goldie dimension at most m. Thus G E C?m(R). 

Next, we consider condition (b) of Lemma 2.5; first, 

we have 

LErJ·TA 2.2. Let R be a ring, and let IT be a normal subgroup 

of a group G, such thz.t G/If E: (!J. f\ Go). If N(RII) is 

nilpotent, then N(RG) = N(RH)RG •. 

PROOF: 

By Lemma 1.3.10, ,(N(RH)RcD n = (N(RJI)) nRG , for all 

n ~ 1, so N(RII)RG is t'l nilpotent ideal of RG. Hence it only 

remains to prove that N(RG) ~ n(REI)RG. Suppose that this 

is false, r.nd choose ~ E N(RG)" N(RH)RG with I sUPP ~ I 
minimal. By induction on the number of generators of G/H, 

we may rssume G/H cyclic, sry G = (H, x) • By multiplying 

if necessary by a suitable power" of x, we may assume 

..... -. --.-
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~ 

~ = . ..£f?ixi, where m > 0 and ~o -:fi O. 
1.=0 

Since (RG(3 RG) is a nilpotent ideal, say (RGt'3RG)t = 0, 

we have for a.tl , otj , '6'j E: RH, 1: j = 1, • • • , t, 

o = n ( 0{ j (3 Yj ) = TIl:: \( 0( j ~ 0 '6 j ) + ~ x , 
J=l~ k 

where I'h = <./~ x r is a non-nege. t i ve int eger, and 
{ ~so { k ' 

"/k € RH, 0 ~ k ~ r. ~ence 

0' P1 ( 0( j ~ 0 'OJ) = 0, 

so that ~ 0 E N(RH), and 

(~ - ~O) € N(RG)" N(RH)RG • 

Since 

I supp (p - P>O) I < I suPP(3 I, 
we have obteined a contradiction to our choice of f, and 

the proof is complete. 

REr;!ARK: Lemma 2.9 is fals e without the as sumpt ion that 

N(RH) is nilpotent. For ex~ple, let G = Cp1 C~, where p 

is a prime, Cp denotes the cyclic group of order p, and CoO 

is an infinite cyclic group, let R be the field of p 

elements, and let H be the base group of G, so that H is an 

infinite elementary abelian p-group. Thus G/H is infinite 

cyclic, RG is semiprime by Theoren 1'.3.20, since ~(G) = 1 

by Lemma 1.1.26, and N(RH) is the augmentation ideal of 

RlI, again by Thoeorem 1.3.20. 

LEr,TA 2. 10. Let R be a ring and H a subgroup of a group G. 

If N(RH) is nilpotent and there exists an ascending series 

H ~ 

where 5' 
HO C H1 C • • o. C He<. C Hol1-1 C • • • C Hy = G, 

i~ Em ordinal, He( <l Ho(~1' and Hee:+t. /Ho{ E. ~ Go' 
o ~ 01... < ~' then N(RG) = N(RH)RG. 

PROOF: 
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" By Lemma 2.3 ( i), it is enough to prove the result 

for 1 = 1. Let .£ denote the cl~ss of groups P which 

satisfy the property:-

V4 U, U/V ~ P, N(RV) nilpotent ~ N(RV)RU = N(RU). 

Thus (~o (\ fI) c ~ by Lemma 2. 9, and Lemma 2.3 shows 

that .s is 
,. 
p- and L-closed. The result follows as in 

Lemma 2.2, since ~ (Qo" ~) :: AGo •. 

Now let R be a ring l'lhich has a right Artinian right 

quotient rir~ of right Goldie dimension n, and let m be an 

integer greater than or equal to n. We have, in this 

notation 

THEOREr~ 2.11. Gm(R) (:B Qo) = ~(R). 

PROOF: 

We apply Lemma 2. ~. Note first that l? CPo = 'A (0c:/, ~) 

and by Lemma 2. 8, ~ (R) = ~ (R) (Go 1\ ~ ). Let Y be 

any class of groups cont~ined in ~~o. By Lemma 2.10, 1f 
sFtisfies hypothesis (b) of Lemma 2.5, and hence if 

~ (R) 1J = 6'm (R), ~:e deduce fron: Lemma 2.5 that 

CYm(R)(LY) = ~(R) and @o(R)(PIlj) ;: <?m(R). 

It thus follows froD Lemma 2.2 that 

;: 

as required. 

We are now ready to prove the main result of this , 

section. ~'le continue with our assumption that R is a ring 

with a right Artinian right quotient ring of right Goldie 

dimension n. Suppose in addition that r is an integer 

greater than or equal to n. The class 1)' has been defined 

in §1. 

...._----
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PROOF OF THEORDT 2. 1 2 • 

Let G be a group with a normal subgroup H such that 

H E.. ~ (R) and G/R E 1J. Let 

H = HO C H1 C • • • C Ho( C Ho<.+'1. C • • • C HJ = G (1 ) 

be an ascending series from H to G, where y is an ordinal, 

Ret.. <3 He{+ l' Ho{+1./Ha( is either, finite or a rr.ember of the 

class :s Go, 0 ~. 01.. < f, and the product of the orders of 
MCJ-"'Y 

the finitelylfinite factors in (1) is precisely mG/ H• . 

We shall prove first that the right Goldie dimension 

of RG is lesf' then or equal to r.mG/ H, arguing by induction 

on f. That is, we shall prove th~.t for all ordinals 01., 

o ~ 01.. ~ J' 
right Goldie dir.ension RH~ ~ r.mH~/H. (4) 

Note that for all such ordinals 0<., the product of the 

orders of the finite factors II '6+ 1 /H)S', ~ < 0(, is 

precisely m~/H ' by our choice of the series (1). Suppose 

(4) is false, and let 0(" 0 ~ 0( ~ J' be oinimal such 

that (4) is false for RHo( • By Lemma 2.4(i), 0< cannot be a 

limit ordinal, so that (~ - 1) exists and either 

Hcol /H~_1. E ~ ~o, or Hot /Hol _1. is finite. If Ho{ /Hcl-t. E: ~Go 
we claim that 

right Goldie dimensic.n RH-l_1. = right Goldie dimensicn RHo( • 

This follows from Lemma 2.2, taking C? to be the cl£ss of 

all groups T such that the right Goldie dimension of RT is 

less than or equal to the right Goldie diDension of RH~_~, 

taking X to be the cle ss (~ ("\ Go)' and applying 

Lemme 2. 4.(i), (ii) anr (iii) and Lemma 2.7. 

If on the other hend He( /Ha('_1 is finite,say IH.t/IIJ.-1.1 = t, 

then 
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and RHo( is a free RH..t._1-module of rank t, by Lemma 1.3.3(i). 

Thus 

right Goldie dimension (RHo( )IRH ~ r.mR /R· t 
.(-1 .(-1. 

and so a fortiori, 

right Goldie dimension RH~ 

In all ceses, therefore, we have obtained a 

contradiction to our assumption that (4) is false, and so 

right Goldie dimension RG 

We shall now prove by induction on J that the right 

quotient ring Q(RG) exists and is right Artinian. Suppose 

the result is false, and let ~ be the least ordinal, 

o < t: ~ J, for which RH-c; fails to have a right ,Artinian 

right quotiQnt. ring. 

Case (i): If 'C is a limit ordinal, Q(RH-t;) exists, since 

we can put Q(RHr ) = UQ(RH/t), as before. There exists 
~<-c:. i 

an ordinal '( < "C such that for all ordinals ~ , 

"6 ~ ~ < --C, H~+ 1/H(J E 1, ac ' since there exist only 

finitely many finite factors in the series (1). By 

Lemma 2.10, N(RH't") = N(RH,,)RH-z;, noting that U(RHr) is 

nilpotent by Proposition 1.2.27, since RHy has a rieht 

Artinian right quotient ring. Since for all ordinals (1, 

'6 ~ ~ < 'C, Q(RH~ ) exists end is rieht Artinian, we 

may use an argument similar to that used in proving 

Lemma 2.5(i) to deduce that Q(RH-t)/n(Q(PJI·d) is regular, 

and so Artinian, since Q(RH-r) 1s know'n by the first part 

of the proof to have finite right Goldie d~ension. Hence 

Q(RRt ) is right Artinian, by Theorem 1.2.1, since 

N(Q(RE~» is nilpotent and finitely generated as a right 
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ideal. It follows t~at 4C cannot be a limit ordinal. 

Case (ii): If't: is not a limit ordinal, (C: - 1) exists, 

RH<_~ has a right Artinian right quotient ring, and 

H!/H1:_'L is ei ther finite or a member of ~ ~. If 

Ht /H-G-1 ~ ~ Go, then Q(RH,) exists and is right Artinian, 

by Theorem 2~ 1 t. If H,/H-C_1. E: J, on the other hand, Q(illl,) 

also exists and is' right Artinian, since as in Lemma 2.4.10 

we may put 

= 

which is an Artinian ring since it is finitely generated 

as a module over the right Artin1an subring Q (Imc- ,J . 
Thus the theorem follo .... 's by transfinite induction. 

3. QUASI-FROE_ENTUS QUOTIENT RDTGS 

In this section we sh?ll prove Theorem 3.8; our 

main tool "rill be the following result, extr£'.cted from 

[18,. Theoremo 3.9 and 4.2J. 
THEOnTI:I 3.1. Let S be an order in an .Artinian ring Q (3) • 

Then Q(S) is quasi-Frobenius ~ (i) there exists a 

direct sum of uniform left ideals in S, containing a 

regular element; 

(ii) there exists a 

direct sum of uniform right ideals in S, containing a , 
regular element; 

PROOF: 

From the proof of [18, Thm.3.9], it is clear that 

if Q(S) is known to exist end to be Artinian, then 

conditions (i) end (ii) imply th~t Q(S) is a QF-2 ring, 
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end then ~8, Thm.4.31 shows that (iii) impli~s that Q(S) is 

a QF-ring. The converse is proved exactly as in (18]. 

We precede the proof of Theorem 3.8 with some lemmas, 

in the first four of which R denotes an erbitrary ring. We 

extrect the first from the proof of Lemma 2.7. 

LET·'jl\1A 3.2. If H is a normal subgroup of a group G, 

G/U E (~(\ Go)' and U is a uniform right ideal of RU, 

then UG is a uniform right ideal of RG. 

The 'proof of the next lemma is left to the reader. 

LENrTA 3.3.(i) Let H be a subgroup of G, and let U be a 

uniform right ideal of RH. If for all finite subsets 

Ix1 , ••• ,xn } of G, UT is a' uniform right ideal of RT, 

where T = < H, x1 ' • • • ,xn> ' then UG is uniform in RG. 

(ii) Let ~ be a c12ss of groups such that if X is a 

normal subgroup of e group Y, Y/X E ~, and U is a uniform 

right idepl of RX, then UY is uniform in RY. Let H be a 

subgroup of 8 group G such th~t there exists an ascending 

series from H to G whose factors lie in 1/. I~ U is a 

uniform right idepI of HR, then UG is uniform in RG. 

From Lemma 2.2 and the s.bove two lemmas, vie deduce 

~EJ'.IMA 3.4. Let H be a normal subgroup of a group G such 

G/H (. B Go. If U is a uniform right ideal of RH, then UG 

uniform in RG. 

LEr~TA 3.5. Let U be a normal subgroup of G, and suppose 

that N(RG) = N(RH)RG. Then 

and 

.. _ .. _-

lRG(N(RG~ = 

rRG(N(RGD = 

lRH(N(RII)) RG, 

~RH(N(RHD RG. 

that 

is 
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PROOF: 

We shall prove the second identity - the first is 

proved similarly, bearing in mind that N(RH) is a 

characteriGtic ideal of Ril, and so, since 

N(RH)g = N(RH) , 

for all g G G, it follows that 

1RH (N(RH») g . = 1RH (P( RH V, 
for all g € G. Let {g" : AE A} be a transversal to II in G, 

and suppose (? = !S @"),.g). E rRH(N(RH~ RG, where 
AeA . 

~'). Eo rRR(N(RH~ for all ~ £ 1\, and ~').. = 0 for 0.11 but 

finitely many A~ ,1\. If 'i = £glJ'{» E N(RG), where 
l>E./\ 

~» E N(RH) for all l.J ~ 1\, and 'i'» = 0 for all but finitely 

many » £. /\, then clearly 

'6 (3 = 0, 

E~d so (3 € rRH~r(IlliVRG ~ rRGQT(RG». 

The reverse inclusion is iL~ediate from Lemma 1.3.3, 

since N(RR) S N(RG). 

LEr!j}:A 3.6. Let R be a normal subgroup of a group G, such 

that G/H E. 1?,(klo, and suppose that R..~ is an order in a 

QF-ring. Then RG is an order in a QF-ring. 

PROOF: 

By Theorem 2.11 and its left-handed equivalent, RG 

has an Artinian quotient ring, Q(RG). Applying Theorem 3.1 

to the ring RH, we deduce that 

lRH~T(RH~ = rRli(~(RII)) , (5) 

and that there exist elements c, d E ~IUI(O) such that 

c ~ U1 e. · . ~ Un 

and d V 1 e . . . e V m ' 

where Ui (respectively Vj ) is a uniform right (resp. left) 
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", ideal of RE, 1 ~ i ~ n, (resp. 1 ~ j ~ m). (In fact we 

always haye n = m, but 'l'le shall not need this fact here; 

see D8, cor.3.s1. 

By Lemma 2.10, N(RG) = N(RH)RG, and so by (5) and 

Lemma 3.5, 

lRG(N(RG~ = rRG~T(RG~, 
so that RG satisfies (iii) of Theorem 3.1. Furthermore, 

W\ 

. C E .~ UiG, and this sum of right ideals of RG is direct, 
l:::.1 

by Le~ma 1.3.3(iii). Also, by Le~~a 3.4, UiG is a uniform 

right ideal, 1 ~ i ~ n, and by Lemma 1.3.4(i), c ~ ~RG(O). 

We thus see that (ii) of Theore~ 3.1 is satisfied; similar 

remarks apply to (i), and we deduce that Q(RG) is a 

QF-ring, as required. 

The next lemma is well-known, the proof being 

essentially the same as that used to prove that the group 

algebra of a finite group is self-injective (Prop.1.3.19). 

In various forms, it has been proved by Burgess, 

[5, Lemma 2.4], Horn, [21, Lemma 3.7), and Passman, [39, 

Lemma 4J. Our proof will follo"\-, Passman's. 

LEr·1'!A 3~. Let H be a normal subgroup of finite index in 

a group G, and let R be'a ring such that RH is an order in 

a QF-ring. Then RG is an order in a QF-ring. 

PROOF: 

Let Q{RH) be the quotient ring of RH. As in the 

proof of Theorem 2. 1 2, RG he.s an Artinian quotient ring, 

Q(RG) Q(RH) ®RH RG • 

It remains to prove that this ring is rieht self-injective. 

Let T = {i = g1' ••• , gn' be a transversal to H 

in G, so that by Lemma 1.3.3(i) 

--, --.-
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i~t· 0 (Ill!) (g)RJj g;) I Q (RJj) = 

Let 
n 

~: Q(RG) ~ Q(RH) : ~ (ot i ~ gi) ~ 0(1 

be the "trace map", a homomorphism of right 

Q(RH)-modules. If U ~ V are right Q(RG }-modules and 

• 

Cf' : U ~ Q(RG) is a Q(RG}-map, we have to extend c:r to a 

map from V to Q(RG). NO'-1 "Co': U~Q(RH), and since 

Q(RH) is right self-injective, "'Cc1" extends to a Q(RH)-map 

9> : V~ Q(RH). 

Now define 
\'\ 

~ : V~ Q(RG} : v~ .£(9J(Vgi 1
) ® gi) , 

"1=1 
a Q(RH)-map from V to Q(RG), since II is normal in G. For 

1 ~ j ~ n, and v ~ V, we have 

fo (vej) = if,.(J'(vg j gi 1
) (g) gy 

= L~ J>(V( gig j l )-1) ® (gig;1)1 ej 

N 

= J(v)ej , 

since = aijgkli,j)' where a ij E.. H and 1 ~ kli,j) -It follows that jJ: V >Q(RG) iS
n 

a Q(RG)-map. If u E. U, 

j (u) = iftC,(ugi1
) ® g~ 

n &( t:tf(ugi1) ® e0 = 

= &\:~lu)gi1) (g) g~ 

= cr(u), 
..v 

so that ., extends cr, as required. 

PROOF OF THEORill1 3.8. 

Suppose the theorem is false, so that there exists a 

ring R and a group G with a normal subgroup H, ouch that 

G/H E: v: RH is f n order in a QF-ring, but RG is not en 

-- n. 
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order in a QF-ring. There exists a series 

H = HO C • • • C Ho( C H~+1 C • • • C Hy = G l1 ) 

where 5' is an ordinal, Ho( <l Ho(+1.' Ho(+1./H..t is either 

fini t e or in ~ Go' 0 ~ 0(, < f' and such th~ t Ha{t 1. IHd.. is 

finite for only finitely many ordinals ~. By Theorem 2.12, 

Q(RH~ ) exists and is Art1nie~, for all ~ , 0 ~ ~ ~ J. 
Let '0 be the l:ast ordinal, 0 < ~ ~ f' for which Q(RH1) 

is not a QF-ring. By Lemmas 3.6 and 3.7, it is clear that 

~ must be a limit ordinal. Since there are only finitely 

many finite factors in (1), there exists an ordinal ~ <~ 

such that for all ordinals (3, 1: __ ~ < iS', Hp..1/H ~ E B ~o. 
Since, by minimality Of~, Q(R.'-I-C) exists and is a QF-ring, 

we deduce from 'l'heorem 3.1 that RH-c satisfies conditions 

(i), (ii) and (iii) of' that theorem. By Lemma 2.10, 

NlRH)') = N(RH--z; )IDl y , so that Lemma 3.5 implies that 

r RH (n(RII)'~ = lRH (N(RH'¥)} • 
l l 

Similarly, from Lemmas 3.3(ii) and 3.4 it follows that 

since RH~ satisfies conditions (i) and (ii) of Theorem 3.1, 

so does RH 1r • ~"e deduce from Theorem 3.1 that Q(RHt) is 

a QF-rine, and this contradiction establishes Theorem 3.8. 

It follows from Theoren 3.8 that if Rand G satisfy 

its hypothe::es,' Q (RG) I'Q (RG) is an injective Ir.odule. Indeed, 

Q(RG)IRG is injective, so that Q(RG)IRG is the injective 

hull of RGIRG' and Q(RG) is the maximal right (~nd left) 

ring of quotients of RG, (see Defn.1. 2. 44). lle assemble 

these and other observations in a well-known leoma. 

Let S be a ring, 14 a right S-module, and put 

T(H) = {m c 1-1 : me = 0, some e e ~S (O)} • 

.. ~- - -
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", It is easily seen thct if S satisfies the right Ore condition 

T (11) is a submodule of H. Clearly if ?-I ~ F for some free 

S-module P, T(l·:) = O. If T(n) = 0,' then N Is 1s a 

submodule of (11 ®S Q{S» Is. 

LE1>1',T.A 3.8. Let S be a ring with the right Ore condition, 

and let Q(S) denote its classical right quotient ring. If 

M is a right S-module with T(n) = 0, then the injective hull 

of H is the Q(S)-injective hull of (J.! ®S Q(S». 

If Q(S) is a QF-rinc, and ~! is a submodule of a free 

S-module F, the injective hull of M is (L ®S Q(S», 

where L is the maximal essential extension of r.~ in F. 

The proof is elementary. 

4. SCI·:E EXAI'7PJJES - THE SOIJUBLE CI.SE 

In this section we discuss how Theorem 2.12 applies 

to group rings of soluble groups. As explained in §1, we 

are unable to completely determine when the group ring 

KG of a soluble group G over a field K has an Artinian 

quotient ring; the difficulty, as we shall see, lies in 

dealing with infinite locally finite factors Till, where 

H <l T <: G. Neverthel'ess if we impose suitable 

finiteness conditions e~ther on the locally finite factors 

or on the torsion-free abelian factors occurring in an 

abelian series for G, then Theorem 2.12 is sufficient to 

provide an answer. 

If A e. Go' the ~ of A is defined to be 

dimO (A ®;z 0), while if B E: (], the rank of B is simply 

the rE.nk ot B/T(B) l1here T(B) denotes the torsion subgroup 
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of B. 

We shall need the following result, due to Mal'cev. 

Recall from page 5 that L(G) denotes the meximal normal 

locally finite subgroup of G. 

THEOR~ tie 1. (Mal' cev; [34, Thm.3]) Let G be a soluble 

group with a finite series 

1 = GO C'. • • C Gi C Gi + 1 C • • • C Gn = G 

of normal subF,roups such that Gi + l/Gi is abelian of 

finite rank, 0 ~ i < n. Then"G/L(G) has a finite chain of 

characteristic subgroups, with factors which are abelian 

and have finite rank and finite torsion subgroups. 

~HEOREN·4.2. Let G be a soluble group and R a ring with a 

right Artinian right quotient ring. 

(i) If G has a series 

1 = HO C • • • C IIi C Hi + 1 C • • • C Hn = G (5) 

where Hi <J Hi + 1 and Hi + 1/Hi is either finite or 

torsion-free abelian, 0 ~ i < n, then RG has a right 

Artinian right quotient ring. 

lii) If G has a series 

1 = HO C • • • C Hi C Hi + 1 C • • • C Hn = G ( 6) 

where Hi <J G, 'and Hi+ 1/Hi is abelian of finite rank, 

o ~ i < n, then RG ha"s a right Artinian right quotient 

ring ~ L(G) is finite. 

PROOF: 

li) This is immediate from Theorem 2.12. 

(ii) If G has a series of type (6), and L(G) is 

finite, then by Theorem 4.1 G has a series of type (5), 

and the re sul t follovlS from ( i) • 

Conversely, if L(G) is infinite, then sinc~ by 

---.. -
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Lemma 1.3. 15, if H is r,ny finite subgroup of 'G, 

r RG ( ~ h) = ~G, 
hEH 

it follows that RG does not have ~ax-ra. Hence, by the 

remark following Theorem 1.2.23, RGcannot have a right 

Artinian right quotient ring. 

REII'iARKS: (i) By using instead. of l:ial'cev's theorem a 

generalisation 9f i~ [40, lemma 9.34], it is possible to 

prove a stronger version of Theorem 4.2(ii) in which G is 

assumed only to be radical, rather than soluble. (A 

radical eroup is a group with an ascending series of 

normal subgroups with locally nilpotent factors.) However, 

since our main purpose in stating Theorem 4.2 is to 

illustrate to what extent we c~n answer the question 

raised at the beginning of ~ 4, lie shrIll not pursue this 

further. 

(ii) Theorem 4.2 sugrests that our question may 

hEve the following answer:-

CONJECTUR8 A.3. If K is a field and G is soluble, KG has 

an Artinian quotient ring ~ G has no infinite locally 

finite subGroups. 

\'/e now consider two examples. The first l-lill show 

that not all torsion-free soluble groups are contained in 

if, a fact that we have mentioned several times previously. , 

In this and in the following sections l'1e shall need the 

follovling elementary facts about the classes V and ~ (]o. 

LEr-1l-TA 4.A. li) If H ~ G and G E. ?> Ge, then H E "B(Q'o. 

(ii) If H ~ G and G <= V; then H ~ if. 

(iii) If N ~ ~~o and N is f~nitely generated, N has 

en infinite cyclic image . 

.. -... ---
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(iv) If If is a finite normal subgroup o't G, and 

G E. if, then G/H E. v: 
PROOF: 

(i) The class Go is cleE.rly closed under taking 

subgroups. If we put 

~ = t{ G} : H ~, G ====> ~ E. 'B CDo}, 

then ~ is a subclass of ~ Go, and Go C;; ~. It is trivial 

to check that .,8 is P - and L-closed, whence 

~ = 
as required. 

(ii) This follows easily from (i). 

(iii) Recalling that ~ denotes the class of unit 

groups, let (? be the class of groups defined by 

e = 9) U {{G}:l IH ~ G, H E !J ~ IT has an infinite 

image}. 

Clearly ~ 3 (Qo' and one may easily show that 6' is 

and L-closed. Since CY contains (ao, it follows that 

()' 2 :sQo• 

(iv) Let 

1 = Go C • • • C Go{ C Go(+1 C • • • C GJ = G 

be a ~-series for G. Consider the series 

H = HGO C • • • C HG", C HGo( +\. C • • • C HG, = G 

between Hand G. For '0 ~ 0( < f" we have 

HGo('i'1. ' 

HGo(,. 
, 

cyclic 

/ 
p-

which is clearly finite if G~+1/G~ is finite. If on the 

other hand GO<:t1/Go(, E 'B Go, then since 

HG " Go(+1- (H " Goti1 )Gg(. 0( = 
Go( Go(,. 

HA Go(~1.. 
~ 

H{\ Go(, 
, 

-.... -.-
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", and this la.st group is cle~lrly finite, '\-le mus't have 

(HGel (\ GoC.+1) = Gg(" 

by (i) and (iii). Thus 

HG-' ... ~/HG.,(. .... G.,.,~\./G~ € 'AGo, 
and so G/R € v: 
F~r.1PLE 4.5. :r'or each prime p; let 

= <b, c : [b, be] = cP~ [b, b
ci

] = 1, 2 .. i __ P - 2· , , 

b CP -1 + cP -. 2+ + c + 1 • • •. = 1 ">. 

The groups G(p) were constructed by Bowers, [4J. Por each 

prime p, G(p) is polycyclic: indeed G(p) is a torsion-free 

extension of a finitely generated nilpotent group of class 

two by a finite abelian p-grour. For our purposes, 

however, the important properties of G(p) are that it is 

torsion-free polycyclic and thrt 

G(p)/ (G(p»)' 

is a p-group. {Of course (G(p»)1 is the derived subgroup of 

G{p).) Proofs of all these facts can be found in (41. 
now put 

G = 

where the product is taken over all primes p. Thus G is a . 
torsion-free soluble group of derived length 3. ~le claitl 

that G 4 v: 
Suppose that this is false, so that there exists a 

series 

1 = HO C • • • C He{ C IIo(t ~ C • • • C HJ = G (1 ) 

such that He( ~ Ifol",\,and HQ(+i./Hg( is finite or in :E(lo 

for all ordinals ~, 0 ~ 01... < r, ~nd such that only 
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" finitely many of the factors are finite. Choose a prime 

p which does not divide the orders of these finitely 

many finite factors, and consider the series 

1 = (HO 1\ G ( p» c . . . C (H.t ('\ G ( P » c . . . C (H'p ('\ G (p) ) 

= G(p)' (7) 

By (i) end (ii) of Lemca 4.4, the factors of this series 
. 

ere in (;}P u ~~o), end if (Hal"'1 f\ G(p»/(Ho( r\ G(p» is 

a finite factor, then 

I (Ho(+1." G(p) )/(Ho<. f\ G(p» I. = I (Hc{+1. f\ G(p) )Ho( IHo( I , 
end so divides IH"(+1/Ho(, I. It folJ.m·]s that p does not 

divide the orrler of any finite fector in (7). 

NOlo[ since G(p) is polycyclic, G(p) has .the ascending 

chain condition on suberoups, by Theorem 1.1.12, and so 

(7) must have only finitely many distinct terms. Thus we 

may write (7) as 

1 = BO C B1 C ••• C Bn = G(p) • 

Now either Bn/Bn _ 1 is a finitely generated group in ~ Go, 
or Bn/Bn_ 1 is a non-trivial finite p'-group. Since 

G(p)/(G(p»)1 is finite, the first possibility cannot occur, 

by Lemma 4.4 (iii). However, if Bn/Bn _ 1 is finite, then 

being soluble it hes a non-trivial finite abelian image, 

which must be e p-group'since G(p)/(?(p»), is a p-group, 

and since Bn/Bn_ 1 is a p'-group, this too is impossible. 

Hence the serie~ (7) cannot exist, ~nd we conclude thEt , 

REr,iARK: If K is E. field of chs.recteristic zero and G is 

the group constructed above, we know by Lemma 1.3.4(ii) 

and the work of FDrkas end Snider [a] that KG is en Ore 

domain. If however K h8~ positive, characteristic, we 

.. -.. --'-
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-. have no method of proving thE.t KG is Goldie. Finally, if 

K is egain essumed to h~ve ch~racteristic zero, then 

K(CoQ 1 G) satisfies the right Ore condition, as cen be 

seen by using the proof of Leffim8 2.4.10, since (CoO l G) 

is an extension of e. group in V by a locally finite group, 

but it is not known ";hether K (CoO 1. G) is rieht Goldie. 

In order ~o extend Theorem 4.2 to prove Conjecture 

4.3, it will clearly be necessary to obtain a closer 

understanding of the relationship between the properties 

fIG is torsion-free tt and "KG is right Goldie" than that 

provided by Theorem 2.12. The following exacple will 

demonntrate this, and will also answer a question of 

Lazard, (321. Following Bass, Laz~.rd d.efines a projective 

module P over a ring S to be uniform1y big if dS(F), the 

minimal number of generators of F, is an infinite cardinal, 

and dS (p) = ds (FInn for all maximal ideals 1,1 of S. Clearly 

every infinitely generated free module is uniformly big. In 

t?2, ~vJ, LazErd asks the ~uestion: Are unifo~ly big 

projective module~ alwEYs free? This is the case, for 

eXru:lple, if S/J(S)is Noetherir..n, see [32 , ~vl and the 

references given there, but as we now show, it is not true 

in general. Indeed, it will become clear that to construct 

a counter-example it is enough to find a ring l'lhich 1s a 

countable union of Simple Artinian subrings, and is not 

itself Artinian. 

EXAMPLE 4.6. As usual, \'le let Coa denote the infinite 

cyclic group, and we denote by Cp~ the PrUfer group for 

some prime p. Let G = (Cao 1 C1'oO)' and let K be any field. 

Let A denote the base group of G., 'so that A is a free 
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abelian group of infinite rank, and G/A is isomorphic to 

CpoO • There exists an ascending series of normal subgroups 

of G, 

A = HO C H 1 C •• • C Hi C • • • c: 

where for 1 :? 1, Hi/A is isomorphic 

group of order pi. 

= G, 

the cyclic 

For all i ~ 0, Hi E: tt; and since Hi has no finite 

normal subgroups it follows from Theorem 2.12 that ERi is 

prime right Goldie, so that ~i hes a simple Artininn 00 

right quotient ring, Q(KHi }. By Lemma 1.3.6, since G = .UHi 
0.0 '-=0 

we can form the right quotient ring Q = .U Q(I:Hi } of KG. 
'1.;0 

. Note in perticular th2t if c(, E: KG is a regular element, 

0{ has E?n inverse in Q. 

"le shall show that Q has a uniformly big projective 

module which is not free. First, note that since Q(KHi ) is 

Simple for ec.ch i 9- 0, Q is also simple. Since G has 

infinite locally finite subcroups it follovlS by the same 

argument as that used in the proof of Theorem 4.2(i1) that 

KG cannot have max-ra, the ascending chain condition on 

right annihilators. Hence Q is not Artinian. 

Now Q is right (and left) hereditary. For Q is the 

union of a countable chain of simple Artinian subrings, 

so by Proposition 1.2. 55 ~.nd Lemma 1.2.51, 

rt.gl.dim.Q 1 + s¥p{rt.gl.dim.Q(KHi )} 
]. 

= 1 • 

Thus the right glob?l dimension of Q is at most one, end 

since Q is not semisimple Artinian, it must be exactly 

one, by Lemma 1.2.51. 

Since Q is simple end regular elements of Q ~re 

units, Q CEnnot be rieht Noether.i t!n, since otherl'lise it 

-----
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would be Artinian, by Theorem 1.2.23. Let P be any right 

ideal of Q rlhich is not finitely generated. (For exanple, 

we could take P to be the ri&~t ideal of Q generated by 

the r>ugment:::tion idee.l of a J'rUter sub£.'roup of G.) Since Q 

is rieht hereditary, P is a projective Q-module, by 

Lemma 1.2.52, E'nd since Q is sinple it is trivial that P 

is uniformly big. We claic thpt P is not free. Suppose for 

a contradicticn th~t P is free, then there exists a 

Q-monomorphism '1:' Q~P. Let c = 1(1) € P. Thus c is a 

right regular element of Q, so that c has an inverse 

c-1 
c;, Q. Hence 1 = cc-1 

E P, e.nd ~o P = Q, contradicting 

our choice of P. 

Thus P is a uniformly big projective module which is 

not free. 

R~·~RKS:(i) If G is the eroup constructed in Example 4.5, 

and K is any field, then since (CoO 1. G) has a norcal 

subgroup IT such that H E. p(] and GIR is countable and 
o 

locally finite, it follows by the arguments used above 

that K(Coal G) hns a classical quotient ring Q which is 

simple !lnd loce.lly Artinian. HOi-leVer £.s the above example 

ShOi-lS, these properties. alone are not sufficient to ensure 

thet Q is Artinian. 

(1i) It see~s aprropriate to mention at this point 

that Theorem 2.11 canno~ be extended to include the class 

~ Q, (in the notation of (40]), D.l though one can prove by 

the methods of [40, Chapter 8\ that BQo <;:; P (Qc. Thus, for 

example, if F is the free group on two generators x and y, 

and K is a~y field, I~ is a domain, but is not an Ore 
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domain, ~s can be seen by noting that! is freely 

generated as a right KF-module by I (x - 1), (y- 1)}; zee 

D 7, Thm. 1, p. :3 21. 

5. APPLICATIONS 

We include in this section various applications of 

Theorems 2.12 and 3.8. 

First recall that by the remark follo\,ling Theorem 

1.2.23, it follOW::3 from Theorem 2.12 that if G E: V and R 

.has a right Artinian right quotient rine, then RG has the 

maximum and minimum conditicns on right annihilators. If 

we assume only that R is a ring with max-ra, it is not 

known 'vhether G E if iI:!plies th~t RG has max-rae However, 

the proof of [47, Thrn.5.D can be used to obtain (i) of 

the result beloH, ~nd ue may-siI!lilarly extend [47, 

ThIns ~ 5.2 e.nd 5.4) to eive (ii) and (iii). 

TrrEOREr1,~. (i) Let R be a commutative ring with the 

maximum condition on annihilator ideals, and suppose 

G _ v: Then every nil right ideel of RG is nilpotent. 

(ii) Let R be a Cotmlututive Noetherian ring, and 

suppose G E tr. Then RG cnn be embedded in a ring which 

is both right and left Artinian • 
• (iii) Let R be a cOrlIDutative Noetherian ring, and 

let G E tr. If I~ RG, and I contains a regular element, 

then I is generated by the regular elements it contains. 

If I is a finitely generated right ideal, I has a finite 

generatine set of regular elements. 

There is an interesting improvement of Theorem 5.1(ii) 
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in the case ,-,here R is assumed to be a COInID.utati ve 

domain. Both Theorem 5.1 (ii) and the result we shall prove 

below should be viewed in the lieht of the example, due to 

Small [451, of a right Noetheric.ri ring which is not a 

subring of a. right Artinian ring. 

THEOREI'L.2...-~. Let R be a cor.mutative domain and let G ~ 11. 
Put m = mG, ~.nd let n be a posltive integer. Then}In (RG) 

is a subrine of a simple Artininn ring Mnm(D), where D is 

a division ring whose centre is the quotient field of R. 

PROOF: 

Since G € 1), clearly H = (CoO 1 G) € V, and G ~ H. 

Note that Hhas no non-trivial finite normal subgroups, so 

that illI is prime, by Proposition 1.3.18. As in the proof of 

Theorem 2.12, the right Goldie dimension of illr is at most 

m,' and Q (RR) exists and is simple Artinian of right Goldie 

dimension at most m. It follows that RH ~ Nm (D ~ where D 

is a division ring, so that 

Mn (RG) C Hn (RR) ~ Nmn (D) • 

For the last part, vTe may clearly assume that G is 

infinite, so that ~(H) = 1 by Lemma 1.1.26, and by 

Lemma 1.3.21 the centre of RH is R. By [46, Thm.7.41, the 

centre of Q(Rq) is the quotient field of R, and the result 

follmls. 

REl'·IAPJ{: It is of course a consequence of the above result 

that the group of units of 11 (RG), where R, G [:.nd n are as 
n· 

above, is linear over e division ring with centre R. In 

particular, therefore, if G E trthen G is linear over a 

division ring of arbitrary characteristic. Hote thct since 
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a soluble group linerr over a field is nilpotent-by

ebelian-by-finite, we ccnnot in general choose the 

division ring D to be 2 field. The group (CoO 1 CeO) 1 CoO , 

for eyemple, i8 clearly in V; but is not linear over a 

field; see (40, VOl.1, P.74-791. 

We now give two applications of the results of this 

chapter to the study of group rings. The first is a 

generalisation of work of Jorden, L 261, on the Jacobson 

radical of the group rings of certain generalised free 

products with amalgamation. notice first that if G E V 
. and K is a field, then by a straightforward transfinite 

induction, using Lemma 1.3.26 and ~6, Thm.16.61, 

together with arguments s~i1ar to those used in' Lemmas 

2.3 and 2.9, one can show that 

J(KG) = N(KG) • 

. Jorde>n nhO ... led [26, Thm~ 21 that if K is a field and 

G is a group with a normal subgroup H , and subgroups A 

['nd B, such that H ~ A, H ~ B, G/ll = (A/H * B/H), and 

either A/H or BIll is infinite, and if furthermore ICH is 

Noetheripn, then 

J(KG) = n(rn)KG. 

(Recall that the only knoi-m ex£oples of Noetherian group 

rings are the group rings of polycyclic-by-finite groups, 
, 

with Noetherian coefficient rinGs.) 

Here we shall prove the follmring result:-

THBORSli 5.3. Let K be a field, let HE 1.}, and suppose 

that H is a normal subgroup of a group G, I'll th 

G/H = (A/H * B/H) , 
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where either A/II or nIH is infinite, 'and both grOUI'S are 

non-trivial. Then J(KG) = N(KH)KG. 

Since our proof is similar to, and is based on, 

Jordan's, we shall not include all the details. Ideals of 

the follouing type are crucial to our approach. 

DEFINITIOn 5.4. Let R be a rine and cr an automorphism of 

R. An eleoent c( E R is said to be O"-nilpotent if, for 

each positive integer s, there exists a non-negative 

integer r = r(s) such that 

0( cl' (of.) • • • ?s (0(.) = 0 • 

An ideal I of R is srid to be ~-n11 if every element of 

I is O""-nilpotent. 

J..ET·:I'TA 5.5. (Jordan;' [26, Len:ma 41) Let K 2nd G/R be as in 

Theorem 5.3. If J(KG) f 0, KH has a non-zero d'-nil ideal, 

v:here a-- is an flutoIllorphistl induced by conjueation by an 

element of G. 

Jordan proves in [26, Lemrr.a 5] that cr--nil ideals 

of Noetherian rings ere nilpotent. Exactly the seme 

argument may be used to prove 

LEr-TA 5.6. Let I be a cr"'-nil ideal of the right Goldie 

ring S. Then I is nilpotent. 

We can now deduce' 

THEOREM ~.7. Let K be a field, end suppose the eroup G 

has a normal subc:roup H such tI:lat 

G/H = (AIR * B/H) , 

vihere either AIR or BIn is infinite, f:.nd both groups are 

non-trivial. Suppose further t!:~.t H E. v: Then J (ro) 1= 0 

if end only if N(KH) f. o. 
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PRCOF: 

If J(KG) ~ 0, then N(KH) ~ 0 by Lemmas 5.5'and 5.6, 

since KH is right Goldie by Theorem 2.12. Conversely, if 

N(KH) ,j 0, then by Lemma 1.3.10 NtKH)KG is a non-zero 

nilpotent ideal of KG, so that J(KG) f- O. 

To deduce Theorem 5.3, we need 

THEOREM S.8. (Passman; [36, T~~.20.51) Let K be a field of 

characteristic p ~ 0, and let G be a group. Then J(KG) is 

nilpotent if and only if G has subgroups P and L such that 

(i) P is a finite p-group, (where if p = 0 we 

'require only that P be finite); 

(1i) P 1s a normal subgroup of L, and I G : L I < cO ; 

(1ii) J(K(L/P») = O. 

PROOF 07 THEORS',~ 5.3. 

By Theorerrs 5.7 and 1.3.20(i), we may aS8ume that 

K has positive characteristic p. Since H E: 'lY, II contains 

no infinite locally finite suberoups, so in the notation 

of Defn.1.1.18, ~(H) is finite. Since ~P(H) 1s 

characteristic in ff, ~P(H) is normal in G. 

Let P be a Sylow p-subgro1.lp of c1 (H), and put 

F = NG(P), the no~alizer in G of P. Since each element of 

the finite group P has only finitely many conjugates in G, 

IG : FI <"00, and EO th~re exists a normal subgroup L of 

finite index in G such that L Co F. We claim that 

L AP = f:::l(L) • 

Certainly (P (\ L) c: ~P(L) • If on the other hand x E ~P(L) 

and x is a p-element, then since x normalizes P, <P (\ L, 

is a p-subgroup of d(L). However ~P(L) ~ H, since 

otherwise ~P(L)H/H is a non-trivial nOrL1al locally finite 

x> 
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subgroup of the non-trivi~l free product G/II, nnd it is 

easily seen that no such subgroups exist. It follows that 

cl(L) ~ bP(H), so in particular x E .cl'(H), and since x 

is a p-element normalizing P, l-le must have x E. P, P being 

a Sylow p-subgroup of ,b.P(H). Thus <P 1\ L, x> ~ P, and 

since <P f\ L, x> c: L, we deduce that <P A L, x> is 

precisely (1' f"\ L), so that x E (P f\ L). Since l:l(L) 
is generated by.p-elements, this proves our claim. 

Now T = (L" If) is normal in G. By a result of 

Karass and Solitar, [29, third Corollary to Theorem 5], 
since (L/T f\ H/T) = 1, and H/T <:]' G/T, L/T is a free 

product with factors including (A (\ L)/T and (E f\ L)/T. 

Since IA : HI or IE : HI is infinite, and IG : LI <~, it 

follows that either (A r\ L)/T or (B f\ L)/T is infinite. 

Suppose ivithout loss thB.t (A 1\ L)/T is infinite, so th~ t 

if L/T is not a non-trivinl free product, we must have 

(A" L) = L; thpt is, A :2 L. In this case, IG : AI < 00, 

which clearly contrFdicts thefact that A/H is a factor of 

the non-trivial free product G/H. ~le have thus ShOi'ln th£.t 

L/T= C * D, SE~y, with Ie I = 00, is a non-trivial free 

product. 

Since T ~ H, T ~ 1) by Lemma 4.4(ii), and since P /\ L 

is a finite normal subgroup of T, T/P 1\ L E if, Lemma 4.4(iv). 

now 6 P (T) c; .D.P(H) f\, T, since IH : T I < cD, and so we 

deduce that 

~P(T) ~ ll(H) A L = 6.P (L) = PAL, 

the last equality having been proved above. Since (P f'\ L) 

is finite, it follm·;s from Lemma 1.1.19(iv) that 

6? (T/(P f\ L») = 1, 

so that by Theorem 1.3.20(ii) and Theorem 5.7, 

J(}:(L/P" L») = O. 
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We have now shown that KG satisfies (i), (ii) and 

(iii) of Theorem 5.8, so that J(KG) is nilpotent, and the 

result is proved. 

REHARKS:(i) It will be noted thr:t the above proof is 

similar to thet used to prove Theorem 2 of [261, although 

the proof given there is not completely correct, and we 

have made the appropriate changes above. 

(ii) .An immedicte con~equence of the above result is 

that if K, G and H are as given in Theore~ 5.3, and KH is 

semiprime, then KG is semisimple. \'/e shall show in the 

. next chapter (Cor.4.5.8) that if KH is assumed to be prime, 

then under mild additional hypotheses, KG is actually 

primitive. 

If K and G are as in Theorem 5.:3, but instead of H (; tY 

we assume that H is soluble, then some information can be 

obtained about the structure of J(KG) by applying a suitable 

intersection theorem due to.Zalesskii, (see Thm.4.:3.10), and 

studying o'-nil ideals of group rings of FC-groups. We shall 

not pursue this further here. 

~~e second of our applications is concerned with the 

maximal ring of quotients of a group ring. Martha Smith 

showed [46J that if K is a field and G is a group such that 

KG is semiprime, then the classical quotient ring of the 
• 

centre of KG may be identified with the centre of the 

classical quotient ring of KG, whenever this latter ring 

exists. (Note th~t if KG has a classical right quotient 

ring, then by USing the anti-automorphism of KG obtained 

from the map g\-->g-1, (g£G), it is eo.sy to see that KG 

also satisfies the left Ore condition, so that Frop.1. 2.13 
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applies.) In [39J, Pa~scan showed that the hypothesis 

that KG is semiprime could be dropped. 

One might reasonably ask whether analogous results 

hold for the maximal right quotient ring ~ax(KG), which 

of course al'vays exists. That is, can the maximal quotient 

ring of the centre of KG always be "naturally" identified 

with the centre of the maximal right quotient ring of KG~ 

l The meaning of.' 'naturally" 'viII become clear.) 

Formanek show·ed in [131 that this is the case when KG is 

semiprime, but the general case remains open. 

We shall denote the centre of a rine R by C(R). For 

the remainder of thio chapter, K will denote a fixed field, 

and G a group. 1ve shall prove the following result. 

THEORIDT 5 - 9.- If S( G) is finite, 

C (~ax(KG») ~ ~ax(C(KG»). 
ReCE'.11 from 'l'heorem 1.2.48 that the maximal right 

quotient ring of a ring may be vie"led as the set of pairs 

(D, f) of dense right ideals D of Rand R-homomorphisos 

f:D~ R, where two such pairs (D1, f 1 ) £',nd (D2 , f 2 ) are 

identified if 

Now Forma.nek shm-;ed in [13, Theorem ~ that if H is a 

subnormal subgroup of G, ~ax(KH) is a subring of ~ax(KG), 

where the embedding takes the element (D, f) of ~ax(rH) 

to the element (DRG, r) of ~e.x(RG), 'tvhere if {gi: 1 E:I} 

denotes a right transversal to H in G, 

?:' DKG ~ KG: £0<. .g1 t-I ~) £f( oli)g1 
iE-:I,. ~ "1~I 

(Formanek shows the.t f is well-defined.) 

• 
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The follm-ling result, which in view of the above 

embedding and the fact that C (KG) C;; K~( G), (Lemma 1.3.21), 

may not seem very surprising, will be crucial to our proof 

of Theorem 5.9 in that it will enable us to apply the 

results of this chapter to the problem. 

THEOmm 5. 10. [13, Thm.7] C (~ax (KG)) is a subring of 

~ax(K~(G~. 

In considering the above theorem it is important to 

bear in mind the nature of the embedding of C(~ax(KG») in 

, ~ax(K6(G»). Formanek shows that if 0(. E: C(~ax(I:G») , 

then we can represent ~ as (D1G, f 1 ), where D1 is a 

G-invariant tl-lo-sided ideal of K~(G), (so that D1G is an 

ideal of KG), f1 (D1 ) ~ K~(G), and f1 is a bimodule 

homomorphism. 'l'heorem 5. 10 fo110'\'18 t'rom this fact via the 

embedding of ~ax(IC~(G~ in ~·ax(I:G) described above. 

Suppose now that d(G) is finite. Since ~(G)/ K(G) 

is torsion-free abelian, by len1Jna 1.1.19(i), it follows 

that ~(G) E. 1), so that as observed in ~ 3, 

= (8) 

where, as before, Qcl(R) denotes the classical right 

quotient ring or a ring R. In terms of the representation 

of ~ax(K ~(G~ l-lhich w~ have been discussing, we can 

express this ~s follows. Each element (ac-1 ) of 

QCl(K~(G~ corresponds to the element (cKA(G), [ac-1J) 
of ~ax (K ~ (G», \'lhere 

[ac-1]: CK~(G)~K6(G): cp ~ a(3; 

the identity (8) says that every element 01' ~ax(K~(G~ 
can be so represented, so that in particular, by 
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Theorem 5.10, the elereents ot" C(~ax(~CG~ CB.n be 

represented in this wey. Finally, recalling the 

embedding of ~ax(K~(GD in ~ax(KG) described above, 

we see that each element of ~ax·(K~(G~ can be represented 

by a pair (cKG, [ac-1]), where 

[ac-11: cKG ~ KG : cf ~ a~ , (9) 

with a, c t K~(G), nnd c E 1,KG(O). 

We are now in a position to use Passman's result [)91 
on classical quotient rings. In fact, an examination of 

the proof of Passoan's theorem, [39, P.2241, will ShO"\'1 

that he actually proves the follm'ling. 

TREORI17 5.11. Let KG be a group algebra containing a 

multiplicatively closed set T of regular elements, such 

that KG satisfies the right Ore condition with reopect to 

T~ Suppose that 

aKG(O) f\ C(rG) ~ T. 

If« € C(Q), where Q denotes the partial right quotient 

ring of KG formed by inverting the elements of T, then 

there exist elements a, c c C (}:G ), c E f,KG (0), such 
-1 that 01. = ac • 

An important ingredient of Passman's proof of 

Theorem 5.11 is Lemma 2 of [391, which says that an 

element of C(KG) is re~ar in C(KG) if and only if it , 

is regular in KG. In fact, PasEman proves slightly more 

than this, and it is this stronger form of his result 

which we shall need. 

LBn·rA 5. 1 2. ~9, Lemma 21 Let c<. be a central element of' 

the group algebra EG, and put H = <suPP 01..). Then 0<. is 

regular in KG if and only if 0( is regular in the ring 

-- .. - . 
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C(KG) " KH. 

We claim now' that QC1 (c (KG~ is a subring or 

C(Owax(KG») • 

It 1'o1101'1s t'rom Lenu::a 5.12 that ir a e. C (KG) and c 

is a regular element of C(hG), cKG is a dense ideal of 

KG, so that (cICG, [ac-1J) represents, in our notation, an 

element of ~ax(KG). It is ensy to check that this actually 

defines an embedding of QCl(C(KGD in Owax(KG). NO"T under 

our repre~entation of ~zx(KG) by homomorphisms defined on 

dense right ideals, KG embeds in ~ax(KG) via the map 

KG ---? End(KGIKG) : r ~ ir ' 
where 

rr: KG~I=G :'t ~r't. 
We thus see that, With a and c as above, (cKG, ac-1) 

commutes with every element of KG, so that by Proposition 

2.2.49(ii), 

( cKG, [ ac -11) EO. C ( ~ax (EG » . 
vIe have therefore shoun that 

Qcl (c (KG ~ c::.. 

~Te in fact have 

PROF'OSITION 5.13. Suppose B(G) 

C(~ax(KG~ = 

PROOF: 

is finite. Then 

QCICC(KGD • 

By Theorem 5.10 and (9), if ~ £ C(~ax(KG », 0( 

can be represented by a pair (cRG, [ac- 1), ~lhere 

[ac-11: cKG~KG: c(1~a~, 
with a, c E K~(G) and. c E i,KG{O). Take any element r of 

KG, and view r as an elenent of End(KGIKG). Since 

0{ E C (Qmax(KG ~, we have 

.... ~ ... 
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[ac -1 r) d = [rac -1] d , 

f'or all d E D, l'There D, the intersection of' the domains 

of' [e.c-1rJ and [rac-1], is a dense right ideal of KG by 

Lemma 1.2.47(i). 

Thus (ac- 1r - rac-1)D = 0, 

where the multiplication may be viewed as taking place in 

the partial right quotient ring Q of KG formed by 

inverting the e~ements of ,gK.6(G)(O). 

It is, however easily seen that if S is a partial 

right quotient ring or a ring T, and E is a dense right 

ideal of T, then ES is a dense right ideal of S. In 

particular, DQ is dense in Q, and it follows that 

ac-1r = rac-1 • (10) 

We can now apply Theorem 5.11, taking T = ~K~(G)(O) 
60 that the partial quotient ring Q is as defined above, to 

obtain b, a E C(KG), d ~ ~KG(O)' such that 

bd-1 = ac-1, 

since ~1q is true for arbitrary r £ R. 

vIe have thus shol-Tn that, in (8), elements of the subring 

C(~ex(KG~ Of~ax(K.6(GD can be represented by elements 

of QCl (c (KG D - that is, 

Since we have alreedy obtained the reverse inclusion, 

= 

completing the proof of the proposition. 

Theorem 5.9 will clearly follow from the above 

resul t if we can Shol'l the t 

= ~ax(C(KG)) 
under the assumption that LS(G) is finite. Since, of 

( 11 ) 
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course, 

QC1(?(KG)) c.. ~ax(C(KG)), 
by Proposition 1.2.49li), to prove (11) it will be 

enough to show that 

~ax(QCl (C(RG))) 

by Lemma 1.2.45liii). 

(12) will be proved in Lemma 5.15, but first 'Vle 

must show that QClCC(KG») is "locally Artinian". ~'his 
follows from the next lemma and Lemma 5.12. 

( 12) 

LET-';l·'l.A '5.14. Let IT be a finitely generated normal subgroup 

of ~(G). Then 

is Artinia n. 

PROOF: 

By Lemma 1.1.19(vi), H contains a torsion-free 

centre.l subgroup Z, normal in G, such that IH : Z I < oDe 

Since Z is torsion-free abelian, KZ is a domain by 

Corollary 1.3.23. Let 0{ E FZ - {O}; then if 

ol = ci1' 0<'2.' • • • , 0( n 

denote the finitely many G-conjugates of 01.., which all 

lie in KZ as Z <1 G, we have 

o t: 01.. 0(2 • • • o<'n E C(KG) f\ KZ, (13) 

since KZ is commutative. 'IJri ting R = C (KG) ('\ KZ , so 
, 

that R* = R" to} is a right divisor set of regular 

elements of I~G, by Lel!'.ma. 1.3.4 (i) , it follows from (13) 

that P, the'partial quotient rine of K2 formed by 

inverting the elements ot' n*, is a field, the quotient 

field of KZ. Furthenlore, F contains the subfield 

L = Q(R) 
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\'le claim that IF : LI <cO. Since H is finitely 

generated and !H : zi <~, z is finitely generate~ by 

Lemma 1.1.14, so that since Z C;; ~(G) e.nd Z4G, it follows 

that CG(Z) is a normal suberoup of finite index in G, and 

G = G/CG(Z) acts faithfully as a group or automorphisms of 

Z, and so of KZ. Notice that G fixes R, so that G acts on 

F as a group of field automorphisms, with fixed field L. 

To see this, observe that if €? ~-1 Eo F is fixed by all 

elements of G, "lhere ~ E: R, then {3 E:. R and ~ b-1 
E.. L. 

Hence by Galois Theory· [1, ~'hm.141, IF : LI = la/ < 00. 
Since /H : zl <~, YH ~KZ F is a finite 

dimensional algebra Over F, and is therefore Artinian, so 

that by Lemma 1.2.3, 

= 

Thus QCl(KH) is a finite dimensional algebra over L, 

since IF : LI <~. B~ Lerona 5.12, we have 

L ~ Qcl (c (KG) (\ Im) <;: Qc1 (KR) , 

and ~le deuce that QCl( C (YG) " Ill} is a finite 

dimensional L-algebra, as required. 

RET·1ARK: The e.rgument that IF: L I < 00 in the above proof 

is adapted :t'rom the proof of l36, Thm.6.51. 

LEr-mA 5.15. Suppose that !:1(G) is finite. Then 

Qc1 (C(KG)) = 
PROO?: 

As observed above, it is enough to prove that 

QCl(C(KG1) is its own maximal quotient ring. This will 

follow if ,ve can show that if I is a dense ideal of 

QCl(C(KG~ then I = QCl(C(EGV. ''/e have to prove, 

therefore, that every propar ideal of QCl(C(KG~ has 
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non-zero annihilator. 

We prove first that:

QClCC(KG»)/N~Cl(C(I:G;)) is regular. 

We shaLi denote the above ring by R. Let 

0( = ac-1 
E QciC(KGl)'- N [QC1 (c(KG~ 

and put 

w = < supp a, supp c > ' 

( 14) 

, 

so that ,., is contained in a finitely generated normal 

subgroup H of ~(G). By Lemma 5.14, 

QC1(C(KG) f'\ KH)/IIGC1(C(KG) 1\ ~l 
is Artinian. Note that 

= 

since QCl(C(KG) A KJ~ is a subring of Q~l(C(KG~ by 

Lemma 5.12, e.nd since both rings are commutative. Hence 

so that there exists ~ E QCl(9(KG) (\ KH) such that 

cI..- .I.(SoI. E NlQC1 (C(KG) (\ KH)l £ IIlQclC(r.:G~1· 
Thus (14) !'ollows, sinc~ ~ ~ Qcl (c (KG ~ • 

By Theorem 1.2.9, R is either Art1n1an, or R 

has an infinite set of painTise orthogonal idempotents. 

Suppose the latter is the case. By lifting over,the nil 

ideal N~Cl (C(KG))1 using Proposition 1.2.7, we deduce 

that QCl(C(KG~ must then have an infinite set of 

orthogonal idempotents. Hm"ever, by LeID.I!las 5.12 and 

1.3.21, 'QCl(C(KG~ is a Bubring of Qc1 (K~(G~, and 

since S(G) is finite, beG) E:.1Y, and so Qcl CF ~(G~ 
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is Artinian, by Theorem 2.12. In particular, therefore, 

the subring Qcl (0 (KG ~ has the minimum condi tiO~ on 

annihiln tors, by the remark rol1.Oiving Theorem 1.2.23, and 

so QCl (0 (KG ~ cannot have an infinite set of orthogonal 

idempotents. It rollows that R must be Artinian, say 

R = Re 1 e • . . e Ren ' 

where e i
2 = e i , and Rei is a field, for i = 1, ••• , n. 

Now 

= 

and 

n(O(KG)} ~ N(KG). 

By Theorem 1.3.20 and Lemma 1.3.10, n(KG) is nilpotent~ 

since L{(G) is finite, and so NLQCl(0(I:G~1 is nilpotent. 

Lifting tel' •.• , en} to a complete set or 

orthogonal primitive idempotents of Q01 (C (EG)), we conclude 

that 

QCl (0 (KG») 

where for i = 1, ••• , n, 

Qc1 (0 (KG») e i 

N[QCl (C (KG») eil 

n 

= ~eQCl(O(KG~ e i ' 

, 

which is a field, and HlQCl(C(KG);eJ is nilpotent. 

Suppose now that I is an ideal of QCl(C(KG») such 

that I has zero annihilator. Then clearly, for i = 1, •• 
, 

lei is an ideal of QCl(O(KG»)ei,'with zero annihilator in 

Qcl (C(KG))e i • It follows that for i = 1, ••• , n, 

lei = Qc1 Co (KG») e i , 
since otherwise 

lei c. N[QCl (C (K<i i) e~ 
and so has non-zero annihilator. Thus 

, n, 
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ne 

QCl(C(KG)) I = 12 lei = • 
1.=1 

Hence 

Qcl (C(RG)) = ~axCQCl (0 (KG >)) , 
and the lemma is proved. 

For convenience, we summarise the main steps in the 

proof· of Theorem 5.9. 

PROOF OF THEO~H 2.2. 
\-le are given that &(G) is finite, and we have to 

show that 

C(~ax(KG~ • ~ax(C(KG») .... 
• 

By Lemma 5.13, 

C (Qmax (KG )) ~ Qcl (c (KG)) , 

E.nd by Lemma 5. 15, 

QCl(C(KG)) = ~ex(C (KG)) • 

The theorem follows. 

RDlARKS: (i) In view of the proof' of' LeII'.JIla 5. 15 , it is 

naturel to ask whether Qcl (C (KG ~ is actually Artinian 

when L{(G) is finite. We are unfortunately unable to 

answer this question. Clearly an affirmative answer 

would follow via Theorem 1.2.1 if we y~ew that 

N[QCl(C(KG~] was a finitely generated ideal of QCl(C(KGD • 

Now when K(G) is finite, N(KG) is a finitely eenerated 
, 

right ideal of KG, by Theorem 1.3.20, but it is not clear 

that we can deduce the desired result from this fact. 

(ii) Since, when ~~(G)·is finite, QCl(C(KG~ is 

its own maximal quotient ring, one mieht suspect that 

this ring is all'mys self-injective. (This is the case if, 

for exr:.Dlple, G is abelian, by Prop.1.3.19.) However this 

this is certainly not the case in general. For example, 
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if we take 
. 4 221 

G = < a, b : a = b4 = 1, a = b , b- ab -1> = a· , 

the quaternion group of order eight, and K is the field 

of two elements, then 

= C (KG), 

by Lemma 5.12, since KG is Artinian and so regular 

elements of KG are units. Nm-l C(KG) contains the ideals 

I1 = to, (a+s.3)}, 

and I2 = to, £g}. 
~~G-

Since C(KG) has no non-trivial idempotents, tas g is a 

nilpotent ideal of KG, and KG/ g ~ K) , it follOi'lS that 

if C(KG) is self-injective, it must be an essential 

extension of both I1 and I 2 - This is clearly ~p~ssible. 



CF..APTER 4 

1. }:NTRODUCTIOH 

In this chapter, we examine the structure of the 

singular ideals of a group ring. In the interests of brevity 

lole shall assume throughout that the coefficient rings of 

the group rings under consideration are fields, although 

many of our results remain valid under somewhat weaker 

assumptions. ~/e shall leave such details to the reader, 

beyond remarking that if R is a commutative domain with 

quotient field K, it may very easily be shm·rn that for 

any group G, Z(RG) = Z(KG) " RG. 

The importance of the singular ideals should 

already be apparent from Theorem 1.2.23 and Lerrma 1.2.45, 

and these ideals are prominent in many other aspects of 

ring theory. Since the right and left sineular ideals, 
I 

Z(R) and Z'(R), of a ring R are clearly zero when R is 

a domain, a first step towards proving the Zero Divisor 

Conjecture for group rings should be to prove 

Z(KG) = Z'(KG) = 0 when'G is a torsion-rree group. 

However the singular ideals are frequently zero even when 

G has periodic elements; for example if K is a field of , 
characteristic zero and G is any croup, Z(KG} = Zt(KG} = O. 

This result is due to Snide~ [501, but we include his 

proof here for completeness, (Lemma 2.3). Nore generally, 

one might expect that Z(KG) = Z'(KG) even when K has 

positive characteristic, and indeed all our results lend 

support to this conjecture. Accordingly, in this Chapter 
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we shall work only with the rieht singular ideal; it will 

be clear throughout that the resultE and proofs .are also 

valid for Z' (KG) • 

The main results of this chapter are contained in 

§3, where we describe the structure or the singular ideals 

of KG under various assumptions about G, such as that G is 

locally soluble or locally FC-hypercentral, (Cor.3 .14). (A 

group G is FC-hypercentral if every homomorphic image of 

G, other than {l}, has non-trivial FC-subgroup.) If G is a 

group, we as usual let L(G) denote the unique maximal 

locally finite normal subgroup of G. If G is in either of 

the above two classes, Z(RG) = J(KL(Gj)KG. 'de conjecture, 

(Conjecture 3.3), that this is true i'or an arbitrary group 

algebra KG, and prove several additional results which 

support thi.s hypothesis ~ For exampl.e, if G is locally 

finite, Conjecture 3.3 is true, (Cor.3.5), while if G is 

linear then the available evidence (Theorems 3.22 a.nd 

3.25) is consistent with the conjecture. 

The remainder of the chapter is oreanised as follows. 

In §2 lie establish some basic results which will be needed 

later. In §4, vle give some group theoretic a:pplications 

of the results of §3, and discuss sone examples; in 

particular, lve anSvler a question of Gordon, D 61. This 

section also includes a result on the existence of 

non-trivial idempotents in certain eroup algebras, 

(Thm. 4.2). In § 5, ":1e consider a ring-theoretic condition 

which in:plieG non-singularity'; nanely, the property of 

being stronely prime. (See Definition 5.1 .) "[e provide 

here some prrticJ. F.:ns'-.rer~ to E. question of Hnndelr.J.an and 

Lawrence, [~Ol, ,-rho ack "Then EO eroup ring is strongly 
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-. prime. The results we obtain enable us to construct 

further eXC'JDples of primitive group rings, (Cor.S.8), and 

to give fl~ther support to Conjecture 3.3. 

In ~6, ,.,e review the results of this chapter, and 

indicate how they mc:y be related to work of Passman, 

Zalesskii, and others on the structure of the Jacobson 

radical of a group ~~gebra. 

2. BASIC RESULTS 

We begin by considering the singular ideals of group 

algebras of finite groups. Here the situation may be 

described very easily, because if K is a field and G is a 

finite grOUP, KG is Artinian, (Prop.1.3.16), and KG is 

self-injective, (Prop.1.3.19), so that KG is a QF-ring, by 

Theorem 1.2.6. ~'le can thus apply the well-k"llown 

IJEr·'lNA 2.1. If R is a quasi-Frobenius ring, 

Z(R) = Z t(R) = N(R) = J(R) • 

PROOF: 

Since Z(R) ~ N(R) by Lemma. 1.2.21, and N(R) = J(R) 

as R is Artinirn, it is.sufficient by syr~etry to prove 

thl.?t N(R) C Z(R). Let E (respectively E') denote the 

right (resp. left) socle of R, so that E (resp. E') is 

the minim2l essential rlght (resp. left) idee.l of R, and 

so Z(R) = l(E), (resp. Z'(R) == r(E'». Furthermore, if 

I is a minimal left ide[;l of R, n(R)I = 0, and hence 

E ~ 1 (N(R») , E' c::. r(N(R)). 

Since R.is a QF-ring and 

Z(R) = I(E) ~ N(R), 
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we have r(N(R») c. rl(:S) = E, 

and so E' ~ rQI(R») ~ E. 

Similarly, E C;; l(N(R») c:::. E I , 

so that 

E = E' = r(N(R») = 1 Qr(R)} • 

Thus nCR) £: Z(R) as claimed, since E is an essential right 

ideal of R. 

In particular, it folloi-1s from the above that if K 

has characteristic zero and G is finite, Z(KG) = 0 by 

lv'Iaschke's Theorem. In fact, Snider has show'n that this is 

. also true if G is infinite, End we shall include his 

result here. First, hm-rever, we require a lemr:m which "rill 

also be needed later. The proof, being very similar to 

that of Leffima 3.2.6, is omitted. 

LET·';1··:A 2,2. If K S F f.re fields and G is a group, 

Z (KG ) ~ Z (FG) • 

LEr-~>~ 2.3. (Snider, (501) Let K be e field of characteristic 

zero, and let G be a group. Then 

Z (KG) = Z' (KG) = o. 
FROO~: 

Let F denote a real closed field containing K; see 

[51a, Thn.7, P.2291. let L be an algebraic closure of F, 

s 0 that L = F ( i), "There' i 2 = -1. :Jor A = a + bi t:. L, "Ti th 

a, b E. F, we write ).. = a - bi, the • 'complex conjucate" 
n 

n _ 

of "A. If 01. = ~Aigi ~ LG, ue write 0<,* = ~~gi-1, 
so that * is an involution on IG, and o<..d...* = 0 if 2nd 

only if 0( = 0, since the coefficient of 1 in 0(0(* is 

'" ~Ai "i· 
1:\ 
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Suppose that Z(KG) I O. Then by Lemma 2.2, 

Z(LG) I 0, say 0 I (3 e. Z(LG). Put E = r LG ( (1 ), 'an 

essential right ideal of LG. There exists ~ E LG such 

that 0 I ~*~ E E, end so 

«(3*~)*( ~*'6) = (~* (3)( ~*~) :;:: ~*(~ ~*~) = 0, 

so that ~* D :: 0, a contradiction. The proof is 

complete. 

In view of the above lemr.e., \-le shall henceforth 

aSSUI:le that all coefficient fields hr.ve positive 

characteristic. 

"Ie now investigate the relntionship betl'1een Z(KII) 

and Z(KG), l'lhere II is a subgroup of G. One direction is 

easy: 

LEf.J.:A 2.4. [5, Letmlu 2. ~ Let H be a subgroup of the group 

G. Then 

Z(KG) f\ KH ~ Z(KH). 

PROOF: 

Let 0{ IC Z(KG) f\ KE, and put E = r KG (0( ). Let 

i € I} be a rieht transversr.l to H in G, and tc.ke 
n 

i£ ~igi E. E, \-lhere 0 1= ~i E YlI, 1 ~ i ~ 
~:1 ,n 

o :: ot.P. :: ;So(~igi' 
\' ~·1 

n. Now 

and so, by LeIrJTIa 1.3.3 (i), vTe deduce that 0( ~i = o for 

all i, 1 ~ i ~ n. If TT,denote~ the c~noniccl 

KH-hononorphism of Lenna 1.3.3(ii) from KG onto KE, it 

follow's that 0(, neE) :: O. If I is a non-zero right ideal 

of KH and 

I " neE) . - 0, 

then E ~ n (E)G and 

IG f\ n(E)G = 0, 
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contradicting our assumption that E is essential in KG. 

Thus ll(E) is an eszential right ideal of KH, and 

~ e Z(KH), as required. 

The problem of determining when Z(F.H) ~ Z(KG) is 

more difficult, and ",e can give only a sufficient 

condition for this to occur. Our result is best expressed 

in teros of suberoup theoretic cl~sses. A subgroup 

theoretical class is a clc.ss 1) of pairs (H, G) of groups 

such that H ~ G, 11 contains the pair (1, G) for all 

groups G, and Y contains with (H, G) all (HO, G8), where 

e is an isomorphism of G. For details, see [40, p. 91 • 
Let 11 be a subGroup theoretical class. ,'re define 

L~ to be the class of all pairs (H, G) of grou~s such 

th~t H is a subgroup of G, £'nd if {xl' • • • , xn l is any 

finite subset of G, there exists a subgroup T of G, 

contr.ining <H, x1, ., xn/' such that (H, T) E: 1/. 
1'1e define P1f to be the clrss of all pairs (II, G) 

such th~t H is a suberoup of G, and there exists an 

ascending series 

R = HO C H1 C • • • C Ro( C RC(~1 C • • • C RS =' G, 

where J is en ordinal,' H~ = }i'}.H~ if A is a limit 

ordinal, 0 ~ A ~ J' and (Ro( , Hcol +\) "'- 11, 0 ~ c:i.. < y. 
Note that ~ Y = ,L 11, and f;;2..y = -;11, so it is 

~ 

easily seen that Land P are closure operations in the 

sense of [4~. 

Let j( denote the suberoup theoretical class 

defined by subnormality; thus X is the class of all pairs 

(H, G) of groups such that II is a subnormal suberoup of G. 

Now put \)' = <: p, L>-X, so that as in [40, Chapter 11, 
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G is the smallest P - and L-c10sed class containing ~ • 

The importance of ~ lies in the fo110~'1ing leI!lII!a. 

IJEl1,!A 2.5. If If is a subgroup of' a group G, such that 

(H, G) E 6', then Z(Irn) ~ Z(KG). 

FROOF: 

If H is a normal subgroup of G, and if E is an 

essential rieht ideal of KH, then by Lemma 3.2.7, EG is an 

essential right ideal of KG. Therefore if H is subnormal 

in G, Z(KH) ~ Z(KG). 

Let ~ denote the subcroup theoretical class 

consisting of all pairs (U, V) of groups U S V, such 

that z(Irn) ~ Z(KV). Note that since Z(K) is trivially 

contained in Z (KV) for all groups V,,g is a subgroup 

t~eoretica1 class in the sense of [401. By the above, 

:x ~ ~. It is not difficult to check that ,g is f-
a.nd L -closed, so that since (j> is by definition the 

smallest P - and L-c10sed class containing )[, CS' c:,8 
as claimed • 

. l'le isol~,te a special case of the above results. 

COROIJIJARY 2.Ji. Let II be ,n subnormal subgroup of a group G. 

Then 

Z(KG) f\ KIf = Z(YlI) • 

Lemma 2.5 gives a sufficient but not necessary 

condition for Z(KH) to be contcined in Z(KG) when H is a 

subgroup of G, even when Z(KH) is'non-zero. For exemp1e, 

put G = (C x F), where C is a non-trivial finite p-group 

for so~e prime p, and F = <:x, y:> is the free group on 

two generators. Let K be a field of characteristic p,' and 
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put H = (C x < x». Then (H, G) I ()), but if c denotes 

the augment~tion ideal of KC, then 

£H = Zorn) ~ Z(KG) = gG • 

This will follow from Theorem 2.9, for example, since a 

free group h8s a series "Ti th torsion-free abelian 

factors. 

It will become apparent that, at least for some 

large classes of groups, the subgroups of G which 

determine the structure of Z(KG) are the finite ones, and 

in this case Lemma 2.5 is considerably simplified by the 

next result. 

LEEr-r.A ~. 'Z. Suppos e the t (H, G) E 6', and H is l09al l y 

finite. Then H S L(G); moreover, if H is finite, 

(H, L(G) ) ELY. 
PROOF: . 

For the first pprt, it will be convenient to prove 

the following eqUivalent fact:-

If (H, G) ~ (», N <lH, end N E Ld, then N c:; L(G). (1) 

Suppose first that H, B.nd so N, is subnormal in G. Then 

by ind~_ction on the subnorr.ml index of H in G, and 

applying Lemma 1.1.11, we may assume that H <:J G. Then for 

all x ~ G, NX is a locally finite no~al subgroup of H, 

and the result follows by Le~a 1.1.11. 

For each ordinal 0( , we define inductively a subgroup 

theoretical subclass <S?t of 6=! as fo110vlS:-

~ = L~, 
and for non-limit ordinals 01.., 6? = LG 1 if \Y. = f & , 

. at co<.- .,(.. \ col-'l. 

and ~ = Po;-1 if 6;-,\ = L~_:t' or if (0( - 1) is a 

limit ordincl. Ifo!... is a lirdt ordinal, ''Ie put(Y. = U~. 
at reG.. t-
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Clearly @ = U f\:) ''lhere the union is taken over all c< U~, 

ordinals 01.., since the right-hand-side is easily seen to be 
, 
p - and L-closed. 1'1e prove (1) by. induction on ol.., where 

01.. is the least ordinal such that (H, G) E: ~, so that 0( 

is not a limit ordinal. 

Suppose then that (1) is known for all pairs in 

6?t-\, 2nd that (H, G) € CB. If Ol = L~_1' the 

induction step .is trivial. If ~ = P~_" let 

H = HO C • • • C Hy = G 

be an ascending series with (H~ , ~+ \ ) E 01-1, 0 ~ ~ < f. 
'''e use induction on J' the case J = 1 being given by our 

first induction assumption. \'1e may clearly assume that y 
is not a licit ordinal, so that by induction, Nil7- 1 , the 

norm~l closure of N in H
J

- 1 , is locally finite. The 

inductive step, and so the result, nOi'T follovlS by the 

case J = 1. 

For the second part, noting thut 

(H, G) E:: (}), H ~ G =9 (H (\ H, N) e (9, 

we need only show that if G = L(G) and (H, G) EPL)(, 

then (H, G) E LX. Suppose then that there exist an 

ascending series 

H = HO C • • • C H J = G, 

such that (He( , Hol.-1 ) E LX for all ordinals 0{ < J . 
Arguing by induction on, 'j' lye I:lny assume that 

(II, Hot) ~ L"'X for e~l ordinals ol < J. We hc:ve to sho't'T 

that (H, G) € L"X. If J is a. linl! t ordinal there is 

nothing to prove; if J is not a linit, ue h£ve 

H 6: HS- 1 ~ G, where (H, H
S

-,\) ELY, (Hy _,,' G) € LX, 
a.nd it follO't'1s e£sily th2t (H, G) € LX. 

It is sonetimes possible to completely describe 
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Z(KG) in terms of Z(KH), where H is a subGroup of G. As a 

simple ex~mple of this, ' .... e have 

LErlj}'fA ? 8. Let H be a nOI"mE'l subgroup of a group G, such 

that G/H is finitely eenere.ted torsion-free abelian. Then 

Z(KG) Z(KH)KG • 

PROOF: 

By induction on the nureber of generators of G/H, we 

may assume that Gin is infinite cyclic,· say G = <H, x>. 
By Corollary 2.6, Z(KH)KG So Z(KG), so ue need only 

consider the reverse inclusion. 

Let S denote the subring of KG generated as a ring 

by KH and x. The following facts can easily be chccked:

(i) E is an essentiol right ideal of KG ~ (E f\ S) 

is an essential right ideal of S; 

(ii) Z(KG) = Z(S)KG. 

Thus '\>;e need only shm1 that Z (S) is the ideal of S 

generated by z(Irn). l;otice thE.t S may be viewed as the 

t\-iisted polynomial rine Iat [x; 0"'1, where 0- is the 

automorphism of irn induced by conjugation by x. Since 

Z(KH)O"" = Z(KH), we h~ve to shm'l that Z(S) = Z(IJI)[x;o-l • 

Clearly, Since Z(Im) c:;. Z(KG), and UE:ine fact (i), 

Z(KH)[X;~J S Z(3); it remains to prove the converse. 

Suppose Z(S) ¢ Z(EH) [x; 0-] , and let 
~. 

a =' ~xl.a. E Z (S) , 
i .... o ~ 

where a i ~ RII, 0 __ i El n, an I: 0, and n is chosen 

minimal subject to a, Z(KH)[x;C'"l. It follo,'ls that 

an E RlI' Z(Irn), and hence there exists 0 I: b E EH such 

that O. HOi'leVer, if 
l\'\ 

= :Z~jxj E rS (a) "bS , 
J=O . 
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where ~j € KH, 0 ~ j ~ m, and ~m 1= 0, then clearly 

~m E rIlli(an )" bKH. Since rIlli(an )A bKH = 0, this is a 

contradiction. 

Therefore Z(S) = Z(KH)[X;U) , and the lemma follows. 

'de aim now to generalise Lerr.ma 2.8 using the concept 

of a series betvTeen groups Hand G: see Defn.1. 1 .10. 

Recall that (]o denotes the class of torsion-free abelian 

groups. 

TH30R3r~ 2.9. Let H be a subgroup of a group G, and suppose 

there is a series between Hand G vihose factors are in (J}o. 

Suppose further that (H, G) c: <P. Then Z(KG) = Z(KH)KG. 

FROG:?: 

By lemma 2.5, Z(KH)KG C Z(KG). Suppose the reverse 

inclusion is false. Jor 0( E KG lve write 

G(ex:) -- < H, suppo< > , 
and lie choos e (l ~ KG such that I supp p> I is minimal ui th 

respect to ~ e Z (KG( (1 )) 'f1 I- Z (KH)KG( (3 ). Since for 

any subgroup T of G, Z(KG) f\ KT C;; Z(KT) by Lel:lIlla 2.4, 

such a choice is certainly possible. Furthercore, we may 

clearly choose (3 such that 1 E sUPP ~ • 

B~ hypothesis, thsre exists a totally ordered set ~ 

and a set { 1\($' Va"' : cr E. n J of pairs of subgroups 

of G such thst 

(i) H csVc-~I\I:!'~ G, rnd /\~/Vcr- E Go. for all 

0'" E; n ; 
(ii) CJ <--c. 

(iii) G'H = 

(l. , 

By choice of f!' (3 f. KH. For e2ch g E (suPP(?)' H, there 

exists, by (iii), cr E . .n such that g e i\ '- V . put 
g ~ ~' 
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0=- = maxi og : g E (suPP(3 )'H}. Then for a1.l 

g E. (suPP(=? )'H, O""g ~ 0-, and so by (ii), G(~ ) ~ 1\.,&, 
but G( ~ ) <j Va-. Thus G( (1 ) f\ V(? <l G( ~ }, and 

G( (3 ) /G (~ ) f'\ Vo: is isomorphic to G( (3 ) Va / V~, a non

triviel finitely generated subrroup of )\~/V~. 

It therefore follows from Lerona 2.8 th~t 

Z(KG( f3 )) = Z~ (G'( f3 ) 1\ V~lI:G( ~ ). 
n . 

j:£B·gi , where {1 = g1' gi i ~ 2} 
'1:1 r ~ 

In pcrticular, ~ = 

is a transversal to G( ~ } f\ Yo- in G( ~ ), and 

~iE zE:(G{(3) f\ Vo:)j, (2) 

for i = 1, ••• , n. Since 1 E supp~, ~1 f:. 0, and since 

G( ~ ) f\ Va: -I G( ~), there exists i, 2 ~ i ~ n, such that 

. ~i f:. O. It follows that for all i, 1 . __ i .. n, 

Isupp P> il < Isupp (? I. 

Now by (2) and Lemma 2.4, ~i E. Z(KG( ~i»)' for i = 1, •• ,n. 

Rence by choice of ~ , we have 

~ i e Z(Y.H)YG( ~ i) ~ Z(KH)KG( (1) , 

for i = 1, • . . 

a contradiction. 

, n, so that 
h 

= .£. ~ . gi e Z (KlI)KG(~) , 
1=1~~ 

Thus 

Z(KG) = Z(KH)KG, 

and the proof is complete. 

REr·rlRKS: (i) Althoush one may prove by the methods of 

[40, ~8.2) that L'P 0
0

' ~ pao' the follolving result is 

more easily proved directly, by adapting the proof of 

Lemma 2.8: 

If H is a normal subGrOUp of G and G/H e. LPGo ' 

then Z(KG) = Z(KH)I:G. 

(ii) In contrast to !JeIllrla 2.8, it is not the case 
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that if H is normal in G and G/H is infinite cyclic, 

J(KG) = J(I:H)KG. For example, if G = 0p 1 CoO' '-there Cp 
denotes the group of order p, for some prime p, and if 

K is a field of characteristic p, then, letting H denote 

the base group of G, loTe have J(KH) = h by Len;ma 1.3.29, 

while J (KG) = 0 by [36, Thm. 21 .4] , although G/H ~ C oQ' 

:3 • THE S TRUC TUR"S OF THE S INGULA R IDEALS 

We beein this section by recalling the conjecture 

of Paseman, (Conjecture 1.3.25) that J(KG) = N*(KG) for 

all group e.lgebras KG, where N* (KG) is a chc.racteristic 

"locElly nilpotent" ideal of KG. Nota that this 

conjecture is lmo'\-tn to be true if G is' soluble, linear, 

or locelly finite; see [3~ for bibliographic~l det~ils. 

LEI·J·iJ\ 3.1. ::;'or all groups G and fields K, .. 
N(KG) C;; Z(KG). 

Suppose that K has characteristic p. By Theorem 

1.3.20(ii), 

U(KG) = n(K~~~l(G))I:G = U J(K.i'l)KG , 
w 

where "iT ranees over all finite normal subgroups of G 

which are contcined in ~(G). The result now follown 

from Lemme. 2.1 and Corollary 2.6. 

PROPOSITION 3.2. For all groups G and fields K, 

N*(KG) ~ Z(RG)·. 

PROOF: 

Let 0<. e KG. By definition, c( e. n*(KG)if and only 

if 0( E NOm) for all finitely gener~ted suberoups H of G 
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containing suppo<.. Suppose that 0( E H*(KG') but that 

rKG(o() is not essential in KG, so that there exists 

o f:. ~ E. KG 8uch that 

(3 KG (\ rKG(o() :: O. 

Put H = < supp o{,. supp (3/. Thus ci. E N(KH), so by 

Lemma 3.1 0( E Z(KH). However,since 

r KH ( c£) = rKG(o() {\ KH , 

it follows that 

~Irn (\ rm(o() :: 0, 

a contradiction. Hence e>{ e. Z (:r:G) • 

~~RK: In view of Conjecture 1.3.25, one ought perhaps 

to try to improve Proposition 3.2 to show that J(KG) is 

aluays contained in Z(KG). Hovlever since "\ole do not even 

knOll in general 'uhether J(KG) consists only of zero 

divisors, this would seem to be very difficult. Suppose, 

for example, that K is a fie1d of characteristic l' > 0, 

and G is a p-group. It is not known whether, in this 

situation, J(KG) = g only if G is locally finite; see 

(?8, 1'.92) for a discussion of this problem. In contra8t, 

it is not hard to prove that if F is any field £nd H is 

a non-trivial group, 

Z (FH) =- ~ ~ ,F he,s characteristic p > 0 and H E L~. 

The inclusion obt~,ined in Proposition 3.2 is strict 

in general, (Ex.L1.4), but as 't-le shall see belm'l, (Cor.3.5), 

if G is locally finite, 

J(KG) :: :: Z(KG) 

for all fields K. This result may very easily be proved 

directly, but '\'1e prefer to obtain,it as a corollary to a 
, 

more general result, 'Hhich is sugeested by the following 
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CONJECTUIE 3.3. For all group rings KG, 

Z(KG) = J(KL(G ~ KG 

Of course, we have at the moment very little 

evidence to support this conjecture. If G is finite, or 

if K has characteristic zero, then it is rather trivially 

true, by JJenrrnas 2.1 and 2.3, pndCor.1.3.28(i). That it is 

also 'true when G is locally finite is an immediate 

consequence of Lemma 2.1 and 

PROPOSITIon :3. it. Let K be a field and let Y be a clz.ss 

of groups such that if H E: y, Z(KH) = J(KL(H» :nI. Then 

if G €. L y, Z(KG) = J(KL(G» KG. 

PROOF: 

Let G E LJj, 

to L(G) in G. Trke 

o f o(i E. neG), 1 

~nd let {g. : i E I} be a transversal 
J. 

1'\ 

o -I 0<. =- £0( . gi E Z (KG), ''There 
l.=-, ~ 

~ i ~ n. I'le 2.i.m to ShOll that for 

i = 1, ••• ,n, o(i ~ J(KL(G)}, and to do this, it will 

be sufficient to prove that if (3 e. KL (G) then (30(1' is 

nilpotent, for i = 1, 

(3'e. KL(G). 

• • • , n. AccordinGly, choose 

We bee:in by noting that if g E G, e E L(G) if and 

only if <e>G is loca1l~ finite. Therefore if g I L(G), 

there exists a finitely generated subGroup T of G, 

containing g, such that. if N is any subgroup of G with 

T ~ N ~ G, eIL(N). For if <eg1 , ••• ,£fro: ejE G> 

(1 E;; j t;;; m) is infinite, "re nay simply put 

T = <g, gj : 1 E;; j ~ m>. It follows that there exists a 
finitely generated subgroup H of G such that H ~ II.f and 

( i) supp 0/ i c,;; H , for i = 1, . • • , n: 
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(i1) gi E H, for 1 = 1, ••• , n; 

(iii) 6i f L(H), for i = 1, ••• , n; 

(iv) gisj11 L(H), for all i, j - 1, ••• , n, if. j; 

(v) supp ~ £ H. 

Cle2rly, for i =' 1, • • • , n, ol i E K1(Il) ond 

~ ~ KL(H). Furtheroore, the set {g1' ••• , gn} can be' 

extended to a transvers~l to L(H) in H, by the inclusions 

'end exclusions given above, so that 
n n ~ 

fo( ::;£~ of.g. E. ~ KL(H)gi c:; KL(Il) IKH .' 
~=1 ~ ~ 1=1 

Hence, as 

~o( E Z (KG) f'\ 1m £. z(n!) = J (KL(H~ 111, 

since H ~ 11, we deduce that 

~ 0( i ~ J 0:L (10) , 
for i = 1, ••• , n. Thus KL(G)dl. is a nil left ideal of 

, ~ 

o.(G), and so 0( i E: J(KL(G)} for i = 1, ••• , n, as 

required. 

COROLJ,ARY 3.5. If G is locally finite, J(KG) = Z(KG). 

The above coroll&ry and Corollary 2.6 together 

imply that if KG is any group algebra, 

J(KL(G»)rG £. Z(RG), 

so that to affirm Conjecture 3.3 it suffices to prove 

the reverse inclusion, and our mcin aim in the rem~inder 

of § 3 ~'1ill be to do thi~ for v8.rious clannez of groups G. 

So far, vle only knoi" Conjecture 3.3 to ~e true 

when G is locally finite. We can, however, quickly obtain 

more examples by applying Theorem 2.9. 

LEI.'TA 3.6. Let G be a group such that G/L(G) E. ~o. Then 

Z(KG) = JC!~L(G~KG. In particular, if G is an FC-group, 
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This fo11ows immediately froe Theorem 2.9 and 

Corollary 3.5, noting that by Lemma 1.1.19(i), if G is an 

FC-group then G/L(G) EGo. 

RE!:':J.RK: Burgess [5, Theorem 4. 1 ~ has shown that if K is 

a field and G is an FC-group, Z(KG) = 0 if and only if 

N(KG) = O. Bearing in mind that for FC-groups, 

N(KG) = J(KL(G») KG, 

by Theorem 1.3.20, Burgess' result is clearly a 

consequence of Le~ma 3.6.' Bureess conjectures in [5] that 

his result remains true for arbitrary eroup algebras; 

that this is not the case mny be seen from Corollary 3.5, 

(see, for instance, ZXemple 4.3). 

We now wish to use Lerr~a 3.6 to verify Conjecture 3.3 

for eroup alcebras of soluble and FC-hypercentrc.l groups. 

Our main tool here "lill be a • 'Generalised Intersection 

Theorem" due to ZalesfJkii, 'Hhich we shall quote in the 

form we require, (Theoren 3.10). If K is a field and H is 

a nornal subgroup of G, an intersection theorem for KG is a 

result which guarantees' that if I is a non-zero ideal of 

KG, then IA KH ~ O. A generalised intersection theorem 

for KG is a result which asserts that if L is a 

G-invariant ideal of KH, of a particular type, and 

LKG ~ I <J KG, 

then L I " KIT. 

Such results have proved very important in the study of 

group rings, rarticula.rly in considering problems 

related to semisimplicity end pr~mitivity. 
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We require some additioncl definitions and notation; 

for the most part we folloi'1 [37J • 

Let G be a group, H a subgroup of G. For each prime 

p we write 0p(G) for the maximal normal locally finite 

p-subgroup of G. 1ve write 

DG(H) = {x E G : 'In: CR(x) I < oO} ; 

thus DG(R) is a'subgroup of G, end if H is a normal subgroup 

of G, DG(H)<:JG. Notice that DG(G) is simply ~(G). G is 

said to be FC-hyrercentra.l if for e.ll N ~ G, A(G/n) is 

non-trivial. 

Let KG be a group ring. An ideal I of KG is s£id to 

be annihilator-free if for every infinite subgroup X of G, 

the left annihilator of ~G + III in the ring KG/I is zero. 

Note that by lemma 1.3.15, 1o} is always an c.nnihilator

free ideal. In f&ct this condition simply ensures that the 

ideals we are dealing i'1i th arc not "too lcrge " • 

. The folloHing lemma contains alJ. the infoI'mction we 

require about annihilator-free ide~ls. 

IJE1'·WA 3.1. [37, . Lemma 8.4.12) Let G be an FC-group, K a 

field of charccteristic p > 0. If 0p(G) is finite, then 

J(KG) is ennihilator-free. 

NOi'1 let G be a soluble group. 1'le define a 

characteristic subgroup E(G) of G by induction on the 

derived length of G, P..S folloW'S: 

(i) E(G) = G if G is abelian; 

(ii) R(G) = E(GI)DG(E(GI»). 

DEFI~-:rTION 3.8. 1'he characteristic suberoup .6(E(G)) of G 

is c['.lled the Z21e~[:kii_ subc:rouT) bf G, (follovling Passman), 
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and is denoted by 3(G). Ve sh~ll write 3+(G) for L ('(G)) .. 

The crucial fE~cts 2bout theEe subgroups are contained 

in the following lemma, due to Zf:.le~skii. 

LEt'II~A 3.2. [55] (1) B(G) "2 DG(E(G~ 
(ii) E(G) is FC-hypercentral. 

= 3(G) ; 

The importance of this construction is revealed by 

THE 0 RFJ,: 3.10. [37,Thm.S.4.1q}.Let G be a group, Han 

FC-hypercentral normal subGroup of G. Let K be a field, 

and let L be a G-invariant, annihilator-free ideal of 

KDG(H). If I is an ideal of RG such that 

I LKG, 

then 

Notice th~t since to} is alwcys ennihilator-free, 

Theorem 3.10 includes an earlier and perheps more 

familiar intersection theorem, also due to Z~lesskii; see 

TH:':OR:sI·:: 3.11. lJet G be a soluble group, K a field of 

cheracteristic p > 0. Let S be the .normal subgroup of G 

given by S/Op(G) = '3i'(G/op(G)}, so that 

Op(G~ ~ S C L(G). 

Then 

Z(KG) = J(I~L(G») KG = J(KS)YG. 

PROOF: 

To illustrate the argument, we shall first prove the 

result under the additional hypothenis that Op(G) = 1. Let 

T denote 3(G). ~'le have 
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Z(KG) "2 J(KL(G~ KG "2 J(KS)KG = J(KT)KG. 

The first and second inclusions follow' from Corollaries 

2.6 and 3.5, noting that S <l L(G). Finally J(KS)KT = J(KT) 

since T is an FC-group, applying Theorem 1.3.20. 

We now suppose that Z(KG) ~ J(KT)KG, and obtain a 

contradiction. Since 0p(G) = 1, 0p(T) = 1, and so by 

Lemma 3.7 J(KT),is an ~nnihilator-free ideal of KT. 

Theorem 3.10 can now be applied, takine H = E(G), so that 

H is FC-hypercentral and DG(R) =. )(G) = T by Lerrma 3.9, 

and we conclude that 

Z(RG) " KT ¥ J(KT). 

Thus by Corollary 2.6, Z(rrT) ~ J(KT). However T is an 

FC-group, and so this contr2dicts Lecm~ 3.6. Hence 

Z(KG) = J(KT)KG, 

as claimed. 

''Ie now drop the hypothesis that Op (G) = 1, so that 

now T is the subgroup of G defined by T/Op(G) = 3(G/Op(G». 

We have 

Z(KG) 2 JQ~L(G»KG:2 J(KS)KG:2 W(Op(G~. 
The last inclusion in the above follovTs by, for eXaI:lple, 

Corollaries 2.6 and 3.5, and Le~a 1.3.29, since 0p(G) is a 

normal locally finite p-subgroup of G contained in S. 

(Furthermore, "ie note, although \'le shall not require this 

fact, that 1 t follol'lS from the special case proved above 

that J(KL(G~KG = J(KS)rrG, since Op(G/op(G» = 1.) 

Suppose that the required result is false, so that 

Z(XG) ¥ J(KS)KG. (1) 

Let y: KG ) K(G/Op(G~ denote the canonical 

homomorphism of Lemma 1.3. 11 (1) '. vi th kernel ~ (Op (G»). If 
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-If S G, ,.,e shall write H for H/Op(G). Now ' 

= 1IK'"S(J(KS~ = J(F...3), by the radical 

properties of the Jpcobson radical. Thus, noting that 

W(Op (G ~ lies in both sides of the inequality (1), we 

heve 

(2) "f( Z(KG») ~ J(KS )KG 

beceuse y(J(KB )KtV = 1{J(KB») KG, so 

side of (2) is precisely Y(J(KS)KG). 

that the right hand 

Lemma 

Put 'fCz (KG V -= I. Since,T is an FC-group, 

= J(KS)KT by Theorem '1.3.20, and since 0p(T) = 1, 

3.8 shows that J(KT) is annihilator-free. Applying 

The orem 3. 10 in the group ring KG 
conclude from (2) that 

= K (G lOp ( G ~ , lve 

I " KT ~ J(KS)KT = J(KT). 

B;V considering the pre-image under the map r of each 

side of the above inequality, vTe deduce that there exists 

c( E KG such that 

d.. E [Z{KGl " ~T -+ W(Op{GW}" [J{J(SlKT -+ W(Op{G)~ • 

Let a{ =- (3 +~ , where (3E. KT and "be W(Op(G»), 

so that 

~ = (01.. - '6 ) E. Z(KG),J(KS)KT. 

Thus (3 E: (Z(KG) (\ KTJ'-J(KS)KT; 

and so ~. ~ Z(KT)"J(KS)KT, by Corollary 2.6. (3) 

Since T/Op(G) is ~n FC-eroup, Tis is torsion-free 

abelian, and S/Op(G) is locally finite. Hence by 

Lemma 1.1.11, S is locally finite, and so Z(KT) = J(Y~)KT, 

by Lemma 3.6. This contradicts (3) and so completes the 

proof of the theorem. 

Clearly the proof of Theore~ 3.10 could be 
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considerably simplified if \,;e knew that Z(KG r behaved 

like a radical ideal when factoring by ideals like 

W(Op(G»). This is of course a consequence of the theorem 

when G is soluble, and in fact is true in general if 0p(G) 

is finite, (Theorem 3.23), but we have been unable to 

prove that this happens when ?p(G) is. infinite, except 

in spec.ial cases, as in Corollary 3.24. 

The proof of the next result is similar to that of 

Theorem 3.11, and we leave the details to the reader. One 

remark is needed - the class of FC-hypercentral gr~ups is 

clearly closed under taking homomorphic images. 

THEOREH d.12. Let G be an FC-hypercentral group, and let 

K be a field of ch~r~cteristic p> O. Let S<l G s~tisfy 

S(G/Op(G») :: S/Op(G). Then 

Z(KG) = JC!-IJ(Gj)KG :: J(ES)KG. 

Part of the following corolJary to the previous 

two theorems has been obtained independently by Snider, 

[13, Theorem 7J. 

COROLLARY 3.13.(1) Let G be a soluble group, K a field of 

characteristic p > O. Then Z(KG) ~ 0 if and only if G has 

a finite two-step subnorrr.al subgroup of order divisible 

by p. 

(ii) Let G be an FC-hypercentral group, K a field 

of characteristic p > O. Then Z(KG) ~ 0 if and only if G 

has a finite normal subgroup of order divisible by p. 

PROOF: 

necessity. (i) Apply Theorem 3.10 to deduce that, 

if Z(KG) ~ 0, then z(K3 (G») ~. q,' (taking L :: {O}). It 
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follows by Len:una 3.6 that J(K:3 (G») -I 0, ,.,hence by 

Theorem 1.3.20, since 3(G) is an FC-group,.we deduce 

that ~(G) h8.s a finite normal subgroup of order divisible 

by p. 

(ii) As in (i), Z(K ~(G») ~ 0, and so by Lemma 3.6 

rnd Theorem 1.3.20, ~(G) contains an element x of order p. 

Thus <:x)G is a finite normal subgroup of G, of order 

divisible by p. 

Sufficiency. (i) and (ii): This follows from 

Lemma 2.1 and Corollary 2.6. 

Applying Proposition 3.4 in conjunction with 

Theorems 3.11 and 3.12 gives 

COROLLARY 3.1~. Let G be a locally soluble or locally 

FC-hypercentral group. Then Z(KG) = 

Our work in Chapter 3 provides another class of 

groups for which l'le may verify Conjecture 3.3. 

PROPOSITIO:'T 3.1 C). Let G E. LV: Then Z(KG) = J(KL( G})KG. 

PROOF: 

By Proposition 3.4, we may assume that G E ~ By 

Theorem 3.2.12 E'nd the remFrk follOlving Theorem 1.2.23, KG 

has max-ra, so that by IJemma 1.2. 21.(i), 

Z(YG) ~ n(RG). 

Hence by Le~ma 3.1 and ~heorem 1.3.20, 

Z(KG) = N(KG) = J(Kd"(G») KG. 

However since G E ~, L(G) is finite, so that L(G) = ~(G), 

and the result follows. 

Our aim nOvl is to consider the validity of 

Conj ecture 3.3 ,'rhen G is a linee.r .group over a field of 
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characteristic q~ 0, '-There q ,; p, p being the 

characteristic of the coefficient field K. Here the 

result we obtain is unfortunately not as powerful as some 

of the previous theorems of this section; nevertheless it 

seems very likely that the conjecture is true in this 

case also. 

We begin with a "going-up" theorem similar in 

spirit to Theorem 2.9, to prove '\'rhich we shal~ need the 

follovring very useful result, due to Passman. 

THE 0 RTI·l 3.16. [36, Thru.17. 4 and Lemma 17.1 (itl Let K be 

an a~gebraically closed field of characteristic p~ 0, and 

~et G be a group ",i th a norme.l subgroup H such that G/H is 

a finite abelian p' -group. If I is B.n ideal of KG which is 

invariant under all automorphisms of KG \'lhich fix K, then 

I = (I f\ FJI)KG. 

THEOR~:r,: 3.17. Let G be a eroup, end let·K be on 

algebraically closed field of ch?racteristic P > 0. Let H 

be a subgroup of G such that (H, G) E (5), and suppose that 

for all finite subsets {x1 , • • • , xn} of G'R, there 

exists a group S, 

H ~ S <l <H, x1 ' • ," • , Xn) , 

such that <H, .x1' • " • , xn>/S is a non-trivial finite 

abelian p'-group. Then Z(KG) = Z(KH)KG. 

PROOF: 

By Lemma 2.5, Z(KH)KG C Z(KG). Suppose there exists 

° -! 0( E Z (KG)" Z (KH)KG. Putting G(e{ ) = < H, suppo</, vTe 

have 

0(. ~ ,Z(KG(C(~' Z(KH)KG(o(), (4) . 
by Lemrn~ 2.4. Now choose ~ E: KG" such that (4) holds for 

f ' and I supp f I is minimal ar.'10l"..g the set of elements of 
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KG"KH with property (4). Clearly we may choose f such 

that 1 E supp f . 
By hypothesis, there exists a normal subgroup S{~) 

of G( (1) such that H c S (f) and G( (3) /s «(3) is a 

non-trivial finite abelian pi_groUp. NOvl K is 

algebraically closed, and so by Theorem 3.16, notine that 

for ~ny ring R, Z(R) i~ inv8riant under Aut(R), 

Z(KG«(f'~ = E(r.G( p ~r\ KS( f YKG( f)' 
However by Corollary 2.6 the rieht h~nd side of the above 

identity is· amply Z(KS(P ~KG(f)' and so,,, recalling 

that 1£.suppf,· '\ole may write f ·es f? = ~(?igi' where 

. 0 f ~ i € Z (Ks ( ~ »), 1 ~ i ~ m, and {1 = g l' • • • gm} 

forms part of a transversal to S ( ~) in G( f ). By lemma 2.4, 

~ i E Z(KG( f2) for all i, 1 ~ i ~ m •. 

Since f I KS (f3 ), m is strictly ereater thnn one. 

Since f I Z (IaI)I:G(,s ), there exists j, 1 < j ~ m, such 

that f3j I Z(K:I)KS (f ), and so because G( fj) c: 3 «(l ) , 
fj I Z (KR)l'.:G( f'j)' HO'\olever since m > 1, I supp ~jl < I supp(3l. 

This is a contradiction to our choice of (1, and so the 

result is proved. 

t:{e wish to remove . from Theorem 3.17 the hypothesis 

that K is algebraically closed. To 'achieve this, we must 
, . 

strengthen our essumptions ebout H, so that vie can apply 
, 

the following "Tell-known result. 

LEl]:'A 3. 18. [37, Lemma 8.2. 1 ~ Let G be a locally finite 

group, K a subfield of the field F. Then 

J(FG) = F.J(KG) • 

TlIEORn: 3. 12,. Let K be a field of. characteristic P > 0, 
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and suppose H and G are as in Theorem 3.17. If 

Z(FII) = J(FL(H~FH, where F is an algebraic closure of K, 

then 

Z(KG) = Z(KH)KG = J~(G'"DKG. 
PRCOF: 

Since (H, G) E CP, L(H) ~ L(G) by Lemma 2.6. 

Thus (L(H), L(GV E ~, and ;t follovTs that 

J(KL(il~KG S J(KL(G» KG S Z(KG), ,(5) 

by Lemma 2.5 and Corollary 3.5. 

Let F be an algebraic closure of K. By Lemma 2.2, 

Z(KG) S Z(FG), and by hypothesis, applying Theorem 3.18 

and Le:rmna 3.19, 

Z(FG) = J(FL(H~ FG = ~.J(KL(H~ rG. 

Thus 

J(KIJ(H~rC-' c: Z(KG) £ FeJ(nOiVKG. 

Let Ix').: A E /\} be a K-bc:.sis for F. If' 0< E FG, 0( 

can be uniquely wri tt en as 0( = £ x'). 0<"" where 0<.... E: KG , ~~A A 

for all A E I\, and 0<). = 0 for all but finitely- many 

\ E. /\. By the uniquene8s of this expression, ,'re deduce 

tha,t if ~ € Z(KG), then 0(. E J(ra(IIV KG, so that 

Z(KG) = J<r-L(H~KG = Z(KH)KG. 

Finally, it follOiofS fro~ (5) thf:~t Z(RG) = J0L(Gv KG. 

We shall need the following special case of the 

above result. 

~OLLARY ~.20. Let K be a field of characteristic p > 0, 

and let H be a normal subgroup of G. Suppose that if F is 

an algebraic closure of K, 

Z(FlI) = J(FL(H~ FE, 

and that for some prime q diffe~ent from p, G/H is,a 
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residually finite-q group. Then 

Z(RG) = J(n(H);KG = J(n(G~ KG • 

The relevance of the above corollary to our study 

of group rings of linear groups will become apparent from . 
the followine rem~rks. 

Let G be a subgroup of GLn(F), where F is a field 

of charc:cteristic q ~ 0 end n is a positive integer, and 

let K be a field of characteristic P > 0, where q I: p. In 

the study of the linear group G, it is frequently useful 

to define a certain topology on G, the Zariski Tonolocy, 

in such a way that for a given element x of G, the maps 

y \ >yx, y\ > xy, y ~y-1 ,~nd y~y-1xy are 

continuous. We shall not discuss this in detail here; see 

[~4' Chapter 5J. For our purposes, the most importnnt result 

concerning the Zariskl Topology 1s [54, Theorem 6.4], 
which says that if G is a linear group and R is a normal, 

closed subgroup of G, (that is, the nornal subgroup H is 

a closed subset of G under the Zariski Topoloey on G), 

then G/R is also linesr over F. 

We claim that ~(G) is a closed subgroup of G. Note 

first that 6(G) ,is the 'centralizer in G of Goo, the 

connected component of G containing {1}, by ~4, Lemmo 5. ~ , 
where GO is a. nomal subgroup of finite index in G, by , 
[54, LeI!'JD.a 5.~. How by [54, Lemma 5.4], the centralizer of 

E:.ny sub:::et of G is a clcsed set, and f)0 our claim f01lov1s. 

lie therefore deducethnt G/ ~ (G) S; GLm (F), for some 

pooitive integer m, by [54, Theorem 6.4]. If \'le now assume 

in addition that G is finitely generated, then so is G/~(G) 
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and so by ~4, Theoren 4.7]; G/~(G) is a finite 

extension of a residuE'lly finite-q group if q > 0, ,,[hile 

if q = 0 there eXists a finite set of primes TT such 

the,t for all primes r I- TI, G/ ~(G) is a finite extension 

of a residually finite-r group. 

Of course, since G itself io lineer, [54, Theorem 4.7} 
can also be applied to G. Rence if G ~ GLn(F) and G is 

finitely generated, there exists a prime r, different from 

p, such that G is a finite e~tension of a residually 

finite-r group. It is trivial that a locally finite, 

residually finite-r group is a locally finite-r group, so 

.that under our present hypotheses L(G) has a normal 

r-subgroup of finite index, for soee prime rIp. 

Thus if G G GLn(P), Hhere F has characteristic 

q' ~ 0, and K is a field of characteristic p I q, it 

follovrs from Corollary 1.3.28 and Theorem 2.5.8 that if G 

is finitely generated, J(KL(GD is nilpotent. By 

LeInIlla 1.3.10, J(KL(G~I-:G is n nilpotent ideal of KG. 

Hence if Conjecture 3.3 "rere true, ",e "lould have 

Z(KG) = N(KG) when G is a finitely generated suberoup of 

GLn(F), (provided of co~rse thct q I p). Furthermore, by 

Proposition 3.4, a proof of such a result would be enough 

to confirm the'conjecture for all linear groups in 

characteristic q ~ p. 

Our next result provides strong support for the 

conjecture that Z(KG) = N(KG) if G is a finitely 

generated subgroup of GLn(F), and indeed is suffiCient to 

prove this in special cases. vie shall need another 

intersection theorem, due once more to Zalesslcii. 
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THE 0 REf.l 3. 21 • [37, Theorem 9. 1 .8J Let I be a non-zero 

ideal of the group rine KG, and suppose that I contains 

no non-zero nilpotent ideals. Let H be a normal subGroup 

of G such· that G/H is an FC-group. Then 

I (\ K(H Ll(G~ -1= O. 

TI:EOR"11 3.22. Let K be a field of characteristic p > 0, 

end let G be a subgroup of GLn (]'), 1'rhere F has 

characteristic q ~ 0, and q f p. 

Then (i) if G has no elements of order p, Z(KG) = 0; 

(ii) if G is finitely eenerated, 

Z(KG) 1= O~ N(KG) ,; 0 < >6,p(G) f- 1 <=> J(KL(G~ 1= O. 

FROOF: 

First note that (i) follovTs e2.3ily from (ii) since 

if G has no elements of order p, then, by (ii), Z(IQI) = 0 

for all finitely eenerated subcroups H of G, :lnd so 

Lemma 2.4 gives (i). 

(ii) By Theorem 1.3.20(ii), lr(KG) 1= 0< ? ~p(G) 1= 1-

Since G is finitely eenerated, J(KL(G~ is nilpotent by the 

remarks on the previous page, so that 

J(KL(GYKG = N(KG) , 

and l'1e deduce that 

,6p(G) 1= 1 (==9 J(t{L(G)) 1= o. 
If N(KG) f: 0, then Z(RGJ f. 0 by Lemma 3.1. 

It remains to prove that if Z (KG) f- 0, then IT(I:G) 1= O. 

Suppose that this is false, so that Z(KG) I- 0, but 

H(KG) = O. There exists a prime r different from p such 

that G/6(G) has a noro81 subgroup'of finite index,rr/.6.(G), 

. \'1hich is a res idually fini te-r group: this foilo~vs by the 
. 

remarks on the previous two paees. Since H(EG) = 0, Z(KG) 
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contains no non-zero nilpotent ideals, E'nd Boby 

Theorem. 3.21, 

Z(KG) ('\ K(H ~(G)) I o. 
That is, by Corollary 2.6, and since ~(G) ~ H, 

Z(KH) .;, 0 • 

However, by Lemma 3.6 a~d Corollary 3.20, 

~ I Z(KH) = J(K~(GD KII, 

while by Theorem 1.3.20, 

J(K~(G»)KH S JQ\b,(G~KG = N(KG), 

so that N(KG) is non-zero. This contradiction implies 

that Z(KG) .;, 0 only if N(KG) -i 0, and the proof is 

complete. 

We can in fact sey more about th'e structure of Z(KG) 

when G ~ GLn (F) and G is finitely generated, but to do 

so we must first prove e. result "Thich is of independent 

interest, since it provides some evidence for the 

universal validity of Conjecture 3.3. If H is a locally 

finite normal subgroup of a group N, it is clear from 

Lemma 1.1.11 that L(I'TiH) = LO·l)/H. For this reason, for 

Conjectl:xe 3.3 to be true it is neces::ery that Z(Kln 

should behave like a radic21 ideal vThen factoring by ideals 

like w(H), \'Th~re H is as above. Provided '\'19 assume that H 

is actually finite, we can prove that this is indeed "That , 
happens. 

'Ie shall have frequent recourse in the proof of the 

next result to Le~~a 1.3.15, which states that if H is a 

finite subgroup of 0, then 

v;here II = .:£. h, end 
h~H 

A = HKG, 
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/I. 

IKG (}1]{G) = Gh. 

" Note also that if H<l G, then H is a centra1 element of KG. 

THE 0 ilmT 3.23. Let K be a field of characteristic P > 0, and 

1et H be a finite normal suberoup of a group G. 

Then (i) (Z(KG) + W(H»)/W(H) c Z{KG/w(H» • - , 
(ii) if in addition H is a p-group, (so that 

w(H) c Z (KG) ), 

Z(KG)/w (H) = z(KG/w (H») • 

PROOF: 

(i) If Z(KG) c w (H), the result is trivially 

true. Accordinely, we suppose that there exist"s 

0{ E. Z(KG)"- w{H), so that rKG{o() = E is an essential 

right ideal of KG. 

Put T = {? E. KG 
A 

)l'H ~ E}, a right ideal of KG. 

Clearly T 2 ~(H) + E , and 

(0<. T)n = 0{ (TQ) = 0 • 

It follows that 0( T ~ w (n). "Ie claim that T/w (H) is 

an essential right ideal of KG/~(H); this wi11 complete 

the proof of (1). It is clearly sufficient to prove that 

if w(H) c If KG, then (I ('\ T) :::> w(H) • Now if ;z: :r 
weIr) , I{t I- 0, " ~ft I- 0, I =' and so III f\ E ~ where r:: 

~E I, since E is essential end " IH is a right idet.l of 

KG. Thus ~ E T by definition of T, (3 e I by choice, and 

" ~ 1- w (H) since ~ H ~ o. 
. Therefore ~ c (I' W(H~ "f\ (T' w(RD, as 

recruired. 

(ii) \'le need only chou that 

Z(KG)!w(H);2 zQCG/c....> (II V ' 
since the reverse incluE:ion follo~'s from (i). Suppose 
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.. therefore that 0 1= 0( ~ KG, w(H) c. E~ KG,· with 

0( E c:; w(H) and E/ W(H) essential in KG/ w(If). 1:te must 
A ~ 

shoi'l that 0{ E. Z (KG). Clearly 0(, Ell = 0; 1-1e claim that EH 

is e.n essentiel right ideal of KG. 

First, note that ftKu is an essential right ideal of 

KH; indeed it is the unique minimal right ~nd left) ideal 
." ' of KH. Hence by IJenna 3.2.6, HKG is eEsential in KG, and 

so if I is a non-zero right ide~l of KG, 

~G " I ;) IT't = ~ H I- 0, 
A 

noting that H is in the centre of KG. Since 
,. " 

rKG(H) = lKG(H) = w(H), 

it follO\'18 that ~ I- W(R), r.nd so ('iKG of- W(H~/W(H) is 

a non-zero right ideal of KG/~(H). Thus there exists 

"! E. KG' w(H) such that 

--C E (~KG + W(H~ AE, 

since 3/uu(H) is essential in KG/w(H). 

Let --c = 0''7 + fA' where '7 E KG, Y. € (,.,) (li), so 

that 

l>-r = (~-?) ~ 0, 

since ~ I ~ (H). Thus '6'7 E E' CJ.J(H). 

It follo~;s th~,t 

0''1~ = {SIt'? 1= 0, 

" " and if He € EH. f\ I, 'as required. 

It l';C a110"1 H to oe infinite, the follOl'1ing special 

ca.se is all that "le can obtain. 

COROLLARY 3.~4. Let K be field of characteristic p> 0, 

let H be a normal locally finite-p subgroup of a group G, 

and suppose that there exists an index set 1\ and a set 

{R").. : Ae A} of subgroups of H, suph that (i) (\ H). = 1, 
).(;;./\ 
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(ii) HX<4G, for a.ll A E 1\, and (iii) H/H" is finite, for 

all ). E !\. Then 

Z(KG)/",-> (H) "2 Z(KG/u..>(H».' 

PROOF: 

Take 0{ E KG such that (~ + W(HD E Z(KG/ W(HD ' 

and put E = rKG(o(). Choose q -# (3 E. .KG; we claim tha.t 

E A ~ KG ~ o. ,By LeI!lIIla 1.3. 1 3, we may as surne ,\,li thout 

loss of generality that nw(H,\) = O. Hence ,\.".e can find 
~'"A 1\ 

f- c A such that p I w(I~). 
Now, by applying Theorem 3.23(ii) in the ring 

K( G/Hp) , it follows that there exists 't E; KG such the.t 

~ ¥ I "'-' (Hr ), but o{~ '6 E: c..u (H)J. (He are using here the 

fact th~t KG/uu(Hr ) ~ K(G/H~).) Since,H is locally finite, 

there exists a finite subgroup L of I~ such that 

" 0< ~ ~ L = 0: 

however ~'6~ ~ 0, since lKG(L) c: w {H,,,}, and (3 '6 I ~(Hr). 
" Therefore 0 -f; ~)) L E: E, and so E is eSE:ential. The proof 

is thus complete. 

lve now return to linear groups. If G is a finitely 

generated subgroup of GLn{F), where the charncteristic of 

F is q ~o, and q ~ p, then LSP(G) is a finite group. ~or 

&(G) S: L(G), and ,as 'tias noted earlier, L(G) has a 

normal r-subgroup llof finite index for some prime r -I p, , 
so that· ~p (G) /~:P (G) ('\ ~l) is finite. It follovTs by . 

Lemma 1.1 .19(v) that I 8(G) ('\ W : l:::l (l~l(G) (\ Vi < cO; 

that is, L::~:P(G) ("\ vT is finite, since l:::P(l:::P(G) A ,,) = 1. 

Thus ~(G) is finite, and hence by LeIT~a 1.1.19(iv), 

. I::! (G / ~p ( G ~ = 1. 

THEo:-mr 3.25. rJet K be a field of characteristic p > 0, 
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and suppose G is a finitely eenerated suberoup of GLn(F), 

"There F is a field of characteristic q ~ 0, and q I: p. 

Then U(KG) ~ Z(KG)- s; w(pl(G»). 

PROOP: 

Since ~(G) is ~inite, 6.(G/ H(GD is simply 

6(G)/t:!(G). Since &(cr/6~(G~ = 1, N[K(G/~p(G»)1 = 0, 

by Theorem 1.3 • .20(ii), and as in the proof of Theorem 3.22 

vTe may deduce thf:,t Z [KeG/ H(G~1 = O. The result nm'l 

follOlvs from Lemma. 3.1 (lnd Theorem 3.23(i). 

If' t::!(G) is a P-groufl, then 've deduce from the 

above result and Lemoa 1.3.29 that 

Z(KG) = N(KG) = W(L~l(G~. 

"Ie begin this section by showing how purely group 

theoretic results can be obtained using the methods of 

the previous sections. The idea is to make use of t~e fact 

that if K is a field and H is a sub~roup of a group G, '\'1e 

know th[~t zOrn) ~ Z(KG) under relatively i'Te~k 

assumptions about tte wcy H is contained in G, (LeI:',oQ 2.5). 

In this respect t:'.e singul~,r idea.l behaves very 

differently from the Jacobson radical J for even 1-Then II is , 

normal in G it does not follovT that J(KH) C;; J(KG), £"S l'le 

remarked Lfter 'I'heoren 2.9. 

By a straiehtforl'lard application of Theorem 3.10, 

vii th L = {O}, we c~n deduce that if H is an FC-hypercentrnl 

normal suberoup of a group G, c.nd K is a field such that 

Z(KG) ~ 0, then Z(KG) ~ KDG(H) ·~·O. This oiople fact 
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enables us to prove the follovTing result, "Thich can no 

doubt also be proved by purely group theoretic mee.ns. 

THEORE1\! 4.1. (i) Let p be a prime, let G be a soluble 

group, and suppose there exists a. finite subgroup H of G 

such that pJIHI and (H, G) E (J). Then there exists a 

finite subgroup T of ) ( G) such that p II T I and 

T c::] 3(G)<J G. 

(ii) Let p be a prime, let p be an FC-hypercentral 

group, and su.ppose there exists a finite subgroup H of G 

such that p' IHI ~nd (H, G) E:: 0:'. Then G has a finite normal 

subgroup T such that p II T I. 
FROOF: 

(1) Let K be any field of charocteristic p. Then 

Z(KH) 1= 0 by Ler-ma 2.1, E.nd so by Lemma 2.5, Z(KG) 1= o. 
Hence by the remcrks above, z(r(~ (G») 1= 0, and since 3(G) 

is an FC-group it follows from Lemma 3.6 and Theorem 

1.3.20 that 3(G) hes a finite normal subgroup of order 

divisible by p. 

(ii) This is proved similarly, noting that if H is a 

finite subgroup of ~(G), then HG, the normal closure of 

H in G, is finite. 

REr·:ftRKS: (i) J3y Lemr::a 2.7, the hypothesis that (H, G) E ()) 

in the above result is equivalent to the assumption that 

(H, L(G) ) E:: LX. 
(ii) A result very similar to Theorem 4.1 (i) can be 

proved by working solely within L(G), and using uell-knDi'Tn 

properties of the Jacobson radicE.l of group elgebras of 

locally finite groups. In the conclusion, 3(L(G») 

replaces ? (G). 
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(iii) Theorem 4.1(ii) is a generalisation of a 

result of HcLain, LL1.0, Thm. 2. 25], ,\'lho essentially proves 

the analogue of Theorem 4.1 (ii) ,for G hypercentral. Note 

that if G is a hypercentral group, the c·ondi tion that 

(H, G) E. (?, '\-There H is a finite subgroup of G, is vacuous. 

Our second application is concerned with the 

existence of non-trivial idempotents in group algebras. 

Crucial here is the elementary observation that if R is a 

ring and e is an idempotent in R, then r(e) = (1 - e)R. An 

immediate consequence of this is that Z(R) cannot contain 

any non-zero idempotents. 

In view of the Zero Divisor Conjecture, one '\'lOuld 

expect that if G is a torsion-free group and K is a field, 

KG will have no non-trivial idempotents. To date, the best 

result along these lines has been obtained by Formanek, 

[12J, uho showed that if G'is torsion-free and satisfies 

the maximum condition on cyclic subfTours, and K is a 

field of characteristic zero, then KG has no non-trivial 

idempotents. 

The result we shall prove here may be viewed as a 

generalisation of the fact that if G is a finite p-group 

. and K is a field of characteristic p, then KG has no 

non-trivial idernpotents , since KG/g -
= 

K and g is 

nilpotent. 

THE 0 REI 1 4.2. Let K be a field of characteristic P > 0, 

and suppose G is a group ,\'1i th a descending series 

• • • = 1 , H 0( :::> H 0<. ... '\ "::>. • .:::> H () 
J 

where J is an ordinal, Ha(<l G, and HO( /Hc(+1 is a 

locally finite p-group, for all c.I, 0 ~ d... < J' and 

where H ,,= (\ IIR if A is a limit ordinal, 0 <'A ~ J · 
1\ Fc:.}.' \ 
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Then KG has no non-trivial idempotents. 

PROOF: 

If e E KG is an idempotent, then clearly either e 

or (1 - e) is contained in g, since this ideal is the 

kernel of the canonical ho~omorphism from KG onto K. vie 

may thus assume without loss of generality that KG has an 

idempotent e, contained in ~. r,le shall prove that e = 0 

by showing that ·for all ordinals 0{ , 0 ~ ~ < J' 
e E; w(Re() implies e E w (Hco(. .... 1). 

Assume therefore that e E. W (H 0( ), "There 0 ~ 01. < J . 
. No'\-' HO(:t'..:::l G; ' .... e Ehall denote the canonic~.l map frot:1 KG to 

-K(G/H.,(+,\) by x ~ X, for x t KG, T ~ 1', H",,+\ ~ T S G. 
-Thus e E. w(Ho() i8 on idempotent in KG, and e = 0 if' and 

only if e E w(Hc.(.+1). Hovrever W(Re() = z(rrn..()i~G c. Z(r::G) 

by IJcmma 1. 3. 29, Corollary 3. 5, flnd Lemma 2. 5. Thus by the 

remark before the statement of the theorem, e = O. That 

is, e E w(Ho(+1)' and so by transfinite induction, the 

result is proved, since if A is a limit ordinal, 

(\ 0..)(H @) = W(II~), 
~<). 

by Lemma 1.3.13. 

REHARK: ~le could not have used the Jacobson radical in 

place of the singular ideal in the above proof, since as 

was pointed out in the third remark following Theorem 2.9, , 
it is not in general the case that if H <l G, then 

J(KR)KG £ J(KG); nor is it the cvse that if H<l G, 
00 

(\ (J(KH)KG)n = 0, as can be seen by taking K to be the 
Y\-1 

field of p elements, and G = H = Cp~' for any prime p. In 

this c~se, J(KG) = ~ = §2. 

Gordon [j6, p.281] h~s nsked whether a priree uniform 
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ring with no non-trivial idecpotent ideals is necessarily 

a domain. Our first example ShOi'lS that the anSi'1er is t 'no t'. 

EXAT·:FLE 4.3. Let K be a field of characteristic p > 0, and 

let Cp denote the cyclic group of order p. Let A be an 

infinite elementary abelian p-eroup, end put G = Cp1 A. 

Put R = KG. 

(i) Right Goldie dimension of R = 1. 

For if I and J are non-zero rieht ideals of R, take 

° f c(" ~'I, ° f: ~ e J, end put H = < supp«., supp (3)' a 

finite p-group. Since KH hes a unique minimal right ideel, 

namely ( S'. h)K1I, and since (I f'\ KlI) and (J r'\ KH) are 
,,~ 

non-zero, it follows that 0 f 'L ~h ~ (I " J). 
neH 

(ii) By Coroll~ry 3.5 and Le~R 1.3.29, 

J(R) = Z(R) = g. 

(iii) R hen no non-trivial idempotent ideals. For, 

letting, B denote the base group of G, i'ie have B <:l G and 

G/B ~ A, so that in particular G/B is a residually finite-p 

group. It follovTs from Lemma 1.3.14 and the isomorphisI!l of 
00 

Lemma 1.3.11 that 
00 

argument f'\ bm = 

(\gn G 
h=1-

q~G). By a similar 

m-1= 
m '::? 1, by Let'lIIla 

0, and so since (~G)m = bmG for all 

1 .3.10, ','re deduce that 
oD 
(\(:QG)m = 0. 

00 \on-, -
note that if '6 e. (\(~G)m, then if {gt 

~::a,\ ' s 
t E: T} is a 

trnnsvers8,l to B in G, and D = ~ Y g .. , vTe haYe, for 
cO 1:='\ Ilt " 

t ::s 1, ••• , s, 'tt E .,...,0,"gm = 0, and so "t = O. 

Since g is the unique maximal ideal of R, (iii) 

follm'is. 

(iv) R is prine, by Proposition 1.3.18, since G has 

no non-trivial finite normal sub~rcups. 
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Thus n is a prime rine with no non-trivial idempotent 

ideals, such that Z(R) is non-zero and is the unique 

maximal. ideal of R. 

EXAITPLE .-1.4,. LSi-rrence [31a1 has given an example of a 

primitive singular ring, and Bergman has exhibited a . 

prime uniform singular ring. Rere we give a simple example 

possessing all of thene properties. 

Let K and Cp be as in Ex~mple 4.3, and let C~ 

denote an infinite cyclic group. Put G = cp 1 CoO' o.nd 

R = KG. Let B denote the base group of G; thus B is an 

infinite elementary abelian p-group, and Gin ~ C~. As in 

Exrunple 4.3, KB is uniform. 

R is primitj.ve, by [37, Lemma 9.2.8(ii)1. 

By Theorem 3.2.7, R is right (and left) uniform. 

J;astly, by Corollary 3.5, Lemt1a 1.3.29 nnd 

Lemma 2.8, 

Z(R) = bG o . 
Thus vle see that even uhen one considers only 

primitive rines, "right uniform" does not imply 

"right non-singular". 

5. STRONGLY PRIl1E RINGS 

DEFINITION 5.1. A ring R is said to be right strongly: 

prime if, given any non-zero element ol of R, there exists 

a finite subset S(~) of R, called the rieht insulator of 

01.. in R, such that rR(o(s(o(») = O. Left stronely prj1:!e 

rines are defined similarly. 

A ring is said to be stronr;l;v priMe if it is both 
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right and left strongly prime. 

Clearly strongly prime rings are prime. Strongly 

prime rings arose .. implicitly in the study of the 

coefficient rings of certain primitive group rings, [3~. 

Elementary properties of strongly prime rings are' 

considered in [20J, and ue list here some of the results 

of that paper. For our purposes, the most important of 

these is (v), for which 1'le include a troof. Notice that a 

ring R is right strongly prime if and only if every 

non-zero two-sided ideal of R conte.ins a finitely 

genera.ted left ideal v;hose right e.nnihilator is zero. 

~POST'llION 5.2. (i) There exist!:: a rj ght strongly prime 

ring which is not left strongly prime. 

(ii) If R is a l'riI!le ring ,\'1i th the descending chain 

condition on right annihilator ideHls, R is right strongly 

prime. In particu~ar, prime rieht Goldie rings are right 

strongly prime. 

(iii) Simple rings and domains are strongly pri~e. 

(iv) A commutative ring is strongly prime if end . 

only if it is a domain. 

(v) The right singular ideal of a right strongly 

prime rinG is zero. 

(vi) The maximal right quotient ring. ofa right 

strongly prine ring is simple. 

(vii) The socle of a strongly prime ring is either 

{O} or the ",hole ring. 

PROCF: 

(v) Let R be a ri~ht strone1y prime ring, and 

supposethereexi~ts OJ. o{E:Z(~). Let {~1'··· '~n} 

be a right insulator of O{, so that 
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rR(ol~1' • • • , e<(:?n) = O. 

However, for i = 1, • • 

essential right ide8l, since .0(. E Z(R). 

• • • E :::: 

and E is an essential right ideal. This 

shows that Z(R) = O. 

Renee, 
" .(\ r R (~ (1i) , 

"1.-1 
contradiction 

~~ost of the remE'-ining parts of the above proposition 

are equally elementary consequences of the definition; for 

proofs, see [20]. In l20, p.222, Q.31, Randelman and 

Lawrence raise the problem of characterising strongly 

prime group rings. They prove that necessary conditions 

for a group ring RG to be strongly pr~e are that R is 

strongly prime and, in our notation, L(G) = 1, and they 

show that these conditions &re also sufficient if G is 

e.belian, [20, rrop.III.1]. I'rovided lTe consider only 

commutative coefficient rines, i'Te can extend their result 

to 

!IIEO~·L..2..t2.. (i) (Handelman ~nd L~:~·:rence) Let RG be a 

stronGly price Group ring. Then R is strongly pr~e end 

L(G) = 1. 

(ii) If R is a commutative domain and G satisfies 

L(G) = 1 and is (a) soluble, or (b) FC-hypercentrnl, then 

UG is strongly prime. 

PROOF: 

(i) If RG is strongly priDe, then clearly so is R. 

Suppose L (G) #. 1; then W (L (G») is a non-zero tw·o-sided 

ideal of RG, und if 01... 1 , • • • , o{n are finitely many 

elements of W(L(G»), there exl.sts a finite subGroup H of 

L(G) such that o(i e Gh , for i == 1, ••• , n. Hence 
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" ~iH = 0, and so RG is not strongly prime. Therefore 

L{G) = 1, as required. 

,(ii) (a) Clearly, RG iS,strongly prime if and only 

if Q{R)G is strongly prime, ,·rhere Q(R) is the quotient 

field of R, so we may' assume without loss that R is a 

field. Take 0 :J 0( E RG; it \-1ill be enough to ShOi'l that 

the ideal (RGo<RG) of RG contains a regular element; for 

if 
~ 

c = ~~jo( 'tj E: }WO(RG 

and c is regular, {~1' • • • , ~ m' l) l' . • • , t m} is a 

right and left inoulatingset for 0(. 

We apply Theorem 3. 10",,1 th H = E (G) in the . 

notation of §3; and L = (O}, to deduce that 

(RGol RG) (\ R 3 (G) 1= O. 

However, since l(G) = 1, 3+(G) = 1, f.nd so by IJeoma 

1.1.19(1), 3(G) is torsion-free abelian. Thuo, by 

Corollary 1.3.23, R )(G) 1s a domain, ~nd so by (6), 

(RGo{ RG) contains a regular elenent c of R 3 (G). By 

Lemma 1.3.4(i), c 1s rogular in RG, and the proof is 

complete. 

(b) The proof is similar to that of (a), t~.}(ing 

H = G in applyine Theorem 3.10. 

REr,I1,RKS:(i) Irote that in provine the above theorem \ie 

have actu~lly proved the follOidng, at first sight 

stronger, result: 

If R 1s a commutative domain and G is a soluble or 

(6) 

FC-hypercentral group, then every non-zero tl1o-sided idec.l 

of RG contains a regulcr element if and only if L(G) =,1. 

It seems unlikely thf~t the above property is 
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in generel equivalent to the property of being stronely 

prime, and certainly by Proposition 5.2(i) there exist right 

strongly prime rings ,..,hich do not satisfy the above 

condition. However, it is possible that the result is true 

for,8rbitrary group algebrcs. Certcinly, it seems likely 

th~t Theoren 5.3 should extend to group rings of many 

other claSEes of groupsJ see in this reGard Theorem 5.5 

belm'" 2nd the follm-ling remarl{s. 

(ii) If G ~ ~ L(G) = L{(G), and so by 

Propositions 1.3.18 and 5.2(ii), Theorem 3.2.12 implies the 

following result: 

If G ~ ~ and R is commut~tive, RG is strongly 

prime if and only if l(G) = 1 cnd R is a domain. 

(iii) The results of Chapter 2 provide, of course, 

many more examples of strongly prime group rings. 

(iv) .A straightfor'iard local argument applied ,oJ'1 th 

the proof of Theorem 5.3 shm·TS that if R is a cOIIlI!lutative 

domain and G is torsion-free and locally soluble or 

loce.lly'FC-hypercentral, then :i.G is strongly prime. 

However it is not clear ho", to obtcin a result 

correspondine to Theorem 5.3 itself, for group rings of 

loc~lly soluble cr locally FC-hyrercentral groups; a 

result analo[;o'l's to Proposition 3.4 seems necessary here. 

(v) Bearing in t!ind 'that strongly prime rings are. 

non-singular, it is interestinG"to note how Theoret! 5.3 

and its extensions discussed above compare ,'ri th 

Conjecture 3.3 and the resul t~) of § 3. 

lle mentioned at the beginning of this section that 

strongly prime rings arose in the consideration of 
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coefficient rings of certain prioi tive group ·rinb~, l,31). 
Formanek, [10J, sho'tved that if G = A .. B is a free 

product, with IAI ! 1, IBI ! 1, and either IAI or IBI > 2, 

then KG is primitive for all fields K. These group rin6s 

were among the first of the nm'T fairly numerous examples 

of primitive group rings to be discovered. In (3U ' 
La'tV"rence adapted Poroanek's proof to shou, inter ali&:., that 

eny strongly prime ring would suffice for the coefficient 

ring K. Here we shall £!.dapt Lr-"t'rrence' s c.rgument to obtain 

yet more examples of primitive eroup rings. It will be 

seen that the proof is in f~'cct very simile.r to that 

devised by Formanek in Do]. 

DEFINITION 7.4. For E', croup H, '!'~e "Trit~ H~ = H - {1}. 

Let G = A .. Ba we Sf~y that g E: G is of ~ AA and has 

lenp,th (2n + 1) if 

g = a 1b 1a 2b 2 •• .anbn un +1' 
"# #-where a i EO A , bi E: B , i = 1, • • • , n + 1. \{e define 

elements of type AB, BA, and BB, ~.nd their len..~hs, in a 

similar "''lay. He denote the lenGth of g E: G by 1(6) I and 

define 1(1) = O. 

notice that since G is a fl~ee product, the length 

of an element is well-defined. 

TIIE0 R'·; 5.5. Let K be a field, G a group with a nornal , 
subcroup N, ~nd subgroups A ~ U, B ¥ N such that 

GIN ~ (A/N * BIN). 

(Th~~ G is in fact the free product of A and B 

ama.lgC'mating the normE:l sub croup N. ) Suppose that (i) RJI 

is stroncly prime. Then KG is stroncly prime. 

If in addition (i)' 0 ::J I<l'KN implies that I 
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contains e regular element; 

(ii) either IA : NI > 2 or In : NI > 2 ; 

end· (iii) IG/NI ~ IDrl, 
then KG is primitive. 

Let Ao = {a').:" E A J, Bo =. {b}-': r E: U} be 

transversals to. N in A and B respectively. ''Ie may £.ssume 

that 1 E Ao' 1 E Bo. Since G/n ~ (A/N * B/N), the set Go of 

words in {Ao U Bo J forms atrannversal to N in G. Of 

course, Ao' Bo and Go are subsets of G. !Tote that eleoents 

of G can be uniquely written in the form 

na1b 1a 2b 2 • • • 8.mbn ao +'1 ' 

where o.i E:. Ao' (i ( r.l + 1, b i E. Bo -. {1}, 1 ~ i ~ ro, 

a j f. 1 for 2 ( j ( tl, end n E. N. Thus ",e may define the 

length of an element of G to be the length of its 108.6e 

in G/N. 

We shoH first that (i) implies that KG is strongly 
n 

prime. Tr'.ke 0 fo(. E: KG, say 0( = ~~igi' ",here ei E. Go 

. and 0 f- 0( i E Dr, 1 ( i ( n. Suppose e1 has r::aximcl length 

in {gi : 1 ~ i ~ n}, and let { ~1' ••• , ~m} be a right 

and left insulating set for cX 1 in YJI. Take 1 1= a E:- Ao' 

1 f- b t Bo' and put 

~ = {a~j' b~j' ab~j' ba~j 1 ( j ~ m}, 

0 1 {g1 g1 g1 g1 } 
./c) = pj a, ~j b, ~j ab, ~j ba: 1 ~ j ( m • 

It is easily checked that).B (respectively~') is a left 

(respectively right) insulating set for ~ in KG, so that 

KG is strongly prime. 

We nOvT assume (i)', (ii) and (iii), and aim to prove 

that KG is primitive. Note that ·this 1'Till folIo,", if He can 
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find a proper left ideal H of KG such that (H + I) == KG 

for every non-zero ti'lo-sided ideal I of KG. 

We may assume without loss that IA/NI ~ IB/NI. 

Case (a): IA/NI = eO • 

By condition (iii) and our assumption that 

fA/NI ~ IB/N I, 

IGol == IG/NI == lAIN/" ~ IENI, 

and since KG == ~KNg, He have IKG I '= IA/NI· == lAo I. 
'EGo 

Let vl : (KG - {o}) > Ao be a bijection of sets. Take 

'" o 1= 01.. == 5 01.. g. E KG es above, where g1 E Go has 
~ J.. J.. 

maximal length in {gi : 1 ~ i ~ n}, and 0 1= eli E leN, 

1 ~ i ~ n. By hypothesis (i) t, there exists a, regular 

element :[1 of KN such that 0(1 E. (leN ot1 KU), sr.y 

I'Y\ 

0<1 == ~ ~j 0/ 1 "C j , 
;)= 1 

where 0 -1= '6j , "t'j ~ KN, 1 ~ j ~ m. Put 

\"t'\ 

~( ~jo«-(j) g1 ) 

(t)'j 0(1 Z"; G1 ... ~ (£'lrj o(iGi(-r;f~ 
:)-1 J) 1.=2 :r=1 ) 

l'\ 

2:jg 1 + £;Z.g. ' 
1=!l. J.. J.. 

01... == 

= 

= 

(KGo(KG) '<J KG, 

"There 2""i E. KN f 1 ~ i, ~ n, using the fe.ct that N is 

normal in G. 

NOvl fix any 1 -/: b E B 0' and define 

T(~) = 

bVT (ol ) b2 b + 'I (ol. ) b2 b if g1 is of type AA; 

bW(o( )bo( + vl{o<.)b;;t\'l(O{) if g1 is of type AB 

or g1 == 1 ; 

biV(o{ )'~ b + '''Col )ol bi'l(o()b if g1 is of type BA; 

bU(~)~W(o<..) + "l(O<'.)~'Ho()b if g1 is of type BB. 
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The above procedure mEy be follovTed for every 

non-zero elemente( of KG to obtain a corresponding 

element T(o() of KG. Put 

= £ KG r T (0( ) + 1l , 
O,tc<.EKc.- L 'j 

a left ideal of KG. Since, if 0 ~ 0{ E KG,;Z is chosen in 

(leGe< KG), it follows that for. any non-zero ideal I of KG, 

. (I + M) = KG. 

Hence to prove that KG is primi ti ve , it vTill be enough to 

show that M is a proper left .ideal. Suppose that this is 

not the case, so that there exists t ~ 1 and 

o!. l' .. · · , 01. t' ~ l' . · . , P't E KG 

such that 

1 = 
For s = 1, . • . , t, let 

Y\(S) 

~s = 1.~ rsl esl ' 
where 0 1= ~sl E. KN and gsl EGO' 1 ~ 1 ~ n(s). Choose e' 
of maxim~l length in fe-sl : 1 ~ s ~. t, 1 ~ 1 ~ n(s)}, and 

suppose that g' = e 1 is of type AB or BB. 
s 1 1 

Note that if r is a regular element of a group ring 

SR, then rh is regu1~r for all h E II; for if there exists 

'7 E: SH End h e H such that 

= 

claimed. 

It follm'lS 

where Sg <; KN, 

x = 

or "Then x = 

= 0, 

0, so 

? h-1 rh 

~h-1 = o and thus '? = 0, as 

that if we urite 

~s T(ele-> ) = ~~o ~glS , 
1 ,;.) 1 

then bx f. 0 either "Then 

• . • 61 .• • • 

. . . 
W(~ )b 

1 (8) 
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Notice that here we are once again using the 'fact that N 

is normal in G to enE.ble us to move the regular element 

or1 of KN to the left hand side of the relevant summand of 

~i T(o{i ), to obtain a nevI, but still regular, element of 
1 1 

KN. 

Since .the map W is a bijection, the element x of (8) 

cannot appear as a coset representative in the expansion 

of FsT(o(s) for any s f. s1' 1 ~ s ~ t. Hence, by (7), yle 

must have x € supp ~s' for some s, 1 ~ s ~ t. However, 

l(x) = l(g') + 1(e1) + 4 > l(g'), 

and since l(g') is by choice of g' maximal ~,mong elements 

of {supp ~ s : 1 ~ s ~ t}, vIe have arrived at £'. contradiction. 

Similar remarks apply if g' is of the form AA or BA, 

whence M is a proper left ideal and the proof of Case (a) is 

complete. 

Case (b): lAIN I < 00. 

In this case, there,is a bijection 

W: (KG - {o}) -~> N, 
'\-,here N denotes the nZ.tural nUI!1bers, by hypothesis (iii). 

Given 0 f 01.. E KG, we find 0 f ~ E KG exactly as in 

C~se (a). Since lAo I > 2, vIe may fix elements a, c E Ao ' 

a I c, a ~ 1 f c. We elso fix 1 ~ b ~ Bo. If now 

d... = ~o(igi as be'fore, vlhere o<'i E KIT, gi E: Go' 

1 ~ i ~ n, end g1 is the element of maximal length 'vhich 

we have chosen before obtaining ~, we define 

T( o() = 

(ab)l'l(o()C';(b + b(ab)l'l(ol.)c~ if g1 is of type BA; 

(ab)iV(oL)cb';(a + b(ab)1'l(O<)Cb2 if g1 is of type AB 

(ab)I'l(o()Cb~b + b(ab)1HcX6b~ 

(ab)rl(ot)c' a + b(ab)l:!(o<.)c' 

or g1 = 1; 

if g1 is of type AA; 

if g1 is of type BB. 
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vIe now put 

~KGlT(~ ) + 11 ' 
o Fri..E.'(.w 

M = 

and use arguments similar to those used for Case (a) to 

show that }I is a proper left ideal of KG, and 

(r~ + I) = KG 

for all non-zero ideals I of KG. 

This completes the proof o~ the theorem. 

From the first part of the above result and 

Proposition 5.2(v) ue imnediately deduce 

COROLIARY 5.6. Let K be a field, and let G be a group 

vlith a. norme.l suberoup N such that G/H is a non-trivial 

free product. If KN is strongly priI':le, then Z(KG) = O. 

By epplying e result of Pcssman, it is possible to 

we~ken hypothesis (iii) of Theorem 5.5. 

THEORilI 7.7.[37, Theoren 8.1.~ Let K be a field extension 

of F, let G be a 6rouP, and suppose FG is primitive. I~ K 

is a.n algebraic extension of F, or if l::::.( G) = 1, then KG 

is primitive. 

COROIJLARY 5.8. Let K be a field, and let G be a group 1"i th 

a normal subgroup N, and subgroups A ~ N, B ¥ N such 

that G/N ~ (A/N * BIN). Suppose that 

(i)' Every non-zeJ;o ideal ofKN contains a regular 

element; 

(ii) either IA : HI> 2 or IB NI > 2; 

(iii) !'G/NI ~ INI • , 
(iv) either IKI ~ IGI or ~(A) f"\ ~(B) = { 1 } • 

Then KG is primitive. 
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PROOF: 

= IG/Nf, then IKNI ~ IGlnl by (iii), 

and the reE'ul t follm'Ts from Theorem 5.5. 

Suppose on the other hand that ~(A) A ~(B) = 1. 

We cleim that 6(G) -- ~(A) A ,6. (B) • Now it is clear 

that the FC-subgroup of e non-trivi~l free produ.ct which 

sf:tisfies hypot}:esis (j.i) is trivial, so that ~(G) ~ N, 

and therefore 6,( G) ~ ~ (A) 1'\ ,6(B). The reverse 

inclusion is clear. NOvi let F denote the prime subfield of 

K, so that F is certainly countable, and (iii) implies 

that IG/NI ~ IFNI, since IG/NI is infinite. Hence FG is 

primitive, by Theorem 5.5. The result now follows from 

Theorem 5.7. 

RIDiARKS: (i) Hypothesis (iv) of the above result is 

certainly necessary, as by [37, Theorem8.1.(j, a 

primitive group ring KG satisfies either ~(G) = 1 or 

IKI ~ IGI. Hypothesis (ii) is 21so necessary, as if 

N ~ {1} end IAI = IBI = 2, then G = C2 * C2 , the infinite 

dihedral group, by LemEa 1.1.24. In this ccse, KG is not 

primitive for eny field K; see (37). 
(ii) It is quite possible that hypothesis (iii) is 

superfluous, £lthough, cleFrly it is necess~ry for our 

present proof. We conjecture also that hypothesis (i)' is 
, 

much stronger than is necessary, end in perticular we ask 

the following questions: 

(a) If in Corollary 5.8 we require, instead of (i)', 

that KN be primitive, is KG primitive? 

(b) Is it even sufficient to assume that Y..N is prime, 

. instead of (i)t, in Corollary 5.8? 
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6. CONCLUSION 

The main purpose of this chapter has been to 

provide evidence in support of Conjecture 3.3. It is 

perhaps revealing to compare this conjecture with the 

conjecture of Passman and Zalesskii on the structure of 

the Jacobson radical of KG. Recall that they have 

conjectured that J(KG) = N*(KG) f'or an arbitrary group 

algebra KG. Now by Theorem 1. 3'. 30, 

N*(KG) = 'J(Y:!\(GDKG, 

where J\(G) is a certain characteristic locally finite 

subgroup of G. For a given group algebra KG, "Te thus have 

the follo'toTing ch2in::: of chara,cteristic locally finite 

subgroups, and ideals:-

!S(G) !\(G) L(G) G 

J(KK(G~ KG C J(KI\\G») YG £ J(KL(G~KG c. KG 

1\ 

N(KG) 

I), (a) 

J(KG) 
(c) 

", (b) 

Z(KG) KG 

It is well-known that we have equality at (a) for 

many classes of groups when K has characteristic zero, 

(see [38J for details) and for arbitrary K when G is, for 

example, localiy soluble, locally FC~hypercentral, linear, 

or, (trivially), locally finite, [38J. The inclusion (b) is, 

as 'toTe have shown, an equality for all fields of 

characteristic zero, and for an arbitrary field K when G 

is locally soluble, locally FC-hypercentre,l, or locally 

finite. As we hFve previous]y remarked, it is not known 

vlhetr_er (c) J(KG) c: Z(KG). Note th£t a proof of (c) 

would imply that J(KG) = 0 for all groups G and all fields 

K of characteristic zero. 
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